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About This
Guide
This section puts the Guide in context: why it was
written and how to use it so that you will end up with
some basic strategies and suggestions for developing or
reviewing your own policies and procedures.
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How to Use This Guide

1.1 How to Use This Guide
This Guide provides an overview of the process for developing
your own policies and procedures.
Each section contains the following units of information:
The Guide is structured to offer some basic information
on various policy areas. However, an in-depth treatment of each
topic is not within the scope of this project. Although a large
number of policy areas are covered, it is not expected that all of
them will be necessary or relevant to your agency. Consider this
a “smorgasbord” to guide your options rather than a
prescriptive how-to manual.Watch for more to come in Phase
Two!
Under each topic, there are Your Turn exercises for you to
apply to your own agency. If you follow and complete these
exercises, you should ﬁnish with an assessment of your agency’s
current position and a plan of action for policy development.

Each topic also offers Tips and Resources which will
include practical insights and leads for getting further
information. This is where you might begin to expand on the
subject. All references throughout the document are cited fully
in the Annotated Bibliography in the Supporting Documents
section at the end of the Guide.
Finally, most topics feature actual samples of policies and
procedures, under the For Reference sub-heading. They
are not necessarily judged, endorsed or recommended by CLO,
but are offered to illustrate possible style, sense and wording.
Some are deliberately inappropriate in order to generate
discussion as you selectively plan for your own policy manual.
The sample statements are to be adapted not adopted!

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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1.2 Who the Guide is For
This Guide will beneﬁt the boards of directors in
community-based literacy agencies, who have ultimate legal
responsibility for the agency’s governance. Senior staff (such
as executive directors) who are responsible for the agency’s
management will also ﬁnd this Guide useful in working with
their boards to develop policy.Whether your organization has
had no experience or has had considerable involvement in
policy development, this Guide will serve as a reference and/or a
refresher for board members and staff who set policies and
procedures. CLO hopes that this support will enhance the
professional work of community-based literacy agencies across
Ontario.

Notes on Terminology:

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO

�

The terms board members and directors are both used to
refer to those who sit on the boards of directors of non-proﬁt
agencies.

�

The terms agencies and organizations are also used
interchangeably to identify community-based literacy
program providers.

�

The term executive director is used to identify the senior
staff person, although many agencies may choose other titles
for this position.

�

The terms learner and student is used interchangeably to
indicate the clients of literacy agencies.

�

The term Volunteer Coordinator is used as the title for
student-tutor and one-to-one coordinators although is it
recognized that various titles may be used for this position.

�

He and she are used interchangeably throughout the text to
refer to persons of both genders.

�

Keep in mind that, depending on your agency’s model of
board governance, not all types of policy outlined in this
Guide may necessarily be appropriate to your organization.
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Service Quality Management Approach

1.3 Service Quality Management Approach
The term Service Quality Management was introduced in the
Literacy and Basic Skills Program (LBS) Guidelines (1998), by
the Ministry of Education and Training (MET), to describe an
approach for managing a fully accountable literacy service
delivery. The Guidelines stipulate that MET-funded literacy
agencies have comprehensive policies and procedures in place to
ensure that top quality services are provided.
Although the term may be new, community-based agencies
have long recognized their need to:
�

maintain quality in delivering their services,

�

manage risks

�

protect people and programs

�

be accountable.

(See the ﬁndings of Volunteer Management Resource Guide for
Literacy Programs, Community Literacy of Ontario Inc., 1997.)
In this Guide, Community Literacy of Ontario (CLO) seeks to
respond to needs identiﬁed by both the literacy ﬁeld and MET.
It is safe to say that concerns for quality assurance and
professional management are widely felt throughout the non
proﬁt sector. Even if all risks and problems cannot be
eliminated, the development of policies and procedures can go a
long way to support quality literacy services.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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Good reasons for developing policies
as a part of your management approach.

✷ G O O D

R E A S O N S ! ✷

For the AGENCY,

For the AGENCY PERSONNEL,

having sound written policies and procedures
✸ enhances productivity, reduces
waste and duplication, sets out the
systems right from the start

✸ enables all parties to understand
the expectations and limitations
of their involvement

✸ controls risks with planning and
foresight

✸ clarifies who does what, how the
agency is run, and how everyone in
the organization is accountable

✸ makes it possible to demonstrate
results - policies can help as
indicators of intention and
achievement
✸ helps ensure operational
consistency through fair application
of rules
✸ helps ensure adherence to your
mission and keeps you on track

✸ assures the safety and protection
of all people
✸ demonstrates respect to everyone
involved by recognizing the value of
their contributions
✸ establishes a standard for
behaviour and a common code of
conduct

✸ avoids problems before they arise
(fewer surprises to catch you offguard or demand emergency
attention; less time spent “fighting
fires” and in crisis management)

✸ leads to better compliance with
good practices clearly stated

✸ demonstrates to volunteers and the
public your credibility as a well-run
organization

✸ provides a valuable orientation and
training tool for volunteers,
employees, board members and
clients.

✸ supports unpleasant but necessary
requirements
✸ strengthens your defence if you
are sued.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO

✸ reduces upheaval when people
change or leave the organization
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If You are Funded by the Ministry of Education and Training (MET)

1.4 If You are Funded by the Ministry of
Education and Training (MET)
If MET’s LBS funding forms the bulk of your ﬁnancial resources,
then you will want to pay close attention to their stated
expectations. The list of policies and procedures contained in
the Literacy and Basic Skills Program (LBS) Guidelines outlines
MET’s expectations for literacy agencies. These include, but are
not limited to the following:
�

a human resource process for recruiting, hiring, training
and evaluating skilled staff

�

a process for recruiting, screening, training, supporting and
managing volunteers

�

a process that ensures staff understand MET and LBS
Program objectives, guidelines, policies and procedures

�

a system for ensuring that agency funds are managed
effectively and efﬁciently

�

a method for determining priorities for learner access to
service, and a referral strategy

�

a community outreach and marketing strategy

�

a process that allows the literacy agency to provide services
that are planned, coordinated, and evaluated with local
stakeholders and other service providers

�

a process to ensure agency participation in the evaluation of
the effectiveness of the local planning and co-ordination
process

�

a case management process, including a documented
process for the movement of learners between services and
agencies

�

a system for assessing and contributing to the safety of
learners, staff, volunteers and others involved in the LBS
Program while at program sites.

These areas can be understood as MET’s priorities for the
development of policies and procedures, although clearly each
community-based agency will be unique. MET is more speciﬁc
about the need for policies on Management and Disclosure of
Information. However, MET’s priorities are not prescriptive,

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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offering leeway and scope for community-based agencies to
evolve and change over time. It is recognized that,
Effective stewardship by a board cannot be legislated.
Nor is there a model of effective stewardship that can be
applied as uniform procedures and practices in every
organization, in part, because every organization is
unique. The way in which guidelines are applied and
adopted will depend on an organization’s speciﬁc
situation, history, needs and resources. (from Helping
Canadians Help Canadians: Improving Governance and
Accountability in the Voluntary Sector, p.16)

Deadlines for adopting policy are not speciﬁc although the
Guidelines come into effect on April 1, 1999. The important
thing at this early stage of development is to demonstrate that
you have a plan to work on policy development. Try to
demonstrate that you know what to do and how to do it.
Even if you do not depend predominantly on MET for funding
dollars, the development of policies and procedures is as
valuable for the process as it is for the end results. The
strategic planning and awareness of your agency helps build a
solid, professional and accountable organization that inspires
pride.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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Defining Policies and Procedures

1.5 Deﬁning Policies and Procedures
Essentially, policies are the guidelines, intentions and plans for
WHAT an organization proposes to do while procedures are an
outline for HOW these wishes and intentions are to be carried

out.

A policy can be:
�

a governing principle

�

a guideline or framework for carrying out work and
guide actions

�

a way for the board to delegate authority and still
maintain control

�

a deﬁnition of the values and philosophies, even the
goals, of the program or organization

�

a boundary within which an agency operate towards a
speciﬁc end

�

a clearly stated direction for implementing policies and
procedures

�

an expectation to guide program operations.

A procedure can tell:
�

how a governing principle will be carried out

�

how the rules and regulations are to be applied

�

the speciﬁc activities that will support a policy position

�

a course of action arising from policy decisions

�

practical details regarding policy implementation such
as who, when, where, how

�

what, if any, consequences will arise from
non-compliance.

(Adapted from United Way/TVO, Board Basics video and manual
series, 1995)

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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This Guide focuses on the development of policies. It is
common, however, for agencies initiating this process for the
ﬁrst time to lump polices and procedures together. The
important thing is to capture your decisions and practices in
writing rather than worrying about the terminology of policies
versus procedures. To start, aim for the more general policy
statements, as illustrated throughout this Guide. Then, over
time, as your board develops comfort and expertise in
managing these policies, you will reﬁne your policies and
procedures. Remember, policy is dynamic, not cast in stone!
There are, generally, four types of policy (including rules.) This
Guide has a section on each type, as outlined in the Table of
Contents.
1) Organizational policies are concerned with the
framework that governs the overall work of the
organization. These set the limits and guide further
activities and decisions.
2) Administrative policies determine the day-to-day
delivery of services and programs. These outline how the
agency functions.
3) Operational policies set the allocation of human,
physical, and ﬁnancial resources for the main activities.
They are also the guidelines for making decisions.
4) Rules are to govern the conduct of people and everyday
activities in the agency. (Note that these are not yet
contained in this Guide but will be included on Phase Two.)
While these distinctions may not seem important initially, they
may help to provide a standard system of categorizing your
policies and procedures. Use of these four policy types is ideally
suited to boards that operate with a Working/Administrative or
even Collective models of governance. (Further information on
board models is included in Section Two.) We use these terms as
a common frame of reference.Your agency will decide what is
most appropriate to its unique needs and purposes.
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1.6 Important Considerations
The sample policies contained in this Guide are not intended to
be lifted wholesale for use as your guiding principles. Rather
they are included to illustrate what may be useful in your
organization. Every organization will and should have different
needs and purposes to express through policy statements. It will
be up to each board to dictate which policies will be required for
the organization’s unique way of operating. Not all policies and
procedures presented here will be warranted, or applicable,
or of beneﬁt to your agency. Use this as a menu of available
options to kickstart your board’s discussions, and from which
you may customize and adapt for your organization.
Policies by their very nature imply choices, deﬁning one action
as correct while another is not. Community Literacy of Ontario
(CLO) does not necessarily prescribe or endorse the policies
contained within this document. However we believe in the
importance of the process of developing policies and
procedures. Some sample statements provided are real policies,
while most are composite expressions of ideas. Where legal
implications are involved, this Guide can be no substitute for
legal counsel.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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1.7 More to Come in Phase Two
Although this project does not allow for an in-depth treatment
of any one policy topic, Community Literacy of Ontario is
pleased to announce that Ministry of Education and National
Literacy Secretariat funding has been made available for the
continuation (in Phase Two) of this project.With your ideas and
feedback on this document, we plan to expand with further
information on speciﬁc and challenging policy topics such as:
1) Rules of conduct
2) Policies and procedures for programming and service
delivery
3) Volunteer screening policies for tutors, board members,
and other volunteers
4) Safety and security policies to protect staff, volunteers and
learners
5) Policies for managing, updating and accessing records and
statistics
6) Policies on how learner, volunteer and staff performance is
evaluated and monitored
7) Referral and access policies
8) Policies for the ongoing support and recognition of
volunteers
9) Conﬂict: policies for managing grievances and complaints
of staff, volunteers and learners
10) Insurance and liability policies within non-proﬁt
organizations.
In Phase Two, CLO plans to circulate a series of templates on
disk, to assist you in developing your own policies and
procedures manual.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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1.8 Special Issues for Literacy
The nature of community literacy work requires special
attention in the development of policies and procedures. Much
of the literature on policy development is geared for larger
organizations where the volunteer department is an added, but
non-essential, part of a central institution. In Ontario
community-based literacy organizations, the volunteer is
integral to the very functioning of the organization. Our work
could not be done if there were not a volunteer workforce to
carry out the labour intensive, client-centred work of teaching
adults to read and write. Collectively, the effort of community
literacy agencies is the management of volunteers in order
to deliver an essential service to the citizens of Ontario who
require literacy training.
The Specialized Quality Standard on Program-Volunteer
Relations ties in with development of written policies and
procedures. The following statement was developed in a
collaborative effort of a broad cross-section of communitybased literacy workers.
A quality literacy program provides volunteers with the
resources to be valuable members of the organization.
They are given initial and ongoing training, direction,
and supervision.They are given written information
about their rights and responsibilities.They are
encouraged to contribute based on their skills, time,
interests and the needs of the program.They are
recognized for their work.The literacy program
encourages respect for volunteers at all times from
students, staff, and fellow volunteers. (From Volunteer
Management Resource Guide for Literacy Programs,
CLO, 1997)

In community-based literacy organizations, the work could not
be done without the mobilization of volunteers. Any policies
and procedures developed in our agencies will be concerned
with the values and operations related to the management of
volunteers. To a greater extent than in other social service or
education systems, community-based literacy policies must
reﬂect the distinctiveness of the use of our volunteers.
Creating a positive “volunteer-friendly” environment will be an
important theme underlying your policy development. Saving
money is not the only reason that literacy organizations use

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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volunteers.Volunteers are, in fact, doing real work, carrying out
the agency’s mission to deliver literacy training in that
community. The small group or one-to-one situations in which
they work require a high level of competence, autonomy,
interpersonal skills and trust. They also need sensitivity, caring
and resourcefulness as no two adult learners are the same. A
dramatic increase in literacy funding would never diminish the
need for volunteers, although it would certainly go a long way to
enhancing the support which can maximize that volunteer
potential.
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1.9 Planning Your Approach
Relax! Writing your policies could be as basic
as just putting in writing your existing
systems and practices.
Developing policies shouldn’t lead you into a bureaucratic
nightmare. It may seem you are being asked to formalize things
which defy ofﬁcial deﬁnitions. However, written policies and
procedures need not eliminate the casual and relaxed
relationships, the consensus-based systems or authentic
motivations which people bring to your programs. These are
some of the hallmarks which distinguish community-based
literacy.
Policy writing is a planning exercise.You don’t have to be a
lawyer or an MBA to participate.We can all get involved in
building the infrastructure that will ensure a long-term
commitment to literacy. The ﬁrst rule is that there is no ONE
right way! As you will note in the following steps, your approach
to policy development starts long before you begin to craft your
words and switch on the computer.
1. Start with getting to know your current context. This is
the background information and/or parameters that you
now operate within. This includes:
• your constitution and by-laws (reviewing what you were
legally formed to do);
• any legislation or government guidelines that you are
subject to;
• existing contracts and obligations which bind you (such
as leases, mortgages, insurance and other regulations for
your premises);
• current policies, documents, and employment contracts
that relate to your staff.
2. Without a mission, what’s the point? Your mission
statement should be deﬁnable and supportable and written
in a clear statement.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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3. Planning - Although policy development is a form of
planning, you need to be strategic. Know where you are and
envision where you are going (in one year and in ﬁve years).
Set goals and determine the processes needed to get there.
4. Appropriate governance structures are needed for good
management. Consider the importance of a strong board, a
nominating committee and even an audit/ﬁnance
committee. The agency must clarify how the board will be
managed before establishing any operating systems.
5. Make sure everyone understands who does what. As
decision-makers, the board members must understand
their role and that of the volunteers, learners, and paid staff.
6. Deﬁne the issues, problems and opportunities, then
prioritize which policies you actually need. Draft a table of
contents to start your list. Not all policies are needed by all
agencies. Decide where to start and then set realistic time
lines to bite off one piece at a time.
7. Decide who will actually research, develop and write the
necessary policies. How will this be done? What are the
terms of reference from which the group or individual will
work? Ensure that any important terms and conditions
speciﬁed by the board are contained in the policy.Any of the
following groups, alone or in combination, may be given the
responsibility of policy development:
• board of directors (full board or sub-committee)
• policy-writing specialists, consultants or facilitators
external to the organization (paid or unpaid)
• staff
• a partnership effort with similar agencies in your
community (to be later ﬁne tuned for your speciﬁc
agency)
• stakeholders who are affected by the policies (i.e. focus
groups for learners, volunteers).
8. As policies are written, build in an ongoing commitment to
maintain them through compliance, regular review and
evaluation. Be sure you keep in mind what the purpose and
intentions of your policies are.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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9. Get help from experts if necessary. Look at the various
policy alternatives as well as existing examples for
comparison. Is there another way you could achieve the
same outcomes? Keep in mind these policy writing tips:
• be as brief and concise as possible
• use plain language
• use the present tense
• use a directive tone
• use active words
• use positive terminology
• consistently reﬂect the mission and beliefs of the
organization.
You may also want to consult the following as advisors:
• volunteers
• board members
• unions, if appropriate
• legal counsel
• staff
• learners
• the community at large
• an insurance advisor.
10. Make it ofﬁcial with board approval. Ideally, present
alternatives to ensure the board understands the
implications of various choices.
11. Determine how to communicate your policies. How
will your policy manual be read and distributed? Ensure
that it is circulated to the appropriate audience.
12. Monitor to see that actions based on policy are what was
intended. Are your policies being interpreted properly?
Continuously evaluate the policy to see whether it is still
effective. If not, start again. Check the strengths and
weaknesses of the policy. Should it be continued and/or
improved?

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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Diagram of Policy Writing Steps
Start
Here

Evaluate, review,
refine and
discard policies
as needed.
Monitor how the
policies are being
interpreted.

11

10

Put the policies
to work. Make
them available.

Board will
review
alternatives
and approve
policies to be
adopted.

Review the conditions
and context of your
agency.

1

Define and refine
your mission
statement.

2
9

Policy
Writing

8

3

Identify your
agency goals.
What do you
want to
achieve?

Outline the

Delegate who will
draft policies. Get
help if necessary.

governance,
4 management

7
6
Define and prioritize
problems and
opportunities for
policy development.
What policies are
required?
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and structures
for operating.

Identify who does
what in your agency.
What are the roles
and responsibilities?
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1.10 Appendices for Section One
These appendices contain documents which support the content
of Section Three.
A1.1 Policy Drafting Template . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
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A1.1 Policy Drafting Template

Policy Drafting Template

PAGE ❶ of ➁

POLICY TITLE/HEADING
Type of policy (select the appropriate section):

❏ Organizational
❍
❍
❍
❍

Beliefs

❏ Administrative

Governance
Legal Framework
Planning

❍
❍
❍
❍

General
Board

❏ Operational
❍
❍

Personnel

❍

Financial
Management

❍

Job Descriptions

Volunteers
Staff

❏ Rules

Programming
/Service Delivery

Policy number
Function/reason for this policy

Key words and phrases (state the position, action, rule)

FIRST DRAFT

Do we need to specify or include:

how this policy will be reviewed and updated?

time frames or deadlines?

a preamble, reason or introduction which explains the function or
necessity of the policy?

who is affected by or targeted by the policy?

a specific list of procedures?

how this policy will be communicated?

consequences for non-compliance?

how this policy will be monitored and evaluated?

when this policy applies or comes into affect?
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Policy Drafting Template
SECOND DRAFT (with revisions)

Options (for presentation to the board)
Alternative 1:
Alternative 2:
Alternative 3:
Procedures (how to act on policies)

Final Check
Editing for content, style, mechanics?

Check for clarity and plain language?

How will it be distributed, accessed?

When will it be reviewed? By whom?

Is the purpose clear?

Do we really need this policy?

FINAL DRAFT
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Organizational
Policies
This section offers the big picture of how policies ﬁt
into the overall organization. The organizational
policies are the framework or governance guidelines
which set out the organization’s values, principles and
direction. They outline processes, relationships and
limitations. Policy development starts with a solid
foundation in these functional and legal responsibilities.

Topics in this Section
2.1 Articles of Incorporation ................................................. 25
2.2 The Constitution and By-laws.......................................... 27
2.3 Mission Statement............................................................ 31
2.4 Beliefs and Values............................................................. 35
2.5 Planning ........................................................................... 42
2.6 Operating Structure ......................................................... 46
2.7 Policies about Policies ...................................................... 54
2.8 Appendices for Section Two ............................................. 59
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Articles of Incorporation

2.1 Articles of Incorporation
These are also known as the letters patent, which legally
incorporate the organization and provide limited liability. It is
the “certiﬁcate” issued by the Companies Branch of the Ministry
of Consumer and Corporate Relations once your correct
application has been processed.
The application for incorporation asks for the organization’s
legal name, address, names and addresses of the founding
directors, and the objects for which the organization was
created. Legal advice should be obtained in preparing this
document as special provisions, ancillary powers and other
supporting documents may also need to be stipulated for your
organization.
Although incorporation creates an entity with a legal status
separate from the individuals involved, not all liability is
removed from the board of directors. Under Canadian law, some
courts may ﬁnd directors individually or jointly liable,
especially if it can be proven that they have acted improperly or
negligently.Any member of the board is also personally
responsible for up to six months of employees’ wages. They can
even be held liable for the agency’s failure to make employee
income tax deductions.

Your Turn

Have you considered these essential steps that will allow board
members to do their job? As soon as the letters patent are
received, ask yourself these questions.
❏ We have established a director quorum.
❏ We have ofﬁcially adopted by-laws.
❏ We have made appropriate banking and ﬁnancial
arrangements.
❏ We have designated custody and use of the corporate seal.
❏ We have established a system for the appointment of
auditors and audit regulations.
❏ We have a system for the preparation, safekeeping and access
to minutes, reports and board documents.
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❏ We have appointed the ofﬁcers of the board (i.e. Treasurer,
Chair, Co-chair, Secretary etc).
❏ We have recently reviewed the articles which give our agency
legal status.
❏ We have a system to ensure that board members have read
and understood the original founding documents.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Although legal advice is typically sought at this point, you may
decide that your incorporation process is relatively
straightforward. If you decide to proceed without a lawyer, be
sure to refer to:
�

Corporations Act

�

Corporations Information Act

�

Not-For-Proﬁt Incorporator’s Handbook.

You can order these from Publications Ontario by calling
416-326-5300 or toll-free 1-800-668- 9938. For information on
incorporation you can also call the Companies Branch of the
Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Relations at toll-free
1-800-361-3223.

For Your Reference
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majority of community-based literacy agencies are
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The Constitution and By-laws

2.2 The Constitution and By-laws
One of the best ways for board members to avoid liability risks
and contribute to the organization’s smooth functioning is to be
familiar with the constitution and by-laws. These document the
legal and functional responsibilities assumed by each individual
who becomes a director of the board.
The constitution is a written document which outlines, broadly,
the scope and principles of the organization’s governance. It is
often the basis of your letters patent. Every agency’s constitution
will be unique, reﬂecting different communities, philosophies
and history.

The constitution describes the objectives, structure and
procedures for governing the organization.

While the constitution outlines the “big picture” or mandate of
the organization, the by-laws are a more speciﬁc set of rules.

By-laws are the standing rules which govern the
organization’s business by specifying the internal workings
of the board as well as day-to-day operations.
Both documents are initially drafted by some or all of the
founding members. In some cases, legal experts may be hired to
draft the initial documents and help the organization through
the incorporation process.
Not only should board members be familiar with the content
and intentions of the constitution and by-laws, but they should
review them at least once a year.A process should clearly set out
how the review and updating will be managed. Usually by-laws
are reviewed by a By-law Review Committee which makes
recommendations to the entire board. By-law changes must
then be approved by the membership as stipulated in the
Corporations Act of Ontario. This is often done at the Annual
General Meeting. Consider your process and remember to
emphasize how you will ensure that these documents are
accessed, circulated and understood within the organization.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
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It is also important to set out how the agency will conduct
meetings. Does your agency follow the rules of parliamentary
procedure or do you work with a consensus model? How many
meetings are you expected to have each year? What constitutes a
quorum? Some of this information can be outlined in the by
laws.
As your governing documents, the constitution and by-laws
form the basis and intention of your policies. The subsequent
development of policies and procedures should reﬂect and be
consistent with the constitution and by-laws.

Your Turn

Our agency has a constitution.
❏ Our agency has by-laws.
❏ We have a system to review/revise our constitution and by
laws annually.
❏ We have a By-law Review Committee.
❏ We last reviewed our constitution and by-laws on:
___________________________ (date).
❏ All our staff and board members have read and understood
our constitution and by-laws.
❏ We provide training and explanation of the constitution and
by-laws, for board members.
❏ Our meeting practices are clearly laid out in the by-laws.
❏ Our constitution and by-laws are written in clear language.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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The Constitution and By-laws

Constitution Checklist

By-laws Checklist

❏ Name of organization

❏ Methods for admission of regular members
(group or individual)

❏ Organization’s objectives
❏ Address of the ofﬁce
❏ Distribution of powers within the
organization

❏ Criteria for any other types of membership
❏ Conditions and procedures for termination of
membership

❏ Criteria for membership, including voting
eligibility

❏ Procedures for election and removal of
ofﬁcers, board members and chairs of
standing committees

❏ Criteria dictating voting powers of delegates
or representatives

❏ Procedures for election and terms of
reference for standing committees

❏ Titles, duties and length of terms for ofﬁcers

❏ Procedures for setting membership dues

❏ Terms of reference for the board members
and/or the executive committee, including
voting powers

❏ Procedures for calling and conducting annual
general meetings, board meetings, and
committee meetings

❏ Delegation of authority

❏ The number constituting a quorum for
general meetings, board meetings and
committee meetings

❏ A process to amend the constitution
❏ A statement that the organization must not be
operated for gain by the members

❏ The authority for rules of order
❏ Methods of voting, including the proportion
of votes required for important decisions
❏ Conditions for employment and termination
of staff, and their status within the
organization
❏ Procedures for amending the bylaws.

(From Starting an Organization Fact sheet,
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 1988.)
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NOT knowing the rules is NO excuse! Familiarize yourself

with the organization’s governance mandate. Policies will ﬂow
from the foundation as expressed in the constitution and
by-laws. If in doubt, set up training for your board so that all
members understand these documents.
Even though every agency is unique, there is no reason you can’t
learn from colleagues at other community literacy agencies.
Establish a working group to share ideas within your
community or region, or compare notes with others through
Alpha Plus discussions.

For Reference

Your constitution and by-laws have direct implications for
policy development. Unfortunately, the scope of this project
prevents the inclusion of full samples of the actual documents.
The following sample policies relate to the management and
updating of your governing documents.

Samples
Sample Statement

Sample Procedures

The agency’s by-laws will be reviewed annually by a
standing committee of the board, to ensure that they
continue to meet current and future needs.
Procedures might include:
– The board’s proposed changes will be circulated to the
general membership prior to the Annual Meeting.
– Voting on the recommended changes will occur at the
AGM
– Revised copies of the by-laws will be circulated to: all
board members? or entire membership? or upon
request?
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Mission Statement

2.3 Mission Statement
The mission statement is a brief one or two sentence
summary of the purpose and objectives of your agency.
The mission statement may be a broad deﬁnition of what the
organization stands for or a more speciﬁc message identifying
who is served and how. To draft the wording you may want to
review the statements or objects you submitted as part of the
incorporation process. The task of writing and later, re-wording,
should be done with the whole board since the mission is
central to the operation of the agency.
You wouldn’t be in business if you didn’t have a mission, so you
should aim to express that vision in a simple statement. Proudly
displayed and reiterated, the statement serves as a reminder to
staff, volunteers and learners within the agency. It will keep all
expectations focussed and inform later policies. For example, if
you develop a statement indicating that your primary purpose is
to deliver literacy services, then your board need not place high
priority on the development of policies on research and
advocacy.
It will also present an instant proﬁle of your agency to people
outside the organization. Consider how you respond when you
are provided with another organization’s mission statement or
slogan. Does it offer meaningful clariﬁcation about what the
agency does and who it serves? Does it sound sincere? Is it in
plain language?
The mission statement should be reviewed annually as part of
the overall evaluation of the agency to determine whether you
still uphold the original vision or whether you are off target. It is
not uncommon for the mission statement to be closely tied to
and supported by the organization’s goals or a list of guiding
principles. Often they are written up and presented together.
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❏ Yes, we have a current mission statement which reﬂects our
purpose (insert it here):
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
❏ Our mission statement is posted in a visible location.
❏ Our mission statement is circulated through brochures and
publications.
❏ Our mission statement has been ratiﬁed at an annual general
meeting.
❏ Our mission statement is reviewed every year to determine
whether it is still appropriate.
❏ Our mission statement contains an action word.
❏ Our statement is written in clear, simple words.
❏ Our statement describes what is unique about our agency.
❏ Our statement describes what, for whom, and how.
❏ Our statement allows for change and growth in the agency,
or limits the scope of activities.
❏ Our statement is expressed in three sentences or less.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Don’t forget that Core Quality Standard #1 states that:
A quality literacy program has a clearly written statement of
mission and objectives which it follows and shares with the
people involved in the program and with other stakeholders in
the community. (See Appendices in MET’s Literacy and Basic
Skills Program (LBS) Guidelines, 1988.)
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Mission Statement

The development of a mission statement is an ideal board
development exercise, generating valuable discussion. Here
are two ways to approach the issue:
i) Ask each board member what they understand the
organization’s mission to be. Brainstorm all responses then
integrate the information to begin drafting your statement.
When you have a ﬁnal draft, ask everyone to consider if the
mission statement has expressed:
• what your agency does
• who is serves.
Or
ii) Ask each board member to bring an anonymous draft of a
proposed mission statement. Gather all drafts and
provide each member with copies. In large or small group
discussions, look for common themes and begin to
synthesize your ideal statement.

For Reference

The mission statement has implications for policy development.
You may want to have policies about the development and
maintenance of a valid mission statement, such as these sample
policies.

Samples
Sample Statement

The board approves a mission statement for the
organization, to be reviewed once a year.

Sample Procedure

Procedures might include:
– The board will review and approve any proposed
changes to the mission statement.These must be ratiﬁed
at the next annual general meeting.
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– The organization publicizes its mission statement in the
community by including it on all pamphlets, posters and
letterhead.
– The mission statement will be reviewed by the By-law/
Policy Review Committee as part of its annual planning
and review cycle.
Consider also these examples of mission statements
currently in use around Ontario:

Sample Mission
Statements

St. Mary’s Adult Learning Program
Mission: to provide a community-based adult learning
program to deliver literacy, numeracy and ESL instruction,
using volunteer tutors, to St. Mary’s and area residents.The
program promotes the full participation of all people in the
St. Mary’s and area community.
Core Literacy
Core Literacy responds to the reading, writing and math
needs of individuals in our community to assist them with
maximizing their own potential.
The Walkerton and District Literacy Council
The Walkerton and District Literacy Council, a communitybased program, strives to assist people in their quest to
improve their reading, writing and math skills so that they
may enjoy full participation as citizens of their community.
The Literacy Council of South Temiskaming
The Literacy Council of South Temiskaming exists to
provide help to all area adults with English language
literacy needs.This help will be free of charge to the learner,
conﬁdential, and centred upon identiﬁed needs. Our
services will respect the individual and will be strongly
community-oriented.
Generic Literacy
Generic Literacy is a community-based organization which
provides literacy services and training in small group and
one-to-one settings. We offer conﬁdential, learner-centred
instruction, by trained volunteers, to adults in the XYZ
community who want to improve their reading, writing
and math skills.
All reprinted with permission.
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Beliefs and Values

2.4 Beliefs and Values
Does your organization have important values which need to be
put in writing? This is a category that may not seem to have
much relevance for your agency, until you are forced to take a
stand or make a difﬁcult decision. However, over time, certain
important beliefs and/or philosophies will emerge and should
be put into writing.

Statements of beliefs and values express the fundamental
philosophies of the organization. These will help to
support and explain why, or sometimes how, your agency
works the way it does.
It is a useful exercise to consider your values, at the beginning,
as there will be inevitable value conﬂicts in the later writing of
policies. For example, does your agency place greater value on
non-discrimination or on serving the needs of a learner who
requests not to work with someone of a particular ethnic
background? In the case of conﬂicting values, you may have to
accept that one value will take precedence over another. For
example, your own deﬁnition of “volunteer” may prevent you
from accepting “obligatory service” workers (such as Ontario
Works placements) as volunteers. Although you cannot
anticipate every issue, you can have preliminary discussions to
draw up the fundamental beliefs which guide the organization.
This can avoid personalizing and polarizing the issues which
later arise.
Some agencies may list their Guiding Principles together with
their mission statement. Others may include these statements
only in internal documents for recruiting and orienting new
staff and volunteers. With such a proﬁle, all those involved with
your agency can know from the start, if this is an agency they
will be comfortable in. Not all organizations use a formal list,
preferring instead to include a short background or preamble
before each policy.
Whatever you use, these ideas and statements express what your
organization believes and will form the underlying themes and
intentions on which your policies are based. To illustrate the
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agency’s position or provide context for the work you do, you
may choose to have statements of:
�

Beliefs and values

�

Guiding principles

�

Agency ethics

�

Code of conduct

�

A short history

�

Organizational proﬁle

You may want to ensure that people understand this
information by asking them to sign that they have read and will
agree to uphold those principles.

Your Turn

❏ All agency stakeholders have discussed our views and values
for the organization.
❏ We have written a statement of our beliefs and values.
❏ There is a written statement of philosophy on why we seek
volunteer involvement in our organization and whom we
deﬁne as volunteers.
❏ There is a written statement of our philosophy of inclusion
which outlines our target volunteer and learner groups.
❏ There is a written statement of our beliefs about respecting
diversity.
❏ There is a written statement about respect for conﬁdentiality.
❏ There is a written statement on welcoming volunteer ideas
and opinions in the agency.
❏ We communicate our beliefs and values to all our
stakeholders
We need to: ____________________________________
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Beliefs and Values

Why reinvent the wheel? For drafting your belief

statements, refer to the ﬁrst seven Core Quality Standards
contained in the appendices of the Literacy and Basic Skills
Program (LBS) Guidelines. They offer ideas and inspiration.
Once you translate your agency beliefs and values into policies,
then collect valuable CQS points as indicators of your
performance!
See also the Canadian Administrators of Volunteer Resources

(CAVR) Standards of Practice, (1977) as a valuable reference for
setting out principles and standards.
Commit! Even if you do not have time yet, consider stating the

following, as a possible performance indicator to be
accomplished in the months ahead:
A board sub-committee will meet to develop a set of
written statements on the beliefs and values of our
organization.

For Reference

For your reference, the following alphabetical listing of topics is
based on policy titles in Linda Graff ’s book, By Deﬁnition.

Topics
�

Conﬁdentiality

�

Diversity/Multiculturalism/ Anti-racism

�

Drugs/Alcohol

�

Equity

�

Inclusion of People With Disabilities

�

Health Issues

�

Philosophy of Involvement

�

Service at the Discretion of the Agency

�

Sexual Harassment

�

Terminology
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Note that the following samples are written as belief statements
rather than as policies. Consider how they might be adapted for
use in your agency.

Conﬁdentiality
Sample Statements

Since the nature of our service is very personal and
sometimes involves the exchange of private information,
all volunteers, staff and learners are asked to respect the
importance of conﬁdentiality.
All efforts of this agency emphasize the utmost mutual
respect for the conﬁdential nature of all personal
information.

Diversity/
Multiculturalism/Anti-racism
Sample Statements

Our agency seeks to represent the diversity of the
community we serve.We will make special outreach efforts
to extend our service to all cultural groups within our
community.
All our promotion and communications will present a
balanced view of racial and cultural minorities, avoiding
negative stereotypes about literacy. We will make every
attempt to support staff and volunteers with sensitivity
training.
Our agency promotes equal access to literacy service and
to volunteer opportunities. We respect the unique
background of each individual.
It is our agency’s expectation that all staff, volunteers and
learners will show tolerance and respect for individual
differences. Discriminatory behaviour will not be tolerated.

Drugs/Alcohol
Sample Statements
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The abuse, possession or sale of alcohol, drugs or
medications by staff, volunteers or learners while on
agency business will not be tolerated.
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Students, staff or volunteers under the inﬂuence of alcohol
or drugs while performing activities for the agency will be
subject to disciplinary action.
Any staff, learner or volunteer under the inﬂuence of
alcohol or drugs will immediately be denied participation
in the program.Three incidents will result in that
individual’s termination from any involvement with our
agency.

Equity
Sample Statement

We are an equal opportunity agency.

Health Issues
Sample Statements

Our organization respects the need to maintain
conﬁdential medical and health information concerning all
staff, learners and volunteers unless it is directly pertinent
to individual’s ability to teach or learn. Persons with AIDS or
other communicable diseases will not be identiﬁed unless
they voluntarily offer the information.
This agency will ask for medical information from potential
staff, learners and volunteers only if it is directly related to
the performance of their duties for this organization.

Inclusion of People With Disabilities
Sample Statements

Wherever possible, our agency seeks to offer service and
opportunities to potential learners, staff and/or volunteers
regardless of their physical abilities. Within our
organizational resources, our agency will make every
attempt to provide appropriate accommodations so that
participation in our programs will not be restricted by
physical limitations.
As a learner-centred agency, we recognize a wide variety of
learning styles and learning disabilities. Wherever possible,
we will work collaboratively with other community
agencies to serve or refer individuals with special needs.
While our agency seeks to assist in the literacy
development of adults in our community, we are limited in
our mandate and resources. We reserve the right to refer
certain individuals with special needs if we feel we do not
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have the equipment, resources or expertise to adequately
serve that person.
We welcome volunteers with disabilities. All efforts, within
our organizational resources, will be made to
accommodate volunteers who have special needs,
provided they meet the requirements for that position.

Philosophy of Involvement
Sample Statements

We believe that volunteers are essential to the delivery of
individualized, caring, ﬂexible literacy training to the adults
in our community. Without our volunteers we would be
unable to offer the personal service that many adult
learners require.
The unique expertise of volunteers links us with the
community at large. We seek volunteers to represent the
diversity of our community, to bring new ideas and service
approaches to our agency and to provide vision and
objective decision-making in both administration and
direct service to our learners.
Volunteers are our primary resource. Meeting their needs is
a priority, second only to our mission to serve our learners.

Service at the
Discretion of the Agency
Sample Statement

Our agency makes every effort to provide equitable access
and to ﬁnd suitable learning environments for clients who
seek to become learners. If, at any time during the
relationship, we have any reason to believe that the
learner’s training goals might not be best served with us,
we reserve the right to refuse to offer service. Wherever
possible we will make documented attempts to refer the
individual to a more appropriate agency.

Sexual Harassment
Sample Statements
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We are committed to maintaining safe work environments
that respect the self-esteem and sexual dignity of all
learners and paid or unpaid staff. Our agency will tolerate
no unwanted comments, gestures, innuendos, contact,
threats, jokes, insults or displays directed either at
members of the same or the opposite sex. Any incident,
sexual or other, that causes offence, humiliation,
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embarrassment or takes advantage of another person’s
status, whether in our ofﬁce or at other meeting sites in the
community, will not be tolerated.
Insulting and/or abusive behaviour or language will not be
tolerated in any circumstances within this agency.

Terminology
Sample Statements

As we are aware of the power of words, our agency would
like to set out the following important deﬁnitions:
Position description refers to the written and binding
outline which lists the full scope of duties and
responsibilities assumed with a unpaid position. For paid
staff, this is known as a job description.
Staff is the term for all paid employees of this organization,
while personnel is a more generic term which includes
anyone, paid or unpaid, who has a position or responsibility
within our agency
Volunteer is the general term we use for anyone who gives
their time and energy freely to support the mission of this
agency.This may include board members, ofﬁce help,
tutors, honorary spokespersons, or fundraisers.This does
not include individuals who are fulﬁlling other obligations
through their involvement with us, whom we call “Special
Case Volunteers.”While these people may be subject to the
same policies and procedures as volunteers, we do not
consider them to be volunteers in the true spirit of the
word.
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2.5 Planning
Planning is the process of deciding what needs to
be done and how. It proceeds from the intentions
set out in the governing and framework
documents mentioned earlier. Usually planning
outlines your methods for proceeding, using
terms like “goals” and “objectives.”

Goals are the broader statements of desired
outcomes or end results while objectives
are speciﬁc tasks for implementation.

In order to develop goals and objectives, you may
want to start with a long range vision of what you
want your agency to look like in the future.You
may note that some goals will relate directly to
the mission (such as serving more adults with
literacy needs) while others are only a means to
the end (such as obtaining the funding to serve
more learners). Once you have set the direction,
list the goals or outcomes you seek. After you
have listed goals, brainstorm general ways to
achieve the goals. These methods will become
your objectives. Once you attach time lines and
assign responsibility, you have the essence of an
Action Plan.

Developing Goals & Objectives
Strategic Directions

Goals/Outcomes

(mandate, vision)

(end results, purpose)

Objectives

(definable, measurable targets)

Action Plan

(set deadlines, budgets and assign
responsibility to all your tasks and activities)

Policies

(ensure that there are appropriate policies to
support your actions)

Procedures and practices

(specifics for how you are going to achieve the
policies)

Evaluation strategies
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(now that you know where you are going, you will
be better able to measure your success and revise
your directions and plan as needed)
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Planning

The goal setting process sounds deceptively simple especially
when, too often, literacy agencies feel as if they are continually
responding to needs and requirements, rather than setting their
own direction. However, having a plan with goals and objectives
in writing can help keep both staff and board members from
being overwhelmed by the sheer number of other worthy
demands. It is critical, though, that the board does not develop
planning directions in isolation from the realities faced by staff,
learners and volunteers. Nor should staff work alone to create
plans without broader consultation and consideration of the
board’s “big picture” vision.Your planning should be a
collaborative commitment of all concerned.
Planning is related to policy development as it is the process that
sets the agency’s direction. Policies are then developed to
support the goals and bring about the objectives. For example, if
a literacy agency sets goals to plan for the expansion of services
beyond MET funding, then the agency will require a
comprehensive set of fundraising policies. Although some of
your policies will be stated as governing or guiding principles,
other policies will be developed to support speciﬁc actions.

Your Turn

Our agency engages in an annual planning process.
❏ We have identiﬁed all the people who could be affected by or
could inﬂuence our organization.
❏ We have identiﬁed our internal strengths and weaknesses.
❏ We have identiﬁed external obstacles and opportunities.
❏ We have listed speciﬁc strategies for reaching our goals.
❏ We have long-term and short-term plans in writing.
❏ We measure our achievements against our goals and
objectives.
❏ We have set clear organizational goals (including an action
plan and time lines) for the year ahead.
❏ Our ﬁnancial planning ﬂows from our strategic planning.
❏ Our planning includes a look at community-wide literacy
needs to ensure that we avoid gaps between or duplication of
services.
❏ The board and all committees have a planning process.
We need to: ____________________________________
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Try this! Because goal setting is an ongoing activity of review

and development, your board may ﬁnd it useful to dedicate one
meeting annually to these “big picture” considerations.
Consider whether you are on track and identify new priorities.
This may also be a good time for the board to evaluate their own
performance and assess overall board effectiveness. Be sure to
chalk up performance indicators as you review your own
deﬁnitions and measures of success.
Or this! Your agency could set aside time at each meeting to

evaluate whether recent activities have been “on target” and
whether certain objectives have been met. By doing this on a
regular basis, all board members become familiar with the
central goals. Ongoing monitoring of progress becomes a
natural part of the agency’s work and is consistently recorded.
Board members are kept on track.
Consider the business plan, which MET now requires, as a
planning tool. To what extent does the business plan cover key
elements or even the entire scope of your agency’s plan? Is the
board involved in its development or does the executive director
work in isolation? How does planning tie in to your performance
indicators?

There are many systems and resources dedicated to goal setting
and strategic planning.

For Reference
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�

The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA) has two useful fact sheets entitled Program
Planning for Organizations (No. 96-007) and Strategic
Planning…Is it for You? (No. 93-041) These and other fact
sheets are on line at
www.gov.on.ca:80/OMAFRA/english/rural/facts/factshts.htm

�

Section 3 in the Board Basics series from TVO/United Way
(1995) has some useful forms to help with the planning
process.

Following are some sample policies for ensuring that you
operate within certain parameters as you conduct your strategic
planning process:
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Samples
Sample Statements

All matters related to volunteers and volunteer programs
will be considered in the strategic planning of the
organization.
Written long-range and short-range goals are developed
and reviewed annually to ensure the viability of our
agency.
Paid staff, board members, volunteers and learners
participate in the planning and design of our organization’s
programs.
Decision-making shall involve those who will be affected
by the decisions.

Procedures might
include:

– Our planning includes working with other service
providers in the community to ensure that we avoid
gaps or duplication of services.
– One planning meeting will be held every June and will
involve paid staff, volunteers, learners and directors of
the board.
– Goals, objectives and results will be reviewed monthly by
the board to ensure that the agency is on track within its
Annual Plan.
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2.6 Operating Structure
Even with the best governing documents, policies and
procedures will remain theoretical if they cannot be translated
into activities that are assigned to particular groups or
individuals. Indeed, the very lifeblood of your agency is the way
in which you organize people to carry out the agency’s business.
The better understood everyone’s roles and responsibilities, the
more effective your agency can be. Starting with an
organizational chart, try to outline these relationships within
your agency.
An effective literacy system relies on clear, distinct roles
and responsibilities for government, agencies and
learners. (From Literacy and Basic Skills Program (LBS)
Guidelines, MET, 1998, p.12.)

If it seems bureaucratic to put precious time and effort into
formalizing something that already works well, consider how
writing down clear expectations or presenting them visually in a
diagram may prevent confusion and give people more scope for
acting in creative, proactive ways. Both staff and volunteers can
take their roles more seriously in a well-deﬁned, professionally
run organization. They no longer need to waste time wondering
how a decision is made or where they should take a concern.
When expectations are explicit and agreed upon from the start,
all people involved can see themselves as productive partners.
Everyone functions better when their time and energy are
respected.

Clearly deﬁned roles and responsibilities outline what is
expected of us and what we can expect of one another.
The place to begin understanding who does what is with the
board itself. Although there are many descriptions and systems
for classifying how boards operate, one of the best resources,
which has integrated the essential elements of many other
resources, comes from the CLO/OMAFRA on-line Board/Staff
Relations Workshop, fall 1998.According to the unique
philosophies and circumstances of your organization, you will
operate with a model of board management that probably falls
somewhere along the following continuum. Knowing where
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your agency stands can be useful to identify and better
understand your type or model of board.

Types of Board Governance
policy
governance

policy

issuesoriented

working

LEAST board involvement
in day-to-day operations

collective
MOST bbooar
MOS
ard
d
invvolvement
in

In any of these models, considerable variation is possible. In
fact hybrids seem to be the rule in community-based literacy!
1) Policy Governance Board
• The main purpose of the board is to develop policy
towards achieving ends.
• The board establishes limits and responsibilities for the
executive director.
• The executive director directs all staff who do the actual
work.
• The board governs but does not manage.
• There are only a few committees; they focus on
governance not management.
2) Policy Board
• The board creates the policy to direct staff, who will
implement policies.
• The executive committee has authority to do a lot of board
work between meetings.
• Committees and staff carry out the work of the agency.
• The board chair and executive director are partners in
leadership.
• There is a hierarachy within both board and staff.
3) Issues-Oriented Board
• Board structure often changes to reﬂect changing
priorities.
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• Committees form to be proactive on emerging issues.
• Board members and staff work together in setting and
implementing policy.
• There is open communication, and collaborative effort.
4) Working or Administrative Board
• Board members get involved in governance, management
and operations.
• Many board members may also be direct service
volunteers.
• Most work is done in board committees.
• Often there are few resources to hire staff (sometimes
honorariums are offered instead of a salary).
5) Collective Board
• Like-minded people work towards a speciﬁc goal.
• The board uses consensus decision-making; there is a
high level of team work.
• There is a strong sense of commitment and agreement
among the individuals involved.
(From Modules 4 and 5 of the CLO/OMAFRA On-line Board/Staff
Relations Workshop, Alpha Plus discussions, Fall 1998.)
As you try to identify which most closely approximates your
system of operating, please note that this is only a system of
categories and does not mean that one grouping is better than
another. As you can see, how you operate will affect
everything, from the level of formality in policies to the type of
people recruited to the board. It affects what you want to do and
how you might go about doing it. This has major implications
for policy development.
Some boards depend on a highly developed committee system,
while others favour a “hands-on” Executive Committee. Some
boards guide the staff, while in other cases, the staff guides the
board. Obviously there are some types of boards for whom
policy development will come naturally and some whose level of
mutual trust is so high that many policies seem to be restrictive
or have no relevance. For example, if you are an agency with a
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collective type of board, you may tend to resist efforts to work
with parliamentary procedure in meetings. Regardless of the
way you work, it is good practice to develop policies. Written
in ways that are true to the style and structure of your agency,
policies can deﬁne and enhance the experience of all who are
involved with your organization.
Be sure to consider how you distinguish duties and
responsibilities of board members from the general
membership. Remember, the clearer the system, the more likely
people will be to operate effectively within its guidelines. The
agency can also present a transparent set of operations for
outside inquiry.

Your Turn

❏ Our agency understands the type of board governance by
which we operate.
❏ The roles and responsibilities of board and committee
members are clearly identiﬁed so each of us knows what is
expected and what we can expect of one another.
❏ We have an up-to-date written organizational chart.
❏ The board has an elected an executive committee.
❏ The responsibilities of our executive are set out clearly in
writing.
❏ Our committees have operating guidelines and
responsibilities (ie. terms of reference).
❏ Our general membership has a clearly outlined role within
the organization.
❏ We train and integrate new board members effectively.
❏ We communicate to everyone in our agency how we all ﬁt
into the organization.
❏ Our board and committees evaluate their work regularly.
❏ Everyone in our agency has a job description (see also
Section Four)
❏ Everyone signs an agreement to indicate their
understanding of expectations and obligations.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Defining your board operating structure is a board

responsibility, so here are some suggested board exercises:
1. Start by reviewing general responsibilities or expectations
of the people, committees and positions in your agency.
Make this a research or brainstorming exercise.What do
you think the responsibilities should be?
2. Work towards the development of speciﬁc job descriptions
for all positions, both paid and unpaid, within your agency.
(Note that the job descriptions and systems for supervision
will of necessity reﬂect the type of board your organization
has.)
3. Develop a chart which depicts the hierarchy, supervisory
structure or system of relationships which exist in your
organization.Your organizational chart can be rough and
simple to start, but as your agency develops you may want
to review your job descriptions and therefore your reporting
structure. The important thing is to start with something
on paper! Ask each board member to jot down how they see
the agency working, then collect all the responses and begin
synthesizing.
There are some general responsibilities common to all
boards. These elements have been summarized and are
included in Appendix A2.1 at the end of Section Two.
Getting tangled in bureaucracy? Check out Appendix A2.2 at the
end of Section Two, for clear, no-nonsense guidelines for
establishing useful committees that really work.
If you need help figuring out who is responsible for what and

how to approach deﬁning roles and responsibilities, consult the
following excellent resources:
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�

Board Basics United Way/TVO, 1995. Manual, workbooks
and video series.

�

The Board: A Winning Team, Herb Perry, 1990.All of Herb
Perry’s books are concise and useful, but this one is worth
having on your shelves as a reference.

�

Roles and Responsibilities of Organization Directors,
Factsheet #87-002 (OMAFRA/ 88)
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�

Effective Committees, Factsheet #94-015 (OMAFRA/ 94.)
These and other fact sheets are on line at www.gov.on.ca:80/
OMAFRA/english/rural/facts/factshts.htm

�

Job Descriptions for Ofﬁcers of the Board, a detailed outline
developed by The Canadian Centre for Philanthropy with the
Muttart Foundation, and available on-line at www.ccp.ca/
information/documents/gd6.htm

�

Information for Non-proﬁts, a project of Evergreen State
Society, Seattle, WA. This website has an extensive collection
of board descriptions, and duties and functions for all board
positions at www.nonproﬁt-info.org/npofaq/outline.html

�

CLO’s Volunteer Management Web site has sample job
descriptions for literacy at www.nald.ca/volman.htm

The following are some sample diagrams to illustrate
organizational structures.
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Organizational Structure Sample 1
GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP
A

B

C

D

E

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

STAFF

STAFF

STAFF

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

MARKETING
&
FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE

F

G

H

NOMINATING
COMMITTEE

MEMBERSHIP
&
NEWSLETTER
COMMITTEE

SPECIAL
ISSUE
COMMITTEE

Organizational Structure Sample 2

MEMBERSHIP
AD HOC COMMITTEES

BOARD
STANDING
COMMITTEES

EXECUTIVE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

STAFF
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Organizational Structure Sample 3

BOARD
Executive Committee
Personnel Committee

Ad Hoc Committee

Finance Committee

Bylaw Review Committee
Fundraising/Marketing
Committee

Nominating Committee

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Instructor

Staff
Office Assistant

Volunteer Co-ordinator

VOLUNTEERS
Policy & Governance
Volunteers
Program/Service
Volunteers

Administrative Volunteers

Organizational Structure Sample 4
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

BOARD

- Committee
- Committee etc.

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

STAFF

LEARNERS
VOLUNTEERS
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2.7 Policies about Policies
Good policies can only be effective if everyone affected knows
about them, understands them and agrees with them. It is a
good idea to express why you have policies and what they mean
in your organization. This can emphasize that policies are not
mere formalities. Show that they are to be taken seriously.
Indicate how policies work, why they are necessary and why you
are committed to them. Never assume that people will correctly
understand or interpret the reason for policy development
unless you explain what it was intended to accomplish. This will
not only provide a context for tying together your policy efforts
but may also serve as a reminder or reafﬁrmation of the
agency’s rationales, even to the policy-makers themselves.
Policy statements about your policies should explain
the background, context and reasons for having them.
You may also want to say how policies will be managed,
updated and enforced.
Show that your policies are not a one-shot deal, merely paying
lip-service to a government requirement. They have ongoing
importance in the life of a professional agency. The following
questions may help boards start to discuss policies in general,
while suggesting some speciﬁc policies that may need to be
developed.

For discussion:
� Why does your agency have policies?
� When are policies required?
� What policies does your agency have? What policies does it

need?
� Who do your policies apply to?
� Who makes and writes the policies for your agency?
� Who approves policy?
� Who is responsible for reviewing policies and procedures?

(ie, reviewing, adjusting, eliminating and updating?)
� When are policies reviewed and updated?
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� How will policies be made available and communicated to

the people affected?
� Will agency policies be available in alternative formats, such

as on audio tape? in large print?
� Will your policies be reviewed for clear language?
� Will they be presented in the orientation of new staff and/or

volunteers?
� How are policies monitored to ensure they are being

followed?
� Where are official policy documents stored? How widely are

they circulated?
� What are the consequences for non-compliance? Do your

policies have “teeth”?
�

Your Turn

Do you have or want to have a policy on how to write
policies? For example, an outline of the expected
components? a list of what should be included?
a template for policy writing in your agency.

❏ We have a system for generating policies and reviewing them
regularly.
❏ We have a system to ensure that staff, volunteers and
learners have read and understood our agency’s policies.
❏ Our policies comply with federal and provincial legislation.
❏ Our policies take into account the rules and conditions in the
collective agreement (if appropriate for unionized
workplaces).
❏ Our policies clearly indicate who they apply to.
❏ We have a clear logical process for writing policies.
❏ Our policies are always written in clear language.
❏ We have sought input from the relevant stakeholders in
developing our policies.
❏ Our policies take into consideration all types of volunteers,
learners and staff at all programs and sites within our
agency.
❏ Our policies are consistent with our mission and philosophy.
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❏ Our policies clearly indicate who they apply to.
❏ We have a system to monitor and ensure that policies are
being applied/complied with.
❏ We have a process to amend our policies.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Access idea! Some literacy agencies make a point to ensure

that everyone has read and understood the relevant policies. A
staff member or senior volunteer buddy or mentor can be
assigned to explain and discuss the relevant policies to new
staff, learners or volunteers in a private one-to-one setting.
For help in developing steps for how to write policy see also the
ideas and template provided in Section One.

For Reference
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Samples
Sample Statements

XYZ Literacy Agency values the high commitment and
conduct of its staff and volunteers. All policies, unless
speciﬁcally noted, apply to both staff and volunteers.
Policies of the XYZ Literacy Agency are developed to
establish consistent guidelines and commonly understood
expectations in delivering excellence in literacy services.
Compliance with all policies is mandatory. Non-compliance
can lead to progressive disciplinary action and the eventual
termination of involvement with our agency.
Any previous policies which are not contained in this
current policy manual are considered null and void.

Sample Statements
(continued)

All staff and volunteers will sign a form indicating that they
have read, understood and will comply with the policies
contained within the ____ Manual.
Questions or concerns about the policies and/or their
interpretation should be referred to the Executive Director.
Policies will be ofﬁcially adopted after a majority of the
board of directors passes a motion for their approval.
All proposed policy changes and revisions will be
presented in writing to the By-law/Policy Review
Committee.
All policies will be presented for the approval of the general
membership at the Annual General Meeting in order to be
ratiﬁed.
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2.8 Appendices for Section Two
These appendices contain documents which support the content of Section
Two.
A2.1 Common Elements in the Roles and Responsibilities . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
A2.2 How to Draw up Terms of Reference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
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A2.1 Common Elements in the Roles and Responsibilities
Note that speciﬁc duties and expectations are elaborated upon within the job descriptions
included in Section Four.

The Responsibilities of the Executive Director are:
Board responsibilities
� to provide input in policy creation
�

�

to provide relevant information so that
the board is informed and able to make
decisions
to ensure that the board is not drawn into
management matters, so that they are
able to focus on governance

Volunteer responsibilities
� to bring about the maximum volunteer
dedication, volunteer involvement and
volunteer satisfaction
�

to develop the volunteer capacity of your
organization

Staff responsibilities
� to supervise and direct other staff
members

�

to participate actively in a planning
process with the board

�

to present to the Board regular progress
reports that relate to that plan

General agency responsibilities
� to decide how things are to be done

�

to facilitate board and/or committee
discussions as necessary so that they are
focussed on the appropriate issues

�

to manage the day-to-day operations of
the organization, consistent with
directions from the board

�

to work with the board Chairperson to
develop agendas

�

to maintain good working relationships
with other community agencies

�

to provide professional knowledge and
reports on emerging issues

�

to stay up-to-date on literacy and social
service issues

�

to bring the concerns of staff, learners,
volunteers to the attention of the board

�

to convert the policy decisions into
everyday management decisions

�

to prepare regular written reports and
circulate to board members

�

to ensure that all programs within the
organization prepare a budget each year
for board approval

�

to publicize and promote the agency.
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The Legal and Functional Responsibilities of the Board of Directors are:
General agency business
� to decide what is to be done
�

to monitor operations

�

to ensure the organization succeeds in its
mission and purpose

Board management
� to provide independent objective input
into the affairs of the agency

Personnel responsibilities
� to recruit, select and hire the Executive
Director
�

to ensure that board and staff roles are
clearly outlined and understood

�

to support the Executive Director and
evaluate his or her performance

�

to approve personnel policies and
practices, including salaries

�

to ensure adequate ﬁnancial and human
resources for the agency to function
effectively

�

to plan, and to decide on and monitor
any course deciding from options and
monitoring

�

to establish the board as an effective
team for making informed and lawful
decisions (board members do not have
individual authority)

�

to uphold the conﬁdentiality of board
discussions

�

to ensure that the organization’s legal
affairs are in order

�

to provide leadership in policy making
for the organization

�

to appoint independent auditors

�

to approve the annual budget

�

to ensure the continuance of the board

Planning and review
� to establish vision and direction for the
agency
�

to set long-term strategic plans

�

to ensure that regular evaluations of the
organization’s programs take place

�

Financial and legal
� to ensure the ﬁnancial stability of the
organization

to amend by-laws
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Public relations
� to represent the membership elects them
�

to be responsible for the programs, assets
and public image

�

to act as liaison with the public, agency
members and other stakeholders

�

to protect the public interest.
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The Responsibilities of the Executive Ofﬁcers are:
�

to perform a leadership role on behalf of
their board colleagues or the
membership

�

to serve as a management group that
works more closely with the Executive
Director

�

to guide the day-to-day implementation
of directions decided on by the board

�

to serve on the Executive Committee, as
set out in the organizational by-laws.

1) The Chairperson (or President)
• presides over meetings, maintains
order, keeps meetings moving and
orderly
• prepares the agenda, with input from
board and staff
• applies the rules of meeting procedure
• ensures that the board adheres to the
constitution, by-laws and mission
• represents the organization and hold
signing authority
• provides leadership without giving
own opinions; must abide by group
decisions

• represents the organization to the
public as ofﬁcial spokesperson
• ensures that records of board
proceedings are maintained
• prepares the report from the board for
the Annual General Meeting
• holds signing authority
• orients the new Chairperson
• performs other duties as requested.
2) Vice-Chairperson
(Vice-President or
even President-Elect)
• assists the Chair
• performs the Chair’s duties in the
Chair’s absence.
3) Secretary (the Secretary/
Treasurer position may be
combined)
• keeps a record of ideas, decisions,
policies, by-laws and actions arising
from the meetings
• conducts and summarizes
correspondence

• delegates responsibilities; ensures that
tasks and resolutions are carried out

• serves on the Executive Committee

• chairs the Executive Committee

• keeps attendance records of board
meetings

• liaises between the board and the
Executive Director
• ensures that the annual review of the
Executive Director is done (in
conjunction with the Chair of the
Personnel Committee
• ensures that board performance is
evaluated

• notiﬁes members of meetings

• keeps lists of board members and
committees
• ensures there is a quorum at all
meetings
• signs board meeting minutes
• records any corrections to the minutes
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• records all motions
• holds signing authority
• distributes minutes after meetings
• orients the new Secretary.
4) Treasurer (this may
be combined with the
Secretary/Treasurer)
• keeps accurate ﬁnancial records and
ﬁles for the organization
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• receives, endorses and deposits all
money, cheques, drafts and dues
• issues receipts
• prepares ﬁnancial statements,
provides reports of recent transactions
and of the general ﬁnancial condition
of the organization
• informs board members of bills,
expenses and receipts

• holds signing authority

• oversees independent audit, as
required

• chairs the Finance Committee

• disburses funds, writes cheques.

• assists in setting the budget with the
Executive Director and Finance
Committee

• (Note: If a staff person is hired to
perform these duties, then the
Treasurer oversees rather than
performs the above functions.)

• ensures employee deductions are
remitted
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The Responsibilities of Committees are:
�

to carry out various tasks and help the
board to do its work

�

to involve interested board, staff,
learners, volunteers, and/or special
“experts” from the community in speciﬁc
tasks.

Standing Committees
Standing or permanent committees oversee
speciﬁc areas of board business. Typically
they include:
1) Nomination Committee (to ensure
continuance of the board)
2) Finance Committee

Advisory Committees
Advisory committees may be set up to
advise the organization on important issues
or projects. The members are usually
selected to bring information and
experience that will help the organization
make good decisions. They could be longterm committees such as a Learner’s
Advisory Group or short-term such as a
project reference group.
A Committee Chairperson
�

reviews the terms of reference/mandate
of the committee

�

sets committee meetings and agendas,
keeps records, circulates information as
required

�

recruits, orients, encourages and guides
the committee members

�

makes recommendations and/or
progress reports to the board

�

delegates tasks, evaluates results

�

ensures there is a job description or clear
written expectations of committee
members.

3) Personnel Committee
4) Audit Committee (functions fall under
the ﬁnance committee).
Ad Hoc or Advisory Committees
Ad hoc or short-term committees are struck
to achieve speciﬁc objectives and are then
dissolved.An example might be a committee
to oversee the planning of a special event.
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Appendices for Section Two

A2.2 How to Draw up Terms of Reference
(for committees, individuals, groups):

Committee:
Function:
This group will be responsible for completion of the following:

Date to be completed by:
Appointed by:
Reports to:
Duties of the Chairperson:

Duties of Committee Members:

Who is on the Committee:
Number of Members:

Minimum:

Maximum:

To be chosen/elected/appointed from:
Meetings:
Number of meetings:
Type of meetings:

(i.e. teleconferences, face-to-face, out of town)

Committee Budget:
Total Budget: $
Costs which will be reimbursed:
Process to present expense claims:
Process to purchase necessary resources/supplies:
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Administrative
Policies
This section presents some policies which direct how the
agency functions in day-to-day operations. These are
the policies which should outline the processes and
behaviours to be followed, by those carrying out the
mission and work of the organization.

Topics in this Section
3.1 Policy-Making for the Administration of Your Agency....... 69
3.2 Policies That Apply to Board Members............................... 70
3.3 Policies that Apply to Volunteers......................................... 78
3.4 Policies That Apply to Staff ................................................. 88
3.5 Other Administrative Policies ............................................. 92
3.6 Appendices for Section Three............................................. 99
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Policy-Making for the Administration of Your Agency

3.1 Policy-Making for the
Administration of Your Agency
Administration is deﬁned in the Random House Dictionary
(Ballantine, 1978) as the management of an ofﬁce, agency or
organization. Therefore, policies in this section are concerned
with the management, conduct and functioning of the agency
itself, rather than the delivery of literacy services. Different
organizations may wish to include the following policies with
other titles or under different categories.
Some of the broader statements of beliefs, values and
philosophies outlined in the last section on Organizational
Policies will be emphasized here as they are translated into
functional policies. These are what govern how to run the
agency on a daily basis. This is the stage where you take a
position such as your stated “commitment to equity” and draft
the corresponding policies specifying how you will manage and
implement it.
There are some general administrative policies which will apply
to everyone involved with the agency, however administrative
policies tend to focus on the three distinct groups that with
carry out the functions of the agency. The staff, board
members and volunteers loosely comprise “the
administration.” Each respective group has such a unique set
of roles and responsibilities so this section of the Guide has been
divided to emphasize the policies appropriate to each group
which apply in each case. Note that learners are not included as
a group because they are not considered part of the
administration of the organization, although some may also
serve as board members or volunteers.
Without volunteers there would be no community-based
literacy services. Indeed, volunteers form the very heart of
literacy delivery to over 12,0001 learners across Ontario.
Therefore, it is understandable that the emphasis in
community-based literacy administration is the management of
the volunteer programs.While many of the policies which cover
paid staff may also apply to volunteers, other policies must be
designed for the distinct realities of volunteer administration.
1. A Community Literacy of Ontario survey found that, in 1995–96, 112
MET-funded Anglophone programs were serving 12,716 learners.
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3.2 Policies That Apply to Board Members
The board has several major governance responsibilities, such
as planning, ﬁnances, human resources, organizational
operations and community relations. However, there must also
be policies to ensure that the board itself is governed
appropriately.What can the board do to ensure continuity in
the ongoing management of the organization’s affairs and
implementation of its policies? How does the board continue to
adhere to the established mission or purpose of the
organization? How are markers of success set and measured?
It is very important that the board recognize the strengths and
limitations of being a volunteer-based organization.Will your
volunteers be subject to the same policies which govern other
kinds of volunteers? If they determine that all volunteers should
undergo a police check, will they be prepared to lead the way by
having one themselves? If they agree that all job descriptions
shall be reviewed annually, should it include the job
descriptions for board members? If they determine that board
members will be involved in conducting performance
evaluations, will this include reviewing their own performance?
Depending on the structure and governing style of your board,
you will need to decide and state clearly how the board will
function in order to serve the mandate of the organization.
Even to do this, your ﬁrst step will be to overcome any potential
conﬂict of interest in order to focus on the best interests of the
agency.Whether you are a founding board member or a
newcomer reviewing the governing documents, you will be
called upon to make decisions that directly impact upon your
own role or position within the organization.What checks and
balances can your board develop to make sure this position of
trust is not abused?

Your Turn

❏ We have written policies that apply speciﬁcally to board
members.
❏ We have a policy on conﬂict of interest for board members.
❏ We have a code of conduct which outlines appropriate
behaviour for board members.
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Policies That Apply to Board Members

❏ We have a process for handling the discipline and removal of
a board member.
❏ We have a process for evaluating the performance of the
board and its committees.
❏ All board members are provided with appropriate resources
and materials to do their job.
❏ We have systems for ensuring that board members are
provided with basic training and orientation in group
process and board development.
❏ We have a system for selecting/electing the executive ofﬁcers
of the board (i.e., Chair, Secretary, Treasurer).
❏ We have clearly deﬁned our governing style or model.
❏ The conduct of meetings is clearly outlined.
❏ We need to: __________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Act locally! Talk to members from other boards in your

community (literacy agencies and others) who have been
through the process of developing policies. Find out about their
experiences and learn from their lessons. There may be an
expert in board development issues right in your community.
Invite experienced board members to speak to your board or
lead workshops. If possible, contact your nearest Volunteer
Bureau, United Way or social/community development agency.
Check out top-notch resources from Ontario! Herb Perry
has written some concise and useful books which may help you
understand how boards function. Two of these are Call to Order:
Meeting Rules and Procedures for Non-Proﬁt Organizations
(1989), and The Board: A Winning Team (1990). Both are
available from Big Bay Publishing Inc. or may be borrowed from
the Alpha Plus Centre (see bibliography).
Support your board! See Appendix A3.4 at the end of this

section for suggestions on developing a Board Development
Handbook.
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Try this! The United Way/TV Ontario video and workbook

series, Board Basics (1995) is an excellent primer for creating
boards that function effectively. It includes administrative tips
on such topics as legal issues, running meetings, the board
development cycle and committee structures. The series is
designed so that you can use the videos as a set of workshops.
Consider this! While much attention is paid to board

development, don’t neglect to develop a solid general
membership. It is this broader base of committed
representatives that not only links you to people within the
community, but gives you a good pool of potential board
members.
See also the legal duties of a board member in Appendices #2

and #3, at the end of this section.
Keeping the board informed! Give the board some

perspective on the day-to-day operations by providing site and
ofﬁce visits and involving them in special events.Also
experiment to ﬁnd the best types of communication for your
board members? How much detail do they prefer and what
format is best?

For Reference
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Your agency may want to consider policies and procedures
under these topics:
� Access to Information
� Board Orientation and Training
� Conﬂict of Interest
� Elections/Terms of Ofﬁce
� Evaluation of Board Performance
� Meeting Cancellation
� Meetings
� Quorum
� Recruitment of Directors
� Removal of a Director
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Policies That Apply to Board Members

Review the following sample policies and procedures then
consider adapting them to meet the needs and purposes
of your agency!

Access to Information
Sample Statements

All board members will have equal access to relevant
information such as minutes, reports, correspondence,
ﬁnancial statements and other documents pertinent to the
organization.
Procedures might include:
– One ﬁling cabinet in the agency ofﬁce will be designated
for Board Reference Materials. Board members are
expected to drop in at least monthly to review all
relevant information.
– Each board member will receive copies of all relevant
information monthly, prior to each board meeting.
Minutes will be mailed within two weeks after each
meeting.
– Each request for information by individual board
members will be documented by staff so they can make
the same information available to the other board
members.
All information which is considered conﬁdential will be
identiﬁed as such. Board members are expected to ﬁle and
store conﬁdential information with utmost concern for
conﬁdentiality.
All board members are expected to sign the “Pledge of
Conﬁdentiality”, agreeing to respect the privacy of other
board members and to maintain the conﬁdentiality of
privileged information about learners, volunteers or staff.
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Board Orientation/Training
Sample Statements

All board members will be supplied with the appropriate
support materials and resources to perform their duties
satisfactorily.
Procedures might include:
– A Board Orientation Binder will be provided to all new
board members prior to their ﬁrst meeting.
– The Board Orientation Handbook will be updated
annually.
Sufﬁcient resources will be allocated for board
development to ensure that board members are properly
trained and supported to perform their jobs as laid out in
the job.
Procedures might include:
– There will be an annual retreat meeting for the board to
do strategic planning for the year ahead.
– All new board members will be given a board orientation
workshop prior to the ﬁrst ofﬁcial meeting.
– The ﬁrst half hour of the ﬁrst three meetings in each new
year will be dedicated to board training and
development. Guest speakers, videos or discussion
sessions will feature topics related to board training.

Conﬂict of Interest
Sample Statements

Board members shall immediately declare any actual or
apparent business, ﬁnancial, personal or other afﬁliation
that may be related to any matter under board discussion.
Once they have disclosed their interests, they will abstain
from discussion, voting or bringing their inﬂuence to bear
upon the matter. An individual in conﬂict of interest will
not be counted in the quorum.The board may vote to
request that the individual be called upon to answer
questions or present a statement of position if the
knowledge is considered relevant to the board discussions
at hand.
No person who has any actual or potential personal,
philosophical or ﬁnancial conﬂict of interest with our
agency’s activities and programs will be accepted as a
board member. (Note: A detailed deﬁnition of these conﬂicts
would probably need to accompany this policy.)
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A board member shall declare any conﬂict of interest as
soon as possible.The individual will be asked to leave the
meeting for the duration of any discussion on the related
matters.The individual will be asked to provide a brief
statement of the nature of the conﬂict of interest, which
will be recorded in the minutes

Elections /Terms of Ofﬁce
(refer back to what you set out in your by-laws)

Sample Statements

Board members will serve for a two-year term.They may
serve a maximum of four consecutive years.
Executive ofﬁcers are to be selected by the board at the
ﬁrst meeting of the administrative year.These positions
have a one-year term but individuals may be re-elected to
the same position for one additional term.
To ensure consistency and minimize disruption, only half of
the board members will complete their terms in any given
year.
If there are more candidates than positions, an election will
be held at the Annual General Meeting.
Our agency believes in open-ended nominations to the
board. Any member in good standing may nominate
candidates for the board.
Procedures might include:
– Two months prior to the Annual Meeting, the board will
develop a proﬁle of the type of skills and abilities which
are needed to fulﬁll the priorities of the board.This will
be circulated among all agency staff, volunteers, learners
and the general membership, who will be invited to
nominate candidates.
– Prospective board members will be asked to complete a
short form including a personal statement on their
interest in serving on the board.This will be used as a
proﬁle in the event that an election is required.
– If an election is required, each candidate will be invited
to address the membership (at the AGM) with a brief
presentation on their interest and background.
– All applicants will be immediately contacted with the
election results. Unsuccessful candidates will also be
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sent a courtesy letter to thank them for their interest in
running for the board.
The Board Nominating Committee will have the sole
responsibility for bringing forward a slate of candidates
who have the necessary skills and background to serve as
board members. All candidates will go through a screening
process managed by the Nominating Committee. If there
are more suitable candidates than positions, a board
election will be held as outlined in the “Board Selection and
Recruitment Process” document on ﬁle.

Evaluation of Board Performance
Sample Statements

All board members are expected to perform to consistent
standards. Each member will be subject to a conﬁdential
peer review annually.
Since board members operate as a group, the overall board
performance will be evaluated annually.
Procedures might include:
– Each board member will complete a survey assessing
board performance.
– All written goals and objectives will be reviewed to
determine accomplishments.
– The board will set speciﬁc indicators of success (i.e.,
turnout at meetings, agendas received on time,
decisions carried out, etc.) for review and comparison
each year.

Meeting Cancellation
Sample Statements

Meetings can only be cancelled with the agreement of a
majority of board members.Wherever possible, a minimum
of three day’s notice should be given for any change or
cancellation of the meeting.
In the event of unforseen weather conditions, the board
chairperson has the right to cancel the meeting.
Meetings may be cancelled by the board Chair if a quorum
is not present.
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Meetings
Sample Statement

The Executive Director will be expected to attend all board
meetings, but will be excused during any discussions
which pertain to her performance appraisal or salary.

Quorum
Sample Statements

A quorum is deﬁned as the number of people legally
required to transact an organization’s business.This is
usually a majority of directors not counting the board
Chair, who votes only to break a tie.
It the policy of this agency that board meetings will go
ahead even if a quorum is not achieved. However, there can
be no voting on issues and all recommendations and
suggestions which are developed must be ratiﬁed at the
next meeting which has a quorum.
If there is not a quorum within twenty minutes of the
established starting time, the board Chair will cancel a
board meeting immediately.

Recruitment
Sample Statement

In order to ensure consistency in the succession to the
Board, a standing Nomination Committee will oversee the
recruitment, orientation and evaluation of board members.

Removal of a Director
Sample Statement

Board members who do not fulﬁll their duties satisfactorily,
as per the position description, may go through a
progressive disciplinary process which includes a verbal
warning, a written warning, suspension and ﬁnally
dismissal.

Sample Policy

Board members who miss three consecutive meetings
without good reason are subject to immediate termination
and will be notiﬁed of this in writing.

Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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3.3 Policies that Apply to Volunteers
In any Non-proﬁt organization there are three types of
volunteers:
�

Policy and Resource (or Governance) Volunteers share
their knowledge and skills as board or committee members.

�

Program (or Service) Volunteers support or carry out the
organization’s activities.

�

Administrative Volunteers help the staff by doing
administrative or clerical/ofﬁce tasks. (Hall and Davies,
LLEO, 1996.)

Naturally, people may combine roles and wear more than one
hat. Since over 80% of all literacy volunteers are involved in
tutoring (“The Economic Value of Volunteers”, Community
Literacy of Ontario, 1997), volunteer tutors are the primary
focus in this section.As a signiﬁcant resource in the functioning
of the agency, volunteer tutors require unique administrative
policies. Consider the expectations you place upon the tutor,
and then analyse the requirements and risks that go with the
position.
You could start with an analysis of your policy positions. For
example, decide whether your agency will evaluate the
performance of volunteer workers. Is it feasible to supervise and
monitor tutors within the one-to-one off-site environment?
Would it scare off possible volunteers? Would volunteer
performance reviews serve to recognize the serious nature of the
work being done? What evaluation approaches might work in
your particular agency? (Peer review? Self evaluation?
Assessment of tutor’s written lesson plans? Observation of
Tutor-Learner meeting?)
Next move from broader policies (what to do) to detailed
procedures and practices (how to). Consider issues such as the
following. Can volunteers move from one volunteer assignment
to another? Are they all recruited, screened and trained in the
same way? Are there speciﬁc times of year for volunteer intake?
Do you have a limit to the number of volunteers that can be
managed by your program at any given time? Is there a required
time commitment expected of each volunteer? Is it set out in
writing? Can volunteers expect a written letter of
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Policies that Apply to Volunteers

recommendation upon completion of service? The important
thing is to capture in writing how things work in your agency.
This will uphold consistency, fairness and accountability.
Keep in mind that all policies which apply to volunteers also
apply to the board members unless otherwise speciﬁed. It is
important, then, to remember to specify in writing which type
of volunteers the policy applies to. If you have “mandatory
service” volunteers (i.e., Ontario Works or community service
placements) or special needs volunteers, perhaps you will
require policies which are relevant to their type of involvement.
You will note that the key to making these policies real is to have
solid job descriptions which deﬁne tasks, relationships,
expectations and limits. Some of the applicable policies will also
be covered under other categories, such as personnel.

Your Turn

❏ We have written policies that apply to speciﬁc types of
volunteers.
❏ We have a code of conduct which outlines appropriate
behaviour for volunteers.
❏ We have clear criteria for selecting and accepting volunteer
tutors.
❏ We have a system for handling the hiring, discipline and
termination a volunteer.
❏ We have systems for ensuring that volunteers are provided
with basic training and orientation.
❏ We provide all volunteers with appropriate resources and
materials to do their job.
❏ We have current job descriptions which outline expectations
for each type of volunteer position in our agency.
❏ Our agency has written policies on the time commitment
and length of service expected from all volunteers.
❏ We have statements which clarify our agency’s position on
• special needs volunteers
• “special case” volunteers (performing mandatory
community service placements).
❏ We have a clear policy that we do not ask volunteers to do the
work of paid staff.
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❏ We have a system for obtaining regular feedback from
volunteer tutors.
❏ We have a process for evaluating the performance of
volunteers.
❏ We need to: __________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Consider these thorny issues which go beyond policy
statements:
�

Do you need to specify where tutoring activities will take
place? Should you specify where students and tutors should
or should not meet? Can you monitor these autonomous
relationships? How do you balance the need to protect
learners, tutors and the agency with the desire to offer a
needed service in the homes of students who would not
otherwise undertake literacy training?

�

How much detail is required in recording all volunteer
activities? Are tutors expected to report on their lesson
activities and if so, will the reports ever be reviewed? Who is
legally allowed to see those student records? Who is
authorized to pass judgement, assess and make qualiﬁed
entries to the learner’s progress ﬁle?

�

Where does the work of the Volunteer Coordinator stop and
the work of the Volunteer Tutor begin? Who makes
assessments and evaluations of the learner’s progress? If
the tutors are important decision-making partners, how are
their skills and credentials evaluated? Who evaluates those
who evaluate others?

� Can you refuse a volunteer? Can you “fire” a volunteer?

And if so, what constitutes unsatisfactory performance of
duties? Should you honour the request of a learner to work
with a certain type of tutor even if it means discriminating
against certain groups of people?
Challenges such as these are unique to community-based
literacy agencies. Discussions on these important questions are
worthwhile exercises for your organization. Considering and
balancing your key values will guide you in writing your
policies.
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Make the policy writing job more manageable!

Determine how many kinds of volunteers you are responsible
for, then divide up the task of policy writing by function. For
example, do a separate set of policies for tutors, for policy/
administrative volunteers (i.e., board) and for clerical and ofﬁce
support volunteers.
Imagine the worst! Develop a list of policies required by

having board members brainstorm “what if...” scenarios or by
holding focus groups with the volunteers themselves. Examine
the risks, problems and opportunities so you can decide
whether policies are needed to guide actions and decisions in
this area. Try to balance the paranoia of planning for every
imaginable eventuality against the fear of scaring away
volunteers with too formal an agency!
Performance! Appendix A3.1 at the end of this section

contains a suggested form for volunteer evaluation.
Support your volunteers! Provide a Volunteer Handbook
with all the information volunteers will need. For suggestions,
see Appendix A3.5 at the end of this section.

For Reference

Your agency may want to consider policies and procedures
under these topics:
�

Orientation and Training

�

Performance Review of Volunteers

�

The Right of Refusal

�

The Right to Volunteer

�

The Scope of Volunteering

�

Screening and Accepting Volunteers

�

Special Needs Volunteers

�

Supervision

�

Volunteer Expectations

�

Volunteer Retirement and Dismissal
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Review the following sample policies and procedures
then consider adapting them to meet the needs and
purposes of your agency!

Orientation and Training
Sample Statements

All volunteer tutors shall attend the entire tutor training
course prior to being placed with a learner. Exceptions may
be considered depending on prior experience.
This agency is committed to providing thorough training
and support to our volunteer tutors by offering
introductory orientation sessions, initial tutor training and
ongoing workshops. All volunteer tutors are expected to
participate.

Performance Review of Volunteers
Sample Statements

Evaluation procedures should be constructive, supportive
and ﬂexible exchanges where the volunteer tutor and staff
member share information and plan future activities, with
the ultimate goal of supporting the student’s literacy goals.
The Volunteer Coordinator will schedule regular meetings
with each volunteer tutor to share constructive feedback,
resources and strategies. At this time, the Volunteer
Coordinator will assess the work of the tutor as outlined in
the position description.The evaluation will be informal
and verbal unless there are speciﬁc issues which either
party would like to document.
This agency reserves the right to monitor and evaluate the
work of volunteer tutors.
Procedures might include:
– The Volunteer Coordinator will attend a lesson/meeting
to observe the tutor and learner and offer constructive
feedback.This will be scheduled at least twice per year.
– An experienced tutor will attend a lesson/meeting to
offer feedback to the tutor.
– The Volunteer Coordinator will regularly review the
tutor’s written lesson/meeting reports.
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– The Volunteer Coordinator will survey learners by
telephone from time to time to get feedback on each
tutor’s performance.
– Using the self-assessment forms provided, tutors will
regularly evaluate their own work and progress.
– The Volunteer Coordinator will telephone each tutor
monthly to discuss her work and progress.

The Right of Refusal
Sample Statement

We respect the right of the volunteer to refuse an
assignment only if there are legitimate reasons for the
refusal. Our agency will not tolerate discriminatory
opinions as grounds for refusing to deliver services to an
eligible student.

The Right to Volunteer
Sample Statements

Volunteers are accepted and encouraged at all levels of the
organization, based on their suitability to the various tasks
and activities. Our agency makes every attempt to ﬁnd the
right position for volunteers, however the agency reserves
the right to terminate the volunteer’s relationship with the
agency if the volunteer does not meet the agency’s
standards and requirements.
It is the position of our agency to accept only volunteers
who are willing to undergo appropriate screening for the
specialized tasks within our agency.

The Scope of Volunteering
Sample Statements

We deﬁne volunteers in our agency as those who perform
service for others for the purpose of enhancing the cause
of literacy in our community.Volunteers give their time and
talents freely, without coercion and with no expectation of
payment.
Other individuals who come forward to offer their services
in fulﬁlment of other obligations, through social service
agencies, schools, the justice system or the workplace, will
NOT be considered volunteers in the true deﬁnition of the
term, but will have the title of Special Case Volunteers.They
will be subject to the same policies as other volunteers but
may have additional requirements as agreed upon with
their originating agency.
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(See also Other Administrative Policies later in this section.)
Our organization reserves the right to refuse to accept the
services of any individual
– whose intentions cannot truly be deﬁned as voluntary
– whose motivation is to obligations other than the cause
of literacy
– who is receiving remuneration by a third party
– who is being obliged, ordered or coerced to offer their
services.
Our agency accepts Special Case volunteers only when the
referring agencies have signed agreements which identify
responsibility for managing and caring for the volunteers.
We believe that volunteers are essential team players in the
functioning of this organization and have the right to be
consulted on all major decisions which affect the
performance of their tasks.Therefore it is our policy to
expect volunteers to offer input and opinions, especially on
important decisions related to the learners with whom
they are working.
Volunteers in our organization will not be asked to do work
which is the current responsibility of, or was recently
performed by, paid staff.

Screening and Accepting Volunteers
Sample Statements

We value the participation of volunteers in helping us
provide literacy services to fulﬁll our mission, however we
do not exist to provide volunteer opportunities.
This agency reserves the right to accept volunteers based
on their suitability for the duties described in the job
descriptions. All volunteers must go through the same
screening process and background checking. Unsuitable
candidates have the right to information concerning the
reasons for their being refused, although the source will be
protected.
We accept only volunteers who demonstrate, throughout
the selection process, their suitability to the required tasks.
All volunteer candidates must attend at least one personal
interview with the Volunteer Coordinator.
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Procedures might include:
– All volunteer candidates will ﬁll out a one-page
Volunteer Interest form.
– A group of suitable volunteer candidates will be invited
to attend a brief information session where questions
will be answered, and the job and agency expectations
will be explained. At this session, volunteers can register
for the upcoming training and complete other necessary
forms.
– Background checks will be done and references
contacted.
– Upon completion of the training, the Volunteer
Coordinator will schedule one-on-one meetings with all
volunteer candidates to assess their suitability and for
possible matching with a learner.

Sample Statements

To protect the client, agency and volunteer, it is the policy
of this agency to conduct a detailed background check as a
part of the screening process.This will involve conducting a
police check and contacting at least two references.
Volunteers are allowed to serve in more than one position
in this agency provided that the integrity of their work can
be maintained, and there is no conﬂict of interest or breach
of conﬁdentiality regarding privileged information.
All volunteer tutors are subject to a probationary period of
60 days, after which time the Volunteer Coordinator will
contact the tutor to determine whether the needs of the
agency and the volunteer are being satisfactorily met.
All volunteers will receive written conﬁrmation of their
acceptance to a volunteer position.They will also receive
copies of their agreement(s) with the agency, a job
description, a volunteer handbook and copies of the
relevant policies and procedures.
(Note on Screening. Since this is such a complex and farreaching issue, it is recommended that you consult The
National Education Campaign on Screening Volunteers,
which has deﬁnitive resources on the subject.The
Screening Handbook, The Education Dossier and “Duty of
Care” video can be ordered through Volunteer Canada at
613-241-4371 or 1-800-670-0401 or at www.volunteer.ca.
More information on this topic will be made available in
Phase Two of this project.)
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Special Needs Volunteers
Sample Statement

Provided that a candidate has the ability and suitability to
be an effective tutor, the agency will make reasonable
accommodation for physical access and transportation to
enable him to perform the volunteer duties.

Supervision
Sample Statements

All volunteers can expect to receive respectful support and
supervision from the Volunteer Coordinator.The reporting
structure will be clearly outlined from the outset and twoway communication encouraged at all times.
We welcome relatives of staff, volunteers, learners and
board members as volunteers, however no volunteer can
be directly supervised by a family member. Special
arrangements will be made to ensure that alternative
supervision is available.
All volunteers will be assigned to an immediate supervisor
and ultimately responsible to a paid member of the staff.
Volunteers will also be given agency contact numbers to
call in the case of an emergency related to their volunteer
duties.

Volunteer Expectations
Sample Statements

This agency asks volunteer tutors to commit to a minimum
term of one year, in consideration of the best interests of
the student’s learning progress.
We recommend that volunteers be matched with an
individual learner for a maximum period of two years,
except where there are compelling circumstances to
continue a long-term relationship. Both the volunteer and
the learner may continue in the program and will be
provided with new matches.
It is the policy of this agency that volunteer tutors and
learners be allowed to continue their learning partnership
as long as both parties are comfortable and the learner is
making measurable progress.
Volunteer tutors are expected to commit a realistic amount
of time to their duties.Tutors are asked to tutor their
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learner for a minimum of ___ hours per week in addition to
lesson preparation duties.
For agency records, volunteers will keep track of their hours
worked in “attendance logs” which are to be submitted to
the Volunteer Coordinator on a monthly basis.
Continued volunteer absenteeism without notice is subject
to disciplinary action.

Volunteer Retirement and Dismissal
Sample Statements

Those volunteers who do not adhere to the policies and
procedures or who fail to perform their duties satisfactorily
will go through a progressive disciplinary process which
includes a verbal warning, a written warning, suspension
and ﬁnally dismissal if there is no improvement.
All volunteers will be given an exit interview with the
Volunteer Coordinator upon their departure from the
agency.
It is the policy of this agency not to write letters of
recommendation for any volunteers. Upon departure, a
volunteer may request a form letter which indicates only
the dates and length of service as well as a current job
description for the work that was performed.
Upon request, the Volunteer Coordinator will provide
letters of reference for volunteers who have performed
more than ___ months of service with the agency.

Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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3.4 Policies That Apply to Staff
Although many of the policies which apply to staff will be
covered under personnel management, there are some
administrative policies which outline how staff are expected to
function. The paid employees of any agency need to know how
they are supposed to interact with the unpaid personnel who
may supervise them and/or report to them, but certainly
outnumber them! The way in which staff balances the needs
and requirements of volunteers is a signiﬁcant determinant of
the organization’s success. An executive director in a
community-based literacy agency is responsible for volunteer
administrator, among many other duties.
Staff, however, cannot be expected to juggle so many competing
interests without certain supports built in at the policy level.
They need to be assured of some measure of employment
protection, even though they may understand the uncertainty of
consistent funding levels. They also deserve systems which
reward, motivate and recognize staff performance in the same
way efforts are made to appreciate volunteers. What creative
staff management strategies can be developed to compensate
for the mediocre wages and demanding working conditions that
often prevail in the ﬁeld, while preventing burnout? These are
the policies which go beyond overtime and training and
development.

Your Turn

❏ We have written policies that apply to staff.
❏ We have a code of conduct which outlines appropriate
behaviour for staff.
❏ We have outlined the expectations for relationships between
staff and volunteers.
❏ We have a clear policy to offer stable employment and to
protect staff positions (within the limitation of our funding).
❏ We have clear limits on staff workload.
❏ We have current job descriptions which outline expectations
for each staff position in our agency.
❏ We have a system for recognizing and appreciating our paid
staff.
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❏ We have a policy to ensure that staff input is part of all major
decisions.
❏ We need: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

The starting point for all discussions about staff roles and

responsibilities is the job description.A thorough and detailed
job description will reveal the breadth and scope of staff jobs.
Work through this to ﬁnd out where limits should be set, where
supports are needed and whether there are any actions and
decisions that should be guided by policy.

For Reference

Samples

Your agency may want to consider policies and procedures
under these topics:
�

Employees as Volunteers

�

Recognition

�

Staff-Board Relations

�

Volunteer-Staff Relations

Review the following sample policies and procedures then
consider adapting them to meet the needs and purposes
of your agency!

Employees as Volunteers
Sample Statements

Paid employees may not serve as board members while
employed by the agency, as this could create a conﬂict of
interest.
We support paid employees who wish to take on volunteer
tutoring duties on their own time, as this forms a direct
connection with the agency’s mission.This volunteer time
is appreciated but in no way expected as a condition of
employment.
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A staff member who chooses to perform volunteer service
for the agency is expected to adhere to a volunteer job
description. Unpaid overtime related to staff
responsibilities does not constitute a bona ﬁde volunteer
contribution as deﬁned by our agency.

Recognition
Sample Statements

Staff supervision and support of volunteers requires special
skills and expertise, and paid staff who work well with
volunteers will be acknowledged for their contributions
and abilities. (Source: Linda Graff’s By Deﬁnition, 1997)
Staff will facilitate a positive environment for volunteers
and will be recognized for this contribution.

Staff -Board Relations
Sample Statements

In order to foster good communication and responsive
working relations, a designated staff representative will be
asked to attend all board meetings. A staff member will
also be designated as an ex-ofﬁcio member of the board
Personnel Committee.
The Executive Director is responsible for working in
conjunction with the board Chair to develop the agenda
for board meetings.

Volunteer Staff Relations
Sample Statements

As partners in the delivery of literacy services, volunteers
and paid staff have unique roles and responsibilities which
are outlined in their job descriptions.
Volunteer involvement in our literacy programs is intended
to extend our service delivery for the beneﬁt of clients,
therefore:
– Sufﬁcient staff and other resources will be made
available to support the efforts of volunteers.
– Volunteers are to be treated respectfully as integral
members of the team.
– Volunteers are not to be used to supplant, replace or take
work away from staff except where the agency’s policies
on administrative volunteers provide guidelines.
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– Volunteer activity must not contravene any other
applicable employee agreements.
Administrative volunteers may be permitted to do some
tasks of paid staff, however a paid employee is responsible
to supervise all ofﬁce functions.
The Executive Director assumes responsibility for
administrative volunteers who are assigned work that is
typically performed by paid personnel.
We believe that the ideal student-tutor ratio for one
Volunteer Coordinator is ____.Therefore, staff will not be
expected to manage more than ____ student-tutor
matches.
Paid staff are not permitted to directly supervise family
members who may choose to volunteer.

Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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3.5 Other Administrative Policies
There are some administrative policies which can be applied to
all involved with the agency. Remember that these could be
anything that affects the overall functioning of the agency,
such as methods for dealing with grievances, communicating
internally and externally, promoting equity, and controlling
harassment.
Depending on your organization, the administrative policies
below may also be found under other policy categories.

Your Turn

❏ We have policies which govern the management of a conﬂict
and/or grievance process.
❏ We have written a disciplinary procedures to support our
policies.
❏ We have policies to guide our communication strategies.
❏ We clearly communicate our expectations for conﬁdentiality.
❏ We have policies to guide our efforts to promote equity and
multiculturalism and prevent racism.
❏ We have policies to govern the disclosure of information.
❏ We have a process for preventing sexual harassment at all
levels in this agency.
❏ We have a process for evaluating the agency and its
programs, annually.
❏ We have insurance policies which cover us for:
____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
❏ We need to: __________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Other Administrative Policies

Tips and Resources

Many of the topics covered in this category may require
outside expert assistance. Don’t be afraid to seek out free
advice from legal counsel, insurance advisors, government
departments, public relations ﬁrms and even colleges and
universities that offer inexpensive or free consulting services.

For Reference

Your agency may want to consider policies and procedures
under these topics:

Samples

�

Communication

�

Complaints and Concerns

�

Conﬁdentiality

�

Disclosure of Information

�

Insurance

�

Learners

�

Ownership Rights for Materials Produced

�

Use of Waivers and Agreements

Review the following sample policies and procedures then
consider adapting them to meet the needs and purposes
of your agency!

Communication
Sample Statements

All actions taken or public statements made on behalf of
the agency must be authorized by the board of directors.
Use of the agency’s name in afﬁliation with political or
religious activities is not permitted unless approved by the
board of directors.
The Executive Director has full authority to represent the
agency on behalf of the board of directors. All other staff or
volunteers must obtain permission from the Executive
Director to make public statements.
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All paid staff and volunteers will indicate their position and
status if asked to make public statements representing the
organization.

Complaints and Concerns
Sample Statements

It is the policy of this agency to respect all concerns and
complaints which come forward, to take action
immediately and to solve problems cooperatively.
All complaints and concerns should be brought to the
attention of the immediate supervisor as identiﬁed in the
job description. Learners can bring their complaints to the
Volunteer Coordinator.
Complaints about a person or persons involved with our
agency should be taken up directly with the individual(s)
involved. A staff person may be invited to support the
resolution process.
All conﬂict situations will be dealt with as outlined in our
“Conﬂict Resolution Procedures.”This system of mediation
and resolution will be applied consistently and respectfully
to all individuals in our agency who ﬁnd themselves in a
serious conﬂict with other individuals within the agency.

Conﬁdentiality
Sample Statement

All paid staff and volunteers of our agency are expected to
sign a “Pledge of Conﬁdentiality” in order to participate in
our programs. Any violation of conﬁdentiality is cause for
immediate dismissal.

Conﬂict of Interest
Sample Statement

No board member, staff, or volunteer should be involved in
decisions which serve themselves at the expense of the
organization.

Disclosure of Information
Sample Statements
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The records of our literacy agency are available to the
public upon request, with the following exceptions:
– personal information
– law enforcement information
– information which might violate the solicitor-client
privilege
– a trade secret, or commercial, technical, ﬁnancial or
labour relations information which might, if released,
harm the competitive position of the agency.

Sample Statements

The collection of personal information shall be limited to
what is necessary for the agency to comply with its
contract with MET or to meet legal obligations. Wherever
possible, personal information shall be collected directly
from the individual to whom the information relates.The
purpose for which information is collected shall be
identiﬁed by the agency to an individual, at or before the
time the information is collected.
In order to comply with the policies of our funder, the
Ministry of Education and Training, we will include the
following statements on any forms used to collect personal
information from learners:
– The information on this form is collected in order for the
Ministry of Education and Training to administer the
Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program.
– Information on this form is collected under the authority
of the Ministry of Education Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.E.2.
– If you have any questions about the collection or use of
this information, contact the Director, Freedom of
Information and Privacy Unit, Ministry of Education and
Training, 24th Floor, Mowat Block, 900 Bay Street,
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1L2, telephone: (416) 325-4143.
– I warrant that all information described above is, to the
best of my knowledge, correct, and hereby consent to
and authorise the release and disclosure of the
information to representatives of the Ministry of
Education and Training for the purpose of administering
the Literacy and Basic Skills Program.
Personal information shall not be used or disclosed for
purposes other than that for which it was collected, except
with the consent of the individual or as required by law.The
knowledge and consent of the individual are required for
the use or disclosure of personal information, except where
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permitted under freedom of information and privacy
legislation, such as law enforcement purposes.
Personal information should be retained only as long as
necessary for the fulﬁlment of the purpose for which it was
collected. Learner ﬁles will be retained by our agency for a
period of one year after the departure of the student.The
destruction of this information will be handled with due
respect for the security of this conﬁdential material.
When our agency’s contract with MET expires, all personal
information collected from learners under the
requirements of the LBS Program must be returned to MET,
including ﬁles, computer disks and back-up tapes.
In order to prevent the unauthorized disclosure, copying,
use or modiﬁcation of personal information held by the
agency, access to this information shall be restricted by the
use of recognised security mechanisms, such as passwords,
encryption or other reasonable safeguards.
An individual shall be able to ﬁle a complaint concerning
compliance with the agency’s rules and Government of
Ontario standards to the individual or individuals
designated as accountable for the agency’s compliance
with the service contract.
No person shall wilfully use, disclose, or retain personal
information obtained under the authority of a MET
contract, subject to the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act.
It is the policy of this agency that none of our mailing lists
shall be made available for sale or for purposes other than
those directly related to the work of the organization.
The policies and procedures of this agency are considered
public documents and may be accessed at any time.

Insurance
Sample Statements
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This agency conducts an annual assessment of possible
hazards and risks in order to develop recommendations
for:
– policies, procedures and practices to reduce risks/
accidents, and
– the type and amount of insurance which is required as
precautionary.
Our organization speciﬁes that volunteers are insured
under the agency’s policies.

Learners
Sample Statements

All learners are expected to sign an agreement of their
intention to commit a realistic amount of time and effort to
meeting their identiﬁed goals.
Learners are expected to maintain conﬁdentiality about
any private information they may obtain about other
learners or volunteers with the program.
We believe that learners have the right to terminate a
match with a tutor which they consider to be unsuitable,
provided that this is not discriminatory. Our agency will
make every attempt to deal promptly with concerns and, if
necessary, make another match.
Learners will have access to their own training plans and
progress ﬁles at any time. Personal and conﬁdential learner
information will be securely maintained by the Volunteer
Coordinator. All requests, by learners and others, to view
personal learner ﬁles will be documented.
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Ownership Rights
of Materials Produced
Sample Statements

All materials produced by any paid personnel become the
property of the agency, although authorship will be
acknowledged.
Materials, including assignments, tests or forms, produced
by learners and/or volunteers, are considered personal.The
agency will request permission, in writing, to publish or
reproduce any such documents.

Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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3.6 Appendices for Section Three
These appendices contain documents which support the content of
Section Three.
A3.1 Volunteer Tutor Evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
A3.2 Summary of the Legal Duties of a Board of Directors . . . . . . . 102
A3.3 Code of Conduct for Boards of Directors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
A3.4 Outline for a Board Orientation Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
A3.5 Outline for a Volunteer Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
A3.6 Volunteer Rights and Responsibilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
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A3.1 Volunteer Tutor Evaluation

Following are some areas to consider for performance evaluation. The volunteer tutor and the Volunteer Coordinator could meet to discuss them and share their
views. This may guide future activities of the agency and of the volunteers.
Work Performance (excellent, needs improvement, poor)

Suggestions for Volunteer Improvement

Suggestions for Agency Improvement

Resources Required

Training or Education Suggested

Job Description
reviewed? ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
still applicable?.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
changes suggested/required?............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
clarification needed?..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Future Planning/New Directions
Volunteer’s personal goals/interests ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Agency’s emerging issues/plans .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Volunteer Satisfaction
Do you receive adequate recognition? ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Do you plan to continue volunteering in this capacity? For how long?.............................................................................................................................................................
Do feel that you get the feedback and support required to do your tutoring? ..............................................................................................................................................
What are the most challenging aspects of your tutoring work? ...........................................................................................................................................................................
Do you have access to adequate resources? ................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Is the relationship with your student comfortable?...................................................................................................................................................................................................
What, if anything, would help you better fulfill your job description? ................................................................................................................................................................
Is the time commitment manageable? ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Are meeting location(s) appropriate?..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Do you like the volunteer work you are doing? ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Comments..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Learner Satisfaction (optional survey)
Learner seems to be satisfied with progress.................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Learner is comfortable with the tutor .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Meeting location(s) are considered appropriate.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Time commitment is manageable....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Learner considers the lessons helpful and appropriate ...........................................................................................................................................................................................
Learner feels “involved”.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Comments .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Volunteer Coordinator’s Observations
Volunteer is comfortable performing duties as outlined.........................................................................................................................................................................................
Volunteer is resourceful in handling new issues and challenges..........................................................................................................................................................................
Volunteer seems competent, is not struggling ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Volunteer is flexible and sensitive in adapting lessons for learner.......................................................................................................................................................................
Comments..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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A3.2 Summary of the Legal Duties of a Board of Directors
The integrity of the board of an organization
makes for effective and ethical governance. A
board member’s failure to conduct herself in
a responsible and legal manner could result
in legal action against both the organization
and the individual director. When a board
member is acting in the interests of the
organization, he is said to have a ﬁduciary
relationship. The ﬁduciary obligations of
board members include:
1) The duty to be loyal is a standard of
faithfulness. A board member must give
undivided allegiance when making
decisions affecting the organization.
This means that a board member can
never use information obtained as a
member for personal gain, but must
always act in the best interests of the
organization. Board members are
accountable to the public.

4) The duty to act only in ways that are
consistent with the central goals of the
organization. Board members must
ensure that board decisions are within
the mandate set out in the constitution
and by-laws, and work to exercise their
authority fully, by attending meetings,
carefully considering information, and
taking seriously their decisions.
5) The duty to act with diligence and
competence is commonly expressed as
the duty of care that an ordinary
prudent person would exercise in a like
position and under similar
circumstances. This means that a board
member owes the duty to exercise
reasonable care when he or she makes a
decision as a steward of the
organization.
6) The duty to respect conﬁdentiality.

2) The duty to ensure that all decisions of
the board are lawful.
3) The duty to act honestly and in the
utmost good faith.
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A3.3 Code of Conduct for Boards of Directors
Board members need to demonstrate ethical
and professional conduct to maintain the
conﬁdence of the membership and the
public. This commitment includes proper
use of authority and appropriate actions
both in group and individual behaviour
when acting in the capacity of board
members.
1. Board members must be loyal to the
interests of the membership over and
above any:
• loyalty to other advocacy or interest
groups, and membership on other
boards or staffs
• personal interest of any board
members acting as an individual
consumer of this organization’s
services.
2. Board members are trustees of public
conﬁdence and securities. They must
avoid any conﬂict of interest.
• There must be no self-dealing or any
conduct of private business or
personal services between any board
member and the organization.
Exceptions can occur only when there
is openness, competitive opportunity,
and equal access to information.
• Board members must not use their
positions to obtain employment
within the organization for themselves
or their family members and friends.

• If a board member is considered for
employment, he or she must
temporarily withdraw from
deliberation, voting and access to
applicable organization information.
3. Board members must not exert any
individual authority over the
organization except as stated in the
organization’s policies.
• Individual board members do not
have any authority to speak for the
organization when they interact with
staff, volunteers, the public, the press
or other entities unless granted this
authority by the whole board.
• Board members must not make any
judgements of staff performance
except if the performance is ofﬁcially
assessed against the organization’s
policies.
4. Board members deal with outside
entities or individuals, with clients and
staff, and with each other using fair play,
ethics and straightforward
communication.
Review date: ______________________
Approved date: ____________________
(Reprinted from Board Development:
Developing Job Descriptions for Board
Members of Nonproﬁt Organizations, 1997,
with the permission of the Muttart
Foundation)
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A3.4 Outline for a Board Orientation Handbook
Try giving written information to board
members in a large binder format so they
can also store minutes and reports in the
relevant sections. Such a serious document
emphasizes the responsibility of being a
board member while supporting them with
an important tool to do the job properly!
To effort to help board members organize
their time, Board Orientation Handbooks
could contain the following sections:
Welcome/Messages from the Chairperson
and/or the local MPP, mayor or other
dignitaries

11 Job descriptions (Board, staff,
volunteers)
12 Directory of staff and volunteers
13 Financial statements (include
explanations, deﬁnitions, samples, list
of things to watch)
14 Current budget
15 Recent funding proposals/business
plans
16 Expense and other forms and records

1

Literacy statistics; national, regional and
local literacy perspectives/issues

17 Fundraising plans, strategies
expectations

2

History, agency background

18 Communication strategy for the agency

3

Glossary, literacy ﬁeld abbreviations,
deﬁnitions, acronyms

4

The Ontario literacy scene (how funders
and support organizations work
together)

19 Basics on parliamentary procedures,
agenda setting, meetings, making
motions and other useful organizational
management skills

5

20 Sections to store board minutes and
committee minutes

Legal duties, responsibilities,
implications and liability of being a
board member; code of ethics

21 Annual meeting and annual reports

6

Constitution and by-laws

22 One-year, three-year and ﬁve-year plans
(and other planning documents, with
goals and objectives)

7

Philosophy, mission, goals, guiding
principles, Core Quality Standards

8

9

All policies, including personnel,
ﬁnancial etc.

23 Program statistics, summaries of clients
served, and other service achievements
24 Board calendar of regular activities and
events

Staff and board organizational charts
25 Volunteer Bill of Rights

10 Committees, terms of reference
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A3.5 Outline for a Volunteer Handbook
Welcome/Messages from the Chairperson
and/or the local MPP, mayor or other
dignitaries
Emergency contact information (listed right
at beginning of the Handbook)
1

2

Literacy statistics; national, regional and
local literacy perspectives/issues

16 Tips and teaching strategies for literacy
tutoring
17 Tips and teaching strategies for
numeracy
18 Community resources and where to go
for more help

History, agency background

3

Glossary, literacy ﬁeld abbreviations,
deﬁnitions, acronyms

4

The Ontario literacy scene (how funders
and support organizations work
together)

5

15 Forms for lesson planning

19 How to access special resources such as
Alpha Plus and STAPLE
20 Suggested books, reading and learning
materials
21 Introduction to a learning outcomes
approach to adult literacy

Philosophy, mission, goals, guiding
principles, Core Quality Standards

22 Helping learners set goals

6

Policies which apply to volunteers

23 How to work with training plans

7

Staff and board organizational charts

24 The tutor’s role in assessment and
evaluation of learner’s progress

8

Volunteer job descriptions

9

Expense claim forms

10 Attendance logs

25 Section for notes from orientation/
training sessions/workshops
26 Suggestion forms (for the anonymous
suggestion box)

11 Code of conduct for volunteers
12 Volunteer Bill of Rights
13 Program statistics, summaries of client
numbers, and other service
achievements

27 Training opportunities for professional
and career development in literacy
(Adapted from The Literacy Volunteers’
Handbook, a project by the Ottawa-Carleton
Coalition for Literacy, completion date: fall
1999)

14 Copies of agreements signed with the
agency
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A3.6 Volunteer Rights and Responsibilities

A volunteer has the right to:

A Volunteer has the responsibility to:

1. Be properly interviewed, selected and
provided with a job description.

1. Choose an organization, worthy of their
involvement and which he/she can respect
and support.

2. A position that is worthwhile and
challenging, that will promote learning and
growth.

2. Only accept a suitable volunteer position he/
she believes in and feels will meet his/her
skills and available time.

3.

3. Ensure he/she understands the
organization’s policies, programs, people
and structures.

Information on the organization.

4. Expect his/her tasks have been planned.

4. Prepare for each work assignment,
following organizational guidelines and
using time wisely.

5. Orientation, initial and ongoing training.

5. Acknowledge the need for training and
participate fully.

6. Receive support, guidance and direction
from a designated supervisor.

6. Maintain effective communication with
supervisor especially when unclear about
action or policy.

7.

7. Work as a team member, understanding the
roles, responsibilities and guidelines for
paid staff and volunteers.

Be treated as a non-paid staff member and
given appropriate recognition.

8. Be kept informed on new initiatives and
have an opportunities to offer suggestions
and ideas.

8. Keep abreast of organizational changes.

9.

9. Respect conﬁdentiality.

Be trusted with necessary conﬁdential
information.

10. Be reimbursed for out of pocket expenses
wherever possible.

10. Refuse gifts or tips from clients being
served.

11. A safe work site which is comfortable and
conducive to the work being done.

11. Use good judgement in assessing risks and
suitability of the tasks and worksite.

Adapted from “Rights and Responsibilities of Volunteers”
used by the Volunteer Centre of Ottawa-Carleton.
Adapted from “Rights and Responsibilities of Volunteers” used by the Volunteer Centre of OttawaCarleton.
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Operational
Policies:
Human
Resources
Operational policies outline how the agency’s
principal activities are carried out, within the
scope of available resources. One of these major resources
is paid and unpaid personnel. The policies in this section
should help you manage the allocation of the valuable
human resources that contribute to the fulﬁlment of your
organization’s mission.

Topics in this Section
4.1 Position Descriptions..................................................... 109
4.2 Personnel Policies........................................................... 112
4.3 Contracts ........................................................................ 127
4.4 Salary Grid ..................................................................... 130
4.5 Appendices for Section Four.......................................... 133
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4.1 Position Descriptions
In Section Two, the importance of clearly deﬁned roles and
responsibilities was highlighted. In order to fulﬁll your agency’s
mission you need to decide who will do what. This is just as
critical when you rely on a volunteer workforce. Having
thorough position descriptions also has many beneﬁts, such as:
�

more targeted recruitment efforts

�

more efﬁcient performance reviews

�

less burnout because tasks are fair and manageable

�

greater commitment, since position descriptions recognize
each individual’s contribution

�

an improved sense of what is expected and required.

Whether you choose to use the term position description or job
description, stay consistent. Decide also whether you want to
differentiate the terminology for paid and unpaid personnel. In
either case, a description will be required for every position in
your organization.
If possible, try to involve the people in reviewing their own job
description.Ask them to describe a typical day or a typical
week. This will help to ensure that the description is real, rather
than ideal. Once you have descriptions for each job at your
agency, draw them together in an organizational chart so you
can consider gaps and areas of duplication. This exercise should
not oversimplify the distinctions between staff, board, and
volunteers. Although they are separate entities, their strength
lies in working together.

Your Turn

We have a job/position description for:
❏ Executive Director
❏ Tutor Coordinator
❏ Paid Instructors/Literacy Practitioners
❏ Volunteer Tutors
❏ Administrative/Clerical Staff (paid or volunteer)
❏ Support Workers
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❏ Bookkeeper
❏ Student/Learner
❏ Board Chairperson/President
❏ Board Vice-President
❏ Board Treasurer
❏ Board Secretary
❏ Member of the Board
❏ Individuals and/or groups who hold general “membership in
our organization
❏ Committee Chairperson
❏ Committee Member
❏ Other: ______________________________________
_____________________________________________
❏ We need to: __________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Try the template opposite. Remember to use extra space for

the job duties and responsibilities, but keep it simple!

For Reference
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Compare your descriptions with the sample job descriptions
in the Appendices of this Section. These include:
�

Executive Director

�

One-to-One Coordinator

�

Chairperson of the Board of Directors

�

Volunteer Tutor

�

Board Member
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Job Description Template
Job Title:

Location:

Objective/Purpose of the Position:

Job Summary:

Duties and Responsibilities:

Qualifications/Experience/Characteristics
Required:

Supervisor:

Benefits/Rewards Offered:

Training Offered:

References Required:

Time Commitment (hours) Required:

Term (length of service):

Probationary Period (if applicable):

Working Conditions:

How Evaluation Will Be Done, by Whom, How Often:

Reporting Relationship:

Review Date
(when job description will next be reviewed):

Approval Date (when last approved):

Signatures:
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4.2 Personnel Policies
Personnel is deﬁned as “the body of persons employed in a
service or by an organization.” It is also deﬁned as “an
organizational department charged with the administration and
hiring of employees.” (Random House Dictionary, 1978.)
The Board has a commitment to act as a responsible employer,
by adopting effective personnel management practices. The
personnel policies help to guide the management of your
human resources in order to carry out the mission. A board
Personnel Committee can effectively:
�

advise the board on personnel issues

�

act on the board’s behalf on all matters related to paid and
unpaid personnel.

One of your Committee’s primary duties will be to put all
personnel practices in writing in the form of a Personnel Policy
Manual, which should be reviewed each year. Try to involve
those who will be affected by the policies rather than producing
a set of edicts from on high. By gathering information on your
unwritten practices as well as seeking out other non-proﬁt
personnel handbooks, you will be able to draft an outline for
your Personnel Policy Manual. The Personnel Policy Manual
will become more complete over time but it is important to start
with something basic and meaningful.

Your Turn

❏ We have a Personnel Policy Manual.
❏ Our Personnel Policy Manual is reviewed every year.
❏ We have a Personnel Committee.
❏ We have a system of orienting staff and volunteers
❏ We ask all paid and unpaid personnel to sign a statement
that they have read and understood the personnel policies.
❏ We have a speciﬁc procedure for bringing forward
amendments to the Personnel Policy Manual.
❏ We have a system for circulating personnel policy updates.
❏ We are aware of the federal and provincial legislation which
applies to our organization.
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❏ We need to: __________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

Be sure to specify whether any given policy or set of policies
apply to paid or unpaid staff. Some organizations subdivide
their Personnel Policy Manual for staff, volunteers and board
members.
To set up your Personnel Committee, be speciﬁc about how
many people you need and what expertise is required. Usually
the Chair or Co-chair will be expected to participate in this
standing committee. Depending on the size of the organization,
the Executive Director is usually considered an ex-ofﬁcio, non
voting member of the committee. The ﬁrst order of business for
this committee is to deﬁne its responsibilities, which will likely
include the following:
�

to design, review and update all policies and practices
related to personnel such as
• application forms
• hiring and interviewing procedures
• salary administration
• beneﬁts
• development and training
• standard of conduct
• position descriptions
• performance evaluation
• contracts

�

to inform all board members of any personnel matters which
may affect their liability

�

to negotiate and arbitrate employee contracts and disputes,
on the board’s behalf

�

to advise the Finance Committee on salaries, fees, and
beneﬁts required by staff in the upcoming year

�

to advise and support the Executive Director (or senior staff)
on all matters related to personnel.

The conduct of your agency is bound by the provincial and
federal employment standards, which supersede your
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personnel policies even when not speciﬁcally stated. The
legislative bodies whose laws and standards may affect you
include:
� Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations. For

information on registration and incorporation matters
contact the Companies Branch at 1-800-361-3223 or
www.oncorp.com/mccr/clienttopics.htm.You can also
obtain the Acts and Non-proﬁt Incorporator’s Handbook
through Publications Ontario at 1-800-668-9938.
� Ministry of Education and Training. LBS funding and

program requirements are laid out by the literacy and Basic
Skills Section of the Workplace Preparation Branch of the
Ministry of Education and Training. The general inquiry
number is 416-326-5482.
� Revenue Canada. Two major sections of this department

will be of particular interest to community-based literacy
agencies. The Business Services Section will provide
information and forms on GST and payroll deductions. Call
1-800-959-5525 to be connected with the closest ofﬁce for
your dialling area. For information on obtaining charitable
status, contact the Charitable Division at 1-800-267-2384.
� Ministry of Labour. The Employment Standards Act sets

out the minimum requirements in the law, however the more
convenient Employer’s Guide to Employment Standards can
be purchased by calling the Ministry directly at 1-800-531
5551 or Publications Ontario at 1-800-668-9938. Free fact
sheets may be picked up from your nearest Ministry of
Labour ofﬁces (check the blue pages of your telephone
directory). Try them online at www.gov.on.ca/LAB/
es.introe.htm. The Ministry of Labour is also responsible
for occupational health and safety issues.
� Ontario Human Rights Commission.You can get the

Human Rights Code, legal guidelines and plain language
information at www.ohrc.on.ca/index2.htm or by calling
1-800-387- 9080.
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� Ministry of Finance. This Ministry oversees the Employer

Health Tax (a payroll tax paid by the employer). Note that
your organization is exempt from this tax as long as:
• your board members are elected
• you are considered a non-proﬁt and have charitable status
under Revenue Canada
• you are exempt from paying federal income tax.
If in doubt, contact the Ministry of Finance at
1-800-465-6699 to assess your status.
� Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (a crown

corporation).Although deductions are typically not
compulsory for community-based non-proﬁt literacy
agencies, your organization may choose to register and make
payments for employees. For more information, contact the
Board at 1-800-387-5540.
If you feel bewildered, seek advice! A local college or university
business department may be able to supply low-cost or free
consultants who can advise you. Local business people or
human resource professionals may be willing to join the board
and/or offer their expertise on a one-time basis. Look beyond
literacy to other non-proﬁt agencies with similar mandates to
share ideas.

For Reference

The following sample manual is provided to illustrate a list of
possible topics as well as individual policy statements which can
be adapted for your own personnel policies. Because the
statements are included to get you started, some actually
contradict one another. Thus you are advised not to copy the
entire sample manual as is.
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Personnel
Policies
Manual

Introductory Statements
and Notices as required. For example:
We are glad you have decided to become involved with this
agency. We hope your association with our organization will be
challenging, rewarding and interesting. We wish to provide
opportunity and incentive for the growth and well-being of all
paid and non-paid personnel. This handbook/manual is designed
to furnish you with information about personnel administration
and to answer questions that you may have concerning our
everyday operations. If you have any questions that this
document does not answer, don’t hesitate to ask your immediate
supervisor for further clarification. Our success as an agency and
as individuals depends on our mutual respect and cooperation.
(Sample statement from Lin Grensing-Pophal’s Developing a
Personnel Manual, 1993.)

Table of Contents

m
a
S

e
l
p

Be sure to include a Table of Contents to help make the
information accessible. Your agency may wish to order and name
the topics differently. Topics might include:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Job Classification
Job Descriptions
Vacancies
Selection Process
Probation
Orientation, Training and
Professional Development
❏ Termination of
Employment
❏ Resolution of Disputes
❏ Performance Review

❏ Management
of Personnel Records
❏ Recognition
❏ Salary Administration
❏ Benefits
❏ Leave
❏ Working Conditions
❏ Travel
❏ The Personnel Manual
❏ Other

Job Classifications
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Full-time:

Staff who work over 25 hours per week. May
be paid hourly or by salary.

Part-time:

Staff who work less than 25 hours per week.
May be paid hourly or by salary.

Temporary:

Staff hired on a short-term basis for special
assignments, replacement or overflow duties. A
finite completion date is specified. Usually paid
by the hour.

Contract staff:

Not considered an employee of the agency
but hired by the agency to perform a project
or assignment as outlined in a specific
contract. Contractor is paid a specified fee.
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Job Descriptions
Job Descriptions for all positions in the organization would
be inserted here or their location would be identiﬁed (e.g.
at the end of the manual).
Staff who wish to make changes to their job descriptions
should submit their request in writing to the immediate
supervisor. All job descriptions will clearly indicate who the
immediate supervisor is.
All changes to the job descriptions are to be brought
forward to the Personnel Committee for consideration
during their annual review process.
All job descriptions must be given ﬁnal approval by the
Board of Directors.

Vacancies
Sample Statements

The hiring committee is given discretion to circulate and
post any job vacancies as widely as possible.
Paid staff will be given priority to apply for any new
position. If appropriate, notice of the position will also be
circulated among volunteers, who will be considered
external applicants.
All qualiﬁed applicants, including current staff or
volunteers, will be required to attend an interview to
discuss their suitability for the speciﬁc position.

Selection Process
Sample Statements

An ad hoc Hiring Committee will be formed to hire for any
contract or staff positions. Each Hiring Committee will
include at least one member of the Personnel Committee
and either the Chair or Co-Chair of the Board. All hiring
decisions must receive ﬁnal approval from the board of
directors.
All paid and unpaid personnel will undergo a screening
process which includes two satisfactory reference checks.
A Police Records Check will be mandatory for all staff and
volunteers.The cost of the check will be covered by the
individual and cannot be reimbursed by the agency.
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All job offers will be conﬁrmed in writing by the Chair of the
Personnel Committee.
Selection for any position will be based on the candidate’s
relevant skills and experience for the position as outlined in
the job description.
A notice will be included in the job advertisement to
indicate that candidates not selected for an interview will
not be contacted.
Where volunteers are to be placed in direct contact with
“at-risk” clients, additional screening procedures may be
required. Volunteers and staff who refuse permission for
these checks will not be accepted for placement with
clients.

Probation
Sample Statements

All paid and unpaid personnel are subject to a
probationary period of six months, at which point they will
have a meeting with the immediate supervisor to discuss
the position and their performance.This meeting will be
documented and the report will be placed in the person’s
own personnel ﬁle.
A performance review will be done for each new employee
before the end of the three-month probationary period.
The Executive Director’s probationary review will be
conducted by the Personnel Committee, and approved by
the board of directors.The performance review of all other
staff will be done by the Executive Director.This review will
be summarized in writing and placed in the employee’s
personnel ﬁles.The employee will also receive a copy.
The probationary review will be based on a series of
indicators and tasks that measure the employee’s successes
and accomplishments, as agreed upon at hiring.

Orientation, Training
and Professional Development
Sample Statements
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It will be the responsibility of the Executive Director to
provide orientation to familiarize new staff with the
agency. Orientation for the Executive Director will be the
responsibility of the Executive Committee. New personnel
will sign off that they have read and understood key
documents which may include the constitution and by
laws, the mission statement, policies, recent funding
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proposals, ﬁnancial statements, business plan/strategic
planning documents, recent minutes and reports. A tour of
key program sites to meet staff and volunteers will be
included in the orientation.

Sample Statements
(continued)

Experienced volunteers will be trained as “ambassadors” to
help staff orient the new volunteers.
All staff are encouraged to continue their professional
development activities. A request for reimbursement of
training and incidental costs should be submitted in
writing to the Personnel Committee for consideration prior
to taking any training. A budget is allocated annually for
staff training and development.
We believe that the Personnel Committee should take an
active role in assessing staff and volunteer training needs.
The committee will receive written applications from staff
who request time off or funds to attend courses,
workshops, conferences or training.The Chair of the
Personnel Committee can authorize expenditures up to
$200. Costs higher that $200 should be recommended by
the Personnel Committee for ﬁnal approval by the board.
All requests and suggestions for volunteer training should
be brought forward by the Volunteer Coordinator to the
Executive Director.The Executive Director has discretionary
authority to spend the money speciﬁed for volunteer
training.
The agency will maintain active memberships in
appropriate groups and service agencies, in order to
provide opportunities for staff (and volunteers) to liaise
and network.
Each time staff and/or volunteers change their duties, they
will be given an orientation speciﬁc to the new position.
They will also be subject to a probationary review.
We believe that professional development is a joint
responsibility of the employees and the organization.
Within the constraints of budget and operational
requirements, we support and encourage staff to develop
knowledge and skills relevant to their present and future
positions with our agency.

Termination of Employment
Sample Statements

Employment can be terminated by the agency at any time
during the probationary period with one week’s notice in
writing.
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This agency reserves the right to terminate employment
due to lack of funds or a change in funding. Appropriate
notice and payments will be given, as deﬁned by the
Employment Standards Act. Wherever possible staff input
will be sought for consideration of restructuring or
reorganizing options.
Any willful disobedience, misconduct or neglect of duty
will result in immediate suspension without notice until the
charge is investigated.
This agency expects employees to provide the board of
directors with at least two weeks notice of resignation, in
writing.The Personnel Committee will acknowledge, in
writing, that they have received this notice.
Staff may request letters of recommendation from the
Executive Director.The Executive Director may request a
letter of recommendation from the Chair of the Personnel
Committee.
Any situation which might result in the dismissal of an
employee will be handled by the Personnel Committee in
accordance with the Resolution of Disputes Guidelines.
(See the next paragraph.)

Resolution of Disputes
Sample Statements

Corrective action to resolve difﬁculties with staff
performance will be handled by the Personnel Committee,
following these Resolution of Disputes Guidelines.
Step 1) The employee is told clearly, in writing, if there is a
problem with his/her work.
Step 2) The employee is told clearly, in writing, what must
change.
Step 3) The employee is offered a reasonable amount of
help, training or coaching to make the required
change, and is given a reasonable amount of time
to make it.
Step 4) The employee is told clearly, in writing, what will
happen if there is no change.
Step 5) If the above changes cannot be made within the
required time, the Personnel Committee may
recommend to the Board of Directors that the
employee should be dismissed with cause.
Staff complaints and concerns and complaints of staff
should be put in writing and submitted to the Executive
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Director, who will respond, in writing, within three days.
The Executive Director’s complaints and concerns should
be addressed to the Chair of the board.

Sample Statements
(continued)

This agency has a six step Progressive Disciplinary Process
which is to be followed when unsatisfactory staff or
volunteer performance occurs.
Step 1) The immediate supervisor will issue a verbal
warning.
Step 2) The immediate supervisor will issue a written
warning.
Step 3) The issue is brought to the attention of the
Personnel Committee, who will arrange a
meeting with the person(s) involved.
Step 4) A trial period will be set for the employee/
volunteer to make the required changes.The
length of this trial period will be speciﬁed in
writing.
Step 5) The Personnel Committee will review the
performance during the trial period
Step 6) If the performance is unsatisfactory, the
employee/volunteer will be dismissed.
Any written appeal from staff must be submitted to the
Executive Director within seven days of dismissal. Any
written appeal from the Executive Director must be
submitted to the Chair of the Personnel Committee within
seven days of dismissal. If an appeal is not resolved at this
level, it can be brought to the full board of directors for
resolution within fourteen days.

Performance Review
Sample Statements

All paid staff will receive an annual performance evaluation
within one month of the anniversary date of their hiring.
The evaluation of the Executive Director will be conducted
by the Personnel Committee and approved by the board of
directors.The evaluation of other staff will be conducted by
the Executive Director and approved by the Personnel
Committee.
All staff will be asked to review and sign their written
performance appraisal, which will then be placed in their
personnel ﬁles.The employee will also receive a copy.
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Evaluation of volunteers will be handled by the Volunteer
Coordinator.

Management of Personnel Records
Sample Statements

Staff and volunteer personnel ﬁles will be kept in locked
ﬁles within the agency’s ofﬁce.
Conﬁdential personnel documents for volunteers will be
managed and accessed by the Volunteer Coordinator.
Volunteers may view their own ﬁles upon request.
Conﬁdential personnel documents for staff will be
managed and accessed by the Executive Director.The
Executive Director’s personnel ﬁle will be managed and
accessed by the Chair of the Personnel Committee. All
employee ﬁles will contain the resume, employment
contract, performance evaluations, records of disciplinary
issues and any other appropriate documentation. None of
these documents can be removed without the knowledge
and consent of both the employee and the Personnel
Committee.
Attendance records are ﬁled with payroll records and NOT
with personnel ﬁles, unless they are related to performance
and/or disciplinary issues.

Recognition
Sample Statement

This agency values the talents and contributions of its paid
staff and does not want to overlook exceptional service
provided.Therefore, special recognition for deserving staff
will be determined at the board meeting at which
satisfactory performance evaluations are brought forward
for approval.

Salary Administration
Sample Statements

This agency is committed to establishing fair and
competitive salaries for all staff positions, within budget
constraints.
All employees will be given the option of direct deposit of
their pay, at no extra charge.
This agency will attempt to ensure fair and consistent
salary ranges.The Personnel Committee will review all
salaries and make recommendations to the board of
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directors prior to the development of the budget for the
next year’s funding.
Pay cheques are issued every two weeks on a Thursday.
No pay advances will be provided to any employee under
any circumstances.

Beneﬁts
Sample Statements

All staff and volunteers are covered under the general
insurance policy of the agency.
All employees may choose to purchase extended beneﬁts
coverage through an arrangement with the___________
Agency’s group beneﬁts plan. Employees who elect this
option must contact the plan administrator at _____.
The ofﬁce of our agency shall be closed during the business
days that fall between December 24 and January 1. Staff
shall be paid for these days, which are not considered to be
the employee’s vacation entitlement.

Leave
Sample Statements

Staff will be paid for the following statutory holidays: New
Year’s Day, Good Friday, Victoria Day, Canada Day, Civic
Holiday, Labour Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas and Boxing
Day. In addition, staff will be permitted to take one day of
personal observance. When a statutory holiday falls on a
weekend or during a vacation period, equal time off shall
be given.
Vacation is granted to full-time paid staff as follows:
– Employees who have worked two years or less are
entitled to 10 working days off (two work weeks).
– Employees who have worked more than two years will
be entitled to 15 working days off (three work weeks).
– Employees who have worked over ﬁve years will be
entitled to 20 working days off (4 work weeks).
– Four weeks is the maximum vacation allowed.
– Part-time staff are given the same holiday time on a pro
rated basis.
No more than one week of holiday may be carried over into
the next ﬁscal year.
Vacation leave is not granted during the probationary
period.
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Sick leave of one day per month, to a maximum of 12 days
per year, will be granted to all full-time employees. Unused
sick leave credit has no monetary value. Sick leave is pro
rated for part-time employees.
This agency follows the maternity, paternity and adoption
leave regulations which are outlined in the Employment
Standards Act.
After sick leave credits have been use, the employee may
apply to UIC for short-term disability beneﬁts.The
employee may be asked to submit a doctor’s certiﬁcate to
the agency after the sick leave credits are used up, and
every two weeks during the short-term disability leave.
An employee is entitled to paid leave of up to three days in
the event of the death of any member of his/her immediate
family (deﬁned as partner/spouse, children, parents,
grandparents, and siblings) or the death of members of the
immediate family of the employee’s personal partner.
The Personnel Committee has discretion to recommend
that the board of directors grant up to one week of paid
leave to staff on request, for special reasons not outlined
above.This special leave does not accumulate from year to
year.
Employees called for jury duty will be released as required
and will be paid the difference between their regularly
scheduled hours and the amount received for jury duty.
Employees who are subpoenaed will be released for up to
eight hours, however they will be paid only for the time
needed to present testimony.Time spent observing the
proceedings will not be paid by the agency. Staff who are
summoned to court in the capacity of litigant will have no
allowance of pay.
General leave of absence (unpaid) may be granted for a
maximum of three months upon making a request, in
writing, to the Personnel Committee.This must be
approved by the board of directors.

Working Conditions
Sample Statements

Our agency will endeavour to ensure safe and healthy
working conditions for its employees, as set out in the
Health and Safety Act.
This agency considers 35 hours per week to be full-time
employment.
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The Personnel Committee reserves the right to request a
record of time worked from employees at any time.
Overtime will be reimbursed by equal time off in lieu, to be
taken within reasonable time of its accumulation. Overtime
accumulated beyond the equivalent of one work week will
not be reimbursed with lieu time except in special
circumstances and with prior approval of the Personnel
Committee.
There will be no compensatory payment for accumulated
overtime upon termination of employment.
Staff are expected to work evenings and weekends on
occasion and will be able to set a ﬂexible schedule as
needed to accommodate these demands.
The Personnel Committee is responsible for hearing
concerns about the physical work environment of staff. As
part of the annual performance evaluation, staff will be
asked about the comfort, safety and suitability of the work
location.

Travel
Sample Statements

All staff and volunteers who use their own vehicles to
report to work will be responsible for their own car
maintenance, insurance, trafﬁc ﬁnes, gasoline and mileage
costs.
All reasonable parking costs will be reimbursed to staff and
volunteers on agency business. Original receipts must be
signed by the immediate supervisor and submitted to the
Ofﬁce Administrator for reimbursement.
Employees and volunteers on agency business will be paid
$_______ per kilometre.Travel claims must be signed by
the Executive Director or Volunteer Coordinator before
being submitted for payment.
Volunteers and staff are requested not to drive students as
passengers on behalf of the agency as the agency does not
offer insurance to cover this.
Travel costs will be reimbursed to learners as outlined in
the Training Supports Policy. (see Appendix #3 of MET’s
Literacy and Basic Skills Program Guidelines.)
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The Personnel Manual
Sample Statements

All proposed changes and amendments to this Personnel
Policy will be brought ﬁrst to the Personnel Committee.
All changes to the Personnel Policy will go into effect after a
vote of approval by the board of directors.
The administration of the Personnel Policy is the
responsibility of the Chair of the Personnel Committee.
The Personnel Committee will review the personnel
policies and all job descriptions each year.
All new employees will be asked to sign that they have
read, understood and agree to comply with the policies
outlined in the Personnel Policies Manual.
The conduct of this agency is bound by the provincial and
federal employment standards which are in effect even
when they are not speciﬁcally stated in this Personnel
Policy.

Other
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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4.3 Contracts
A contract is an agreement which spells out expectations and
ensures that people understand their obligations. Even within a
small organization, a contract is a good way to establish a clear
understanding of job conditions and responsibilities. Because it
is in writing, it is a point of reference for all parties who sign.
Contracts and agreements can be used for staff, volunteers
and learners to emphasize the seriousness of what they are
undertaking.
Ideally, the contract should be on agency letterhead and should
be signed and dated by the parties involved. Both parties should
receive a copy. Contracts can be used to outline terms of
employment as well as understanding of special procedures or
issues.
Some of the following may be applicable to community-based
literacy agencies. Contracts or agreements
�

between MET and literacy delivery agencies (see Appendix
#2 in Literacy and Basic Skills Program Guidelines)

�

between the agency and its volunteers, to outline terms of
involvement

�

between the agency and its employees, to outline terms of
employment

�

between the agency and the learner, to outline the
commitment to the program

�

between the agency and board members, to outline the
terms of service

�

between the agency and all persons involved, to indicate
understanding of key documents or policies (such as a
pledge of conﬁdentiality, understanding of personnel
policies, understanding of the board handbook, agreement
to comply with code of conduct, etc.)
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Your Turn

Our agency has up-to-date contracts with:
❏ Staff
❏ Volunteers (including tutors and board members)
❏ Learners.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________

Tips and Resources

An employment contract should contain the following
essentials:
�

position title

�

start date

�

hours of work

�

salary

�

vacation

�

probation period

�

statement of conﬁdentiality

�

beneﬁts (if applicable)

�

working conditions

�

position description (to be attached)

�

a copy of the Personnel Policy Manual or applicable sub
section of the personnel policies (to be attached)

�

appropriate signatures with dates.

Set out the commitment between the agency and learners in

a contract, remembering Core Quality Standard #4 which states:
A quality literacy program asks for a realistic
commitment of time and effort from learners to meet
their identiﬁed goals. (See Appendix #5 in Literacy and
Basic Skills Program Guidelines.)

Samples of contracts and agreements are provided in the

Appendices of this section.
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Consider adapting some of the following sample policies about
the use of contracts in your agency.

Samples
Sample Statements

The Executive Director will prepare and sign the
employment contracts for staff.The Personnel Committee
will prepare and sign the employment contract for the
Executive Director.
A new contract will be prepared whenever there is a major
change in employment conditions, status or
responsibilities.
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4.4 Salary Grid
There are few examples of formal salary scales in Ontario’s
community-based literacy sector, although with increased
stability in funding and the professionalization of literacy
practitioners, attention is likely to focus on establishing fair and
competitive salary ranges.
Agencies need to determine whether staff will be paid a salary
or by hourly rate. This may vary depending on the classiﬁcation
of staff. In small community-based agencies, subject to
uncertain funding, classiﬁcation of employees has not yet been
a major issue.
Typically, when funding is applied for, a salary scale is set out in
the budget which is approved by the board of directors.
Currently these salary levels may be determined by historical
precedent. However, your Personnel Committee may want to
study and make recommendations for the establishment of
salary ranges consistent with those of other literacy agencies.
Even if this is not achieved at once, it may be recommended as a
longer term goal for the organization.

Your Turn

❏ We have established a salary range for each position in our
agency.
❏ We have, within the limitations of our budget, built in merit
increases within each salary range.
❏ We are working towards the development of a fair salary
scale.
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Tips and Resources
Compare notes with your colleagues in other agencies to

determine what salaries are being offered for similar positions
elsewhere. Remember also to compare the relevant job
descriptions and experience/skills/credentials required
for the job.
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Community Literacy of Ontario will be conducting a salary
survey in Spring 1999. Through this, we will gather and share
salary and stafﬁng information in community-based literacy
agencies.
Build your case by gathering the facts! A recent 1998 Salaries
and Beneﬁts survey of senior managers and executive
directors of charities and non-proﬁt organizations in British
Columbia, conducted for Volunteer Vancouver, found their
average annual salaries ranging between $37,800 and $46,100,
depending on level of responsibility.Administrative assistants/
clerical staff averaged $25,600 per annum. To order the full
report or read the summary, check the Volunteer Vancouver
website at www.vancouver.volunteer.ca.

For Reference

This sample framework comes from the Community Literacy
Administrator’s Survival Kit, by Vicki Smith-Danilyw.

Salary scale for Category A positions
Effective: ___________(date) to ___________(date)
Starting salary with no training required is: $
Starting salary with training required is: $
For employees hired with training required, a six-month
training period will be established. An evaluation will
follow at six months. An adjustment to salary may be
determined by a recommendation by the Personnel
Committee.
After the ﬁrst year of employment, and based on an
evaluation and recommendation by the Personnel
Committee, an annual increment of $1,000 per year, to a
maximum yearly salary of $_____________, can be
awarded. Any increase will be effective on the anniversary
date of employment.
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4.5 Appendices for Section Four
These appendices contain documents which support the content of Section Four.
A4.1 Sample Job Description: Executive Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
A4.2 Sample Job Description: One-to-One Coordinator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
A4.3 Sample Job Description: Chairperson of the Board of Directors . . . . . . 137
A4.4 Sample Job Description: Board Member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138
A4.5 Sample Job Description: Volunteer Tutor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
A4.6 Sample: Agency/Volunteer Agreement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
A4.7 Sample: Agency/Learner Agreement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
A4.8 Sample: The Volunteer Contract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
A4.9 Sample: Roles and Responsibilities of the Personnel Committee. . . . . . 143
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A4.1 Sample Job Description: Executive Director
Summary

Qualifications

The Executive Director of Quinte Literacy Group is
at this time an unpaid position. The Executive
Director is a conduit to and/or liaison with the Board
of Directors. To do this effectively the Executive
Director shall ensure that all programmes are running
smoothly and that the Board is kept up to date with
any or all activities. The Executive Director is to
ensure that staff is doing their respective jobs and
adhering to their respective job descriptions.

This is a professional position requiring a university
degree in Social Services, Education or equivalent
educational qualifications, managerial qualifications
and/or a combination of appropriate work experience
in human relations, education or the business field;
the ability to work independently and cooperatively
with fellow employees; and, the possession of good
communication skills. Bilingualism is an asset. The
Executive Director must be bondable.
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Duties

The duties of the Executive Director are as follows:

1 Act as liaison with staff and Board.
2. Plan, direct, organize, and control the
management of Quinte Literacy Group with
the help of qualified volunteers and support
staff.
3. Accountable to the Board of Directors and/or
duly elected representative of the same.
4. Administer all operations and participate in
setting and developing policy with the
Executive Committee, where appropriate.
5. Confer with the Board of Directors as needed.
Maintain contact with the President, Executive
Committee or other committees of the Board
where needed.
6. Prepare for consideration, with support
documentation, matters for decision by the
Board of
Directors for both long- and
short-term goals, and implement the Board’s
decision(s) as required or where appropriate.
7. Ensure that all programmes have prepared
annual programme budgets for consideration
of the Board or committee thereof and that
these budget processes are initiated prior to the
start of the fiscal year.
8. Ensure that financial and human resources for
all programmes are sufficient to reflect service
and programmes priorities and expectations.

9. Ensure that budget planning processes are an
integral part of the overall service planning
process.
10. Work with the staff to schedule and ensure that
the day-to-day operations at Quinte Literacy
are well supervised.
11. Maintain operations and services standards by
effective monitoring.
12. Keep abreast of developments within other
similar services and changes in the educational
system, and monitor the community, social
changes and legislation which may affect the
running of Quinte Literacy Group and its
programmes and bring pertinent matters to the
attention of the Board.
13. Assure continuing self-development through
active participation in appropriate training
programmes and other means of self
improvement.
14. Prepare and deliver presentations to publicize
the programme.
15. Maintain a good working relationship with
other agencies and community groups and
endeavour to achieve the support of the
community as a whole.
16. Bring new financial initiatives to the attention
of the Board.
Reprinted with kind permission of Quinte Lteracy
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A4.2 Sample Job Description: One-to-One Coordinator
Summary

Qualifications

The One-to-One Programme provides free literacy training
to adults in the community. The primary responsibility of
the One-to-One Coordinator is the coordinate this
programme. This will be accomplished by coordinating
volunteers, learners and the curriculum in such a manner
as to provide the most satisfying and efficient work
environment for all persons involved. The second
responsibility is to enhance public awareness in the
community regarding the benefits of adult literacy.

This is a professional position requiring a university degree
in Social Sciences, Education or equivalent educational
qualification, and/or a combination of appropriate work
experience in human relations, education, or the business
field; ability to work independently and cooperatively with
fellow employees; possess good communication skills;
bilingualism is an asset. The One-to-One Coordinator must
be bondable.
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Duties
The duties of the One-to-One Coordinator are as follows:

1. Plan, direct, organize and control the management
of the programme, either directly or through
delegation to qualified volunteers and support staff.
2. Accountable to the Executive Director and Board of
Directors and/or a duly elected representative of the
same.
3. Administer all operations and participate in setting
and developing policy with the Executive
Committee, where appropriate.
4. Confer with the Executive Director and the Board
of Directors as needed. Maintain contact with the
President, Executive Committee or other
committees of the Board where needed
5. Prepare for consideration, with support
documentation, matters for decision (eg. funding
proposals) by the Executive Director and Board of
Directors for both long- and short-term goals, and
implement the Board’s decisions as required or
where appropriate.
6. Plan and prepare annual programme budget for
consideration of the Executive Director and the
Board, or a committee thereof.
7. Ensure that budget planning processes are initiated
prior to the start of the fiscal year.
8. Ensure financial and human resources are sufficient
to reflect service and programme priorities and
expectations.
9. Ensure that budget planning processes are an
integral part of the overall service planning process.
10. Schedule and supervise day-to-day programme
operations in all matters to do with learner
relations.
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11. Maintain operating and service standards by
effective monitoring.
12. Initiate the development and implementation of
new procedures designed to expedite operations and
reduce expenses.
13. Keep abreast of developments within other similar
services and changes in the educational system, and
monitor the community, social changes, and
legislation which may affect the programme or its
learners, and bring pertinent matters to the attention
of the Board.
14. Assure continuing self-development through active
participation in appropriate training programmes
and other means of self-improvement.
15. Ensure the continuity of the programme by
developing management competence and utilizing
the specialized talents of subordinates, volunteers
and learners.
16. Prepare and/or deliver presentations to publicize the
programme.
17. Maintain a good working relationship with other
service/community groups and endeavour to
achieve the support of the community as a whole.
18. Work directly with learners, as a service provider,
with regard to assisting the learner to develop the
ability to become empowered in the area of literacy.
19. Set up and administer or cause to be administered a
comprehensive Tutor Training Programme.

Reprinted with kind permission of Quinte Lteracy
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A4.3 Sample Job Description: Chairperson of the Board of Directors

Goal:

The Chairperson of the Board of Directors is responsible for providing
leadership to the board and ensuring that the board adheres to its
Constitution and By-laws.

Duties and Activities:

In addition to the duties and activities of a general board member, the
Chairperson will:
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• chair all Board of Directors and Executive Committee meetings, as
well as all meetings of the membership
• play a key leadership role in the organization
• develop, with input from the Executive Director and board members,
the agenda for each board and Executive Committee meeting
• ensure that all orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors are
carried into effect
• prepare and present a report on the activities and achievements of Core
Literacy for the past year to the members at the annual meeting
• act as a signing officer for the organization
• play a lead role in supporting fundraising activities
• promote the organization in the community and media as an advocate
and spokesperson
• orient the new Chairperson of the Board of Directors
• provide a link between the board and the Executive Director
• evaluate the work of the Executive Director in conjunction with the
chair of the human resources committee.

Time Commitment

The Chairperson of the Board of Directors is elected by the Board of
Directors. The Chairperson of the Board of Directors may serve up to three
consecutive one-year terms in this position. The monthly commitment is
approximately five hours in addition to the commitment of a general board
member.

Qualifications:

The Chairperson of the Board of Directors must have strong leadership and
facilitation skills.
(Reprinted with kind permission of Core Literacy, Waterloo Region Inc.)
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A4.4 Sample Job Description: Board Member

Function of the Board
of Directors

It is the board that is ultimately responsible for making sure that
Community Literacy of Ontario fulfills its mission.

Responsibilities of
Board Members

• To understand CLO’s mission and mandate
• To set policy for CLO
• To make sure that effective organizational planning takes place
• To make sure that funds are properly managed

Sam
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• To know the board’s legal obligations and make sure they are followed
• To approve the hiring and releasing of staff, based on the
recommendation of the personnel committee
• To represent community-based literacy programs in their regions.

What is Expected of
Board Members?

• To be familiar with CLO’s by-laws, policies, and business plan
• To attend two face-to-face meetings each year (usually held in
Toronto)
• To participate in four board meetings annually, held by conference call
• To access to AlphaPlus and e-mail if possible: CLO does some of its
work online
• To participate on one or more committees/reference groups and
possibly chair one
• To prepare for meetings by reading background material.

(Reprinted with kind permission of Community Literacy of Ontario)
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A4.5 Sample Job Description: Volunteer Tutor
Purpose:

Requirements:

To tutor an adult learner or a small group of
learners in reading, writing, and in some cases,
basic math.

• a patient, open-minded, flexible attitude

Job Description:
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• set goals and plan a learning program with
the student
• find and prepare teaching material that suits
the student’s ability, goals and interests
• tutor the student once a week at the Centre
(in subjects that may include reading,
writing, math, computer skills and life
skills)
• maintain a positive, warm attitude that
encourages the student to learn
• tell staff at the Centre about changes in
meeting times
• complete weekly tutor reports
• discuss the student’s progress with the
Tutor Coordinator; discuss problems/issues
when they arise
• attend various in-service workshops and
tutor discussion groups after tutoring begins

• willingness to try new and creative ways of
teaching
• an understanding of the student-centred
approach to teaching and learning
• good verbal skills; good listening skills
• the ability to work independently and
provide support to the student
• good basic skills in reading, writing and/or
basic math
• the ability to be on time for weekly
appointments
• respect for confidentiality
• basic computer skills (helpful but not
absolutely necessary)
• completion of tutor training (some tutors
may begin tutoring before tutor training is
finished, depending on their experience and
at the discretion of staff.)
Time required
• two hours of tutoring per week

• keep a record of hours volunteered with the
Centre.

• one half to one hour per week of planning
and preparation

Reporting to:

• long range: one year commitment preferred
(minimum of eight months)

The Tutor Coordinator.

• 12 hours of basic tutor training; 4-6 hours
of workshops per year after tutoring begins.
(Reprinted with kind permission of Kingston Literacy)
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A4.6 Sample: Agency/Volunteer Agreement

Part I.

The Agency

We, _______________________(name of literacy agency), agree to accept the services of
________________________(volunteer name) beginning on ______________(date),
and we commit to the following:
• to provide information, training and assistance for the volunteers to be able to meet the
responsibilities of their position
• to ensure diligent supervisory aid to the volunteer and to provide feedback on
performance
• to respect the skills, dignity and individual needs of the volunteer, and to do our best to
adjust to these individual requirements
• to be receptive to any comments from the volunteer regarding ways in which we might
better accomplish our respective tasks
• to treat the volunteer as an equal partner with agency staff, jointly responsible for the
completion of the agency mission.

Part II. The Volunteer
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I, ________________________(volunteer name) agree to serve as a volunteer and
commit to the following:
• to perform my volunteer duties to the best of my ability
• to adhere to agency rules and procedures, including record-keeping requirements and
conﬁdentiality of agency and client information (expand your own speciﬁcs here!)
• to meet time and duty commitments or to provide adequate notice so that alternative
arrangements can be made.

Part III. Agreed to:
Volunteer: ________________________ Date: _____________________
Staff Representative: ________________________ Date: _____________________
This agreement may be cancelled at any time by either of the parties, but will expire
automatically on _____________________(date) unless renewed by both parties.
(Reprinted, in adapted format, from Volunteer Management Forms, with kind permission of
author Steve McCurley.)
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A4.7 Sample: Agency/Learner Agreement
I, __________________(learner name) want to enter the (name) adult tutoring program.
• I agree to spend ______hours per week for a period of ______weeks.
• I understand that regular and writing will help my skills.
• I understand that I may be evaluated or interviewed by representatives of
_______________________(agency.)
• I agree to respect the time and energy of my volunteer tutor and the
_______________________(agency.)
• If possible I will notify my tutor if I must miss a meeting time.
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• I will work to support the service of the _______________________(agency) by
offering ideas and suggestions.
• I have read or had explained to me the _______________________(relevant
policies and procedures) so I understand how this agency operates.
• I understand that my ﬁle may be viewed by ________ and ________. All others will
ask my permission ﬁrst.
Learner: ________________________ Date: __________________
Staff Representative: ________________________ Date: __________________
This agreement may be cancelled at any time by either of the parties, but will expire
automatically on __________________(date) unless renewed by both parties.
(Reprinted, in adapted format, from Volunteer Management Forms, with kind permission of
author, Steve McCurley.)
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A4.8 Sample: The Volunteer Contract
1) Conﬁdentiality: The importance of conﬁdentiality with respect to the people served by
our organization, other volunteers and staff, has been explained to me. I
have received and understand a copy of the Volunteer policies. I
understand that, if I breach this contract, I will no longer be able to
volunteer with this organization.
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2) Reliability:

I understand that as a volunteer I am expected to be dependable and
reliable. If I am unable to fulﬁl my commitment I will notify the
appropriate person promptly.

3) Training:

I understand that to enhance my effectiveness as a volunteer, it is
expected that I will attend the orientation and training sessions that the
organization offers.

Agency signature ________________________ Date: __________________
Volunteer signature ________________________ Date: __________________
(From The Volunteer Development Toolbox, Marilyn Mackenzie and Gail Moore.)
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A4.9 Sample: Roles and Responsibilities of the Personnel Committee
The role and mandate of CLO’s personnel committee is to:
�

Develop and revise CLO’s personnel policies

�

Develop and revise staff job descriptions

�

Interview and hire the Executive Director

�

Make recommendations to the board of directors on the selection of the Executive Director

�

Evaluate the job performance of the Executive Director each year

�

Help with the hiring of other staff

�

Review and approve contracts between CLO and core and contract staff

�

Advise the Executive Director and the board on personnel policies and practices.
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(Reprinted with kind permission of Community Literacy of Ontario)
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Operational
Policies:
Financial
Management
This section continues to focus on operational policies
which outline how the agency’s principal activities are
carried out within the scope of available resources.
Financial Management policies set out guidelines and
boundaries for managing and allocating
ﬁnancial resources to carry out the organization’s
mission.

Topics in this Section:
5.1 Policies for Financial Management ................................ 147
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Policies for Financial Management

5.1 Policies for Financial Management
The purpose of your ﬁnancial management policies is to ensure
that limited funds are used effectively in running the
programs and reaching the agency’s goals. The management
of an organization’s ﬁnances will contribute to its success or
failure.
Depending on the size of your organization and whether there
are any paid staff, the following persons may be involved in the
ﬁnancial management of your agency:
�

Finance Committee

�

Treasurer

�

Board

�

Staff (either the Executive Director, administrative staff or
hired bookkeeper).

The board is ultimately responsible for the agency’s ﬁnancial
solvency, which is the ability to pay all debts. However, board
members, staff members and even the general membership
share responsibility for ensuring sound ﬁnancial practices.
Your board may want to establish a Finance Committee of two
or more people to review records, reports, and budgets prior to
their presentation and recommendation to the whole board.
This committee may also conduct a ﬁnancial review at the end
of the ﬁscal year. Members of this committee often include, at
the minimum, the Executive Director, the Board Chair and/or
the Treasurer, who chairs the committee. Non-voting advisors
may be appointed if the board desires.

Your Turn

❏ Our ﬁnancial systems conform to generally accepted
accounting practices for non-proﬁt groups.
❏ We have a standing Finance Committee.
❏ Our board knows how to read and understand a typical
ﬁnancial statement (i.e., a budget, an income statement, and
a balance sheet.)
❏ Training in how to read/understand our agency’s ﬁnancial
statements is provided for new board members and staff.
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❏ We conduct special screening and reference checks for all
staff and board members who handle money and have
signing authority.
❏ We follow standard practices for setting budgets.
❏ We follow standard practices for ﬁnancial reporting.
❏ We follow standard auditing practices, and the auditor is
approved by the membership.
❏ The board reviews statements of income and expenditures at
each regular board meeting.
❏ Our expenditures are consistent with our proposed budget.
❏ The board approves an annual fundraising plan.
❏ The membership formally approves the annual ﬁnancial
statements.
❏ All agency planning has appropriate ﬁnancial goals.
❏ Our organization has clearly identiﬁed who is responsible for
speciﬁc ﬁnancial decisions.
❏ We have speciﬁed how ﬁnancial information will be shared
with board members, donors, our membership and the
general public.
❏ Our organization’s assets are adequately insured.
❏ Our fee-for-service criteria are clearly outlined.
❏ Our ﬁnancial reports are submitted to the relevant funding
agencies in a timely and accurate fashion.
❏ All our supplies, services and equipment are purchased
within budget guidelines.
❏ Our agency has a quick reference sheet with a glossary of
ﬁnancial terms and deﬁnitions.
❏ All expenses can be directly linked to the delivery of LBS
services. (Applicable for MET LBS funded agencies.)
We need to: ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
(Checklist adapted from United Way’s
Board Basics Kit Manual, 1995)
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It is beyond the scope of this Guide to give detailed information
on how to manage an agency’s ﬁnances or understand key
statements.You are urged to consult the following excellent
resources for deﬁnitions and more detailed information on
how and why certain practices and conventions are to be
followed in ﬁnancial management, as well as for useful forms
and case studies.
Essential reading. For $5, the Muttart Foundation’s Financial

Responsibilities of Not-for-Proﬁt Boards is very worthwhile. It is a
self-guided workbook in their Board Development series and
contains clear, well laid-out information that is immediately
practical! Call to order: 780-497-5617.
A classic! Try the 1984 publication Financial Management for

Community Groups by Alix Granger and Margaret Vrabel
(Vancouver Volunteer Centre) for some clear explanations of
how to prepare a budget, how to control petty cash and how to
set up your books.
Top-notch! The Strengthening Leadership series, produced by

Family Space Quinte, includes workbooks as well as templates
on disc which you can use to write most policies needed by your
organization. This comprehensive series has an excellent section
for developing your ﬁnancial policies. CLO used this to draft its
ﬁnancial management policies. The entire series costs $100.
Contact Family Space Quinte to order: 613-966-9427.
The price is right! The series of free fact sheets from OMAFRA

have some useful information on the following topics:
�

Understanding Your Organization’s Financial Statements (No.
92-098)

�

A Guide to Bookkeeping for Non-Proﬁt Organizations (No.
88-010)

�

Fundraising for Your Organization (No. 88-011)

These and other fact sheets are on line at
www.gov.on.ca:80/OMAFRA/english/rural/facts/factshts.htm
A copy of CLO’s Operational Policies and Procedures
Manual is included in the upcoming section entitled
Supporting Documents. Check out their detailed ﬁnancial
management policies for your own reference.
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Although staff implement and work with the ﬁnancial processes
and systems, it is the board who has ultimate legal
responsibility for ﬁscal management and ﬁnancial stability.
Seek advice and/or training for both staff and board
members to learn and understand the ﬁnancial policies and
procedures.
Hire a summer student to prepare a handbook on

understanding ﬁnancial management practices, policies, forms
and deﬁnitions.You can provide this to all staff and board
members.
The ﬁrst order of business is for the Finance Committee to
determine its priorities from among the following
responsibilities:

For Reference

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO

�

To review all ﬁnancial statements.

�

To draft a budget for the upcoming year (at least 3 months
prior to the current year-end), usually in collaboration with
the Executive Director.

�

To prepare, monitor and update the Financial Policy Manual.

�

To review the ﬁnancial statements each month, usually prior
to each board meeting.

�

To ensure that expenditures are within the budget.

�

To ensure that ﬁnancial materials are prepared for the
annual ﬁnancial report/audit.

�

To educate all board members to ensure all are aware of their
ﬁnancial responsibilities

�

To ensure that a sound investment program is implemented.

Your agency may want to consider policies and procedures
under these topics:
�

Accounting

�

Assets

�

Audit

�

Banking

�

Budget Preparation and Management

�

Cash Management
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�

Control and Safeguards

�

Credit

�

Expenses

�

Fund Development

�

Governance and Responsibilities

�

Investment

�

Legal Requirements

�

Payroll

�

Other

Review the following sample ﬁnancial policies and procedures
then consider adapting them to meet the needs and purposes of
your agency!

Accounting
Sample Statements

The Executive Director (or a designate) will prepare the
bank reconciliation each month.This will be forwarded to
the Treasurer for review.
The Treasurer may recommend depositing surplus funds in
a guaranteed term deposit. Deposits will not exceed
$60,000 in any one ﬁnancial institution or in any one
account.
All ﬁnancial transactions will be recorded and summarized
in one of the following journals: Cash (and/or Cheque)
Receipts, Cash Disbursements, Payroll, General Ledger.
These accounting records will be updated each month by
the bookkeeper.
An amount of $___________ will be kept in the ofﬁce as
petty cash.This will be kept in a locked drawer. All
transactions will be recorded on petty cash slips.The
bookkeeper will review and record all transactions on a
monthly basis. Under no circumstances will petty cash be
borrowed for personal use.
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Salaries/wages will be paid by cheque every two weeks
upon receipt of a time sheet or invoice signed by the
employee’s immediate supervisor.The bookkeeper will the
prepare cheques.
The Executive Director (or a designate) will prepare the
cheques for review and get the signatures of two signing
ofﬁcers. Invoices or other appropriate documents will be
required for payment.
All deductions to wages will be made in accordance with
statutory regulations and this agency’s personnel policies.
The Executive Director, or a staff designate, will make these
calculations and record them in the payroll journal.

Assets
Sample Statements

Inventory records will list all capital assets and the purchase
date and price. An annual review will monitor the condition
and write-off all assets as required.
Unwanted capital assets can be sold for a reasonable price
as per the following guidelines. Items still worth $400 or
more require board approval. Items valued at less than
$400 may be sold at the discretion of the Executive Director
and the Treasurer. All sales will be recorded in the Inventory
record.
Adequate insurance shall be carried for replacement value
if major loss should occur through ﬁre, robbery, theft,
liability, fraud or embezzlement.The coverage will be
reviewed annually.

Audit
Sample Statements

The auditor(s) will be appointed at the Annual General
Meeting by a resolution of the general membership.
The audit report must be approved by the board.
The audit shall be conducted as soon as possible after the
ﬁscal year end.
The funding agencies will receive copies of the Audit or
Audit Review. One copy will be kept with the Corporate
Minute Book, to remain in the agency’s main ofﬁce.
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Banking
Sample Statements

Bank deposits will be made by the Executive Director, a
designated staff person, or the Treasurer, as soon as money
or cheques are received.
Only designated employees are permitted to receive funds
on behalf of the organization.These shall be deposited to
the bank within 24 hours.
Bank statements and cancelled cheques shall be reviewed
on a monthly basis. Void cheques must be kept on ﬁle.
The board may elect to hold a current account at any bank
or trust company that is governed by the Bank Act and has
CDIC (deposit insurance) coverage.
Both the bank and the ofﬁce will maintain up-to-date lists
of all those who are designated with signing authority.
The Board will approve the type and number of bank
accounts required, based on recommendations by the
Treasurer and/or the Finance Committee.
The signing ofﬁcers for this agency are: The Executive
Director, the Chairperson, the Vice-Chair, the Treasurer and
the bookkeeper.Two signatures will be required on all
cheques.
Cheques will be written every second Friday.

Budget Preparation and Management
Sample Statements

The Executive Director and the Treasurer will work together
to prepare the annual budget.The draft budget will be
brought to the board for approval.
The Board of Directors will approve all budgets and
expenditures. Expenditures should be compared with
budgeted allocations.
Each budget item will be accurately represented and
researched as carefully as possible based on the following:
the funders’ guidelines, the board’s recommendations,
historical information and expected expenditures.
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This agency will use the funding guidelines of our major
funder as the guidelines for budget preparation.
Budget reports will be prepared every month so that the
board can monitor the expenditures.
If the budget needs to be amended in the course of the
year, the Treasurer and the Executive Director will work
together to develop a revised budget for the board’s
approval. If necessary, the funder will be notiﬁed of the
agency’s budget change.
Monthly income and expense reports will contain the
actual and budgeted amounts in dollar ﬁgures as well as
percentages. Last year’s ﬁgures for the same date will be
provided for comparison.
The Executive Director is responsible for overseeing the
payment of all approved budget expenses.
Expenditures over $500 which were not planned for in the
budget must be approved by the board of directors.The
Executive Director has discretion to authorize nonbudgeted expenditures under $500.
All major capital expenses (over $___________ ) will
require a minimum of three written quotes for comparison.
All contractual agreements and capital expenses should be
brought forward for board approval. If immediate action is
required, the Executive Director may seek the Executive
Committee’s approval.

Cash Management
Sample Statements

This agency endeavours to maintain a cash position of no
less than $___________ in the bank.The board will receive
a monthly statement of the cash position in order to revise
ﬁgures, plan the timing of expenses or reallocate resources
as necessary.
Our agency will establish and maintain a reserve fund
equal to three to six months of operating costs.
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Control and Safeguards
Sample Statements

Each ﬁnancial transaction and/or legal agreement must
have two authorized signatures, one of whom is a board
member.
No one individual shall be given sole authority over any
ﬁnancial transaction.
All cheques shall be stored in a locked location within the
ofﬁce.
Cash will not be accepted by this agency. Cheques or
money orders are preferred.
Signed cheques shall not be issued “to cash,”“to the
bearer,” or left blank.
Cheques will be used and recorded in numerical order.

Credit
Sample Statements

An agency credit card (with a $___________ limit) will be
provided to one designated staff person, for use, only on
agency business.
The staff and board of this agency are committed to not
incur debt for the organization.

Expenses
Sample Statements

Expense and Travel Forms and original receipts will be
required for payment of any expense or travel claim.
Mileage costs of $______ per kilometre will be reimbursed
to all staff on agency business.
The Finance Committee will review annually the list of
eligible expense claims which will be reimbursed.
Expense claims must be submitted for reimbursement
within one month.
The rates for mileage, parking and meal allowances will be
set each year by the board, based on recommendations by
the Finance Committee.
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Expense claims will be processed every two weeks by the
bookkeeper. Original receipts, signed by the immediate
supervisor, are required.The Executive Director requires
the signature of the Chair or Treasurer to validate a claim.
Expense limits will be consistent with MET guidelines.

Fund Development
Sample Statements

In an attempt to diversify our funding base, this agency is
committed to seeking out two new funding sources per
year.
Money raised through fundraising efforts will be kept in a
separate bank account, and be used for the purposes
speciﬁed by the donors, for certain speciﬁed purposes.
Any fundraising activities that involve gambling and/or the
sale of alcohol will not be approved by the board.
This agency provides ofﬁcial income tax receipts only for
legitimate donations.

Governance and Responsibilities
Sample Statements

A Finance Committee will be appointed at the ﬁrst board
meeting after the AGM, and will consist of the Treasurer,
the Executive Director, and one other board member.
All staff and board members will receive a copy of the
agency’s Guide to Financial Management which explains
how to read and interpret ﬁnancial terms and statements.
It is the responsibility of the Finance Committee to review
the ﬁnancial policies annually and, if necessary, make
recommendations for changes to the board.
It is the policy of this agency to allocate money in every
budget to hire a Bookkeeper who will come in on a
monthly basis to maintain the books, prepare ﬁnancial
statements and reports and issue cheques.The bookkeeper
will report to the Executive Director who is also a member
of the Finance Committee.
A training workshop will be offered to all agency staff and
board members every two years to enhance awareness and
understanding of ﬁnancial management systems.
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Investment
Sample Statements

This board will invest surplus funds only in low risk, shortterm, investments that are guaranteed.
All investments and cashing in of investments must be
approved by the board.
Investment income/interest will be recorded as revenue
and assigned to the agency’s discretionary reserve fund.

Legal Requirements
Sample Statements

Payroll deductions and GST will be remitted to the
appropriate government departments in a timely and
accurate manner.This will be the responsibility of the
Executive Director even if this duty is performed by the
bookkeeper.
This agency shall use funds for purposes as agreed upon
with the funding agencies or other contributors.
Financial records, in hard copy (paper) will be maintained in
a secure location within the ofﬁce for a period of seven
years.These records will also be maintained on disk,
indeﬁnitely.
Decisions about handling surplus/reserve funds will be
made by the Board after consulting the guidelines of the
major funders.

Payroll
see also Personnel Policies

Sample Statements

Payroll management and salary and compensation
guidelines will be determined by the board within
budgetary constraints.The Personnel and Finance
Committees will work collaboratively to make
recommendations to the board.
Payroll will be paid every two weeks on Thursday.
Contract employees are to be paid as per conditions
outlined in their contract.
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Other
Sample Statements

All contracts must be approved by the board before being
signed by two designated signing ofﬁcers. Any subsequent
changes to the contract must also be approved by the
board.
Tendering is required for contracts over $___________ in
value. A minimum of three bidders will be contacted. All
written bids will be kept on ﬁle as conﬁdential to anyone
outside the board and designated staff.
This agency adheres to the Training Supports Policy as
deﬁned in Appendix Three, in the Literacy and Basic Skills
Program Guidelines.

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Some of the bibliographic references are annotated with the author’s notes. All documents which are
available from the Alpha Plus library are identiﬁed with: *A. An additional resource list follows this
bibliography to offer suggestions for other places to look for information on policies and procedures in
volunteer management.
Advisory Board on the
Voluntary Sector.

Sustaining a Civic Society: Voluntary Action in Ontario, Toronto: Queen’s
Printer for Ontario, 1997.

Canadian
Administrators of
Volunteer Resources.

Canadian Administrators of Volunteer Resources - Standards of Practice,
CAVR Association of Professionals: Ottawa, Ontario, 1977.

Community Services
Consulting Ltd.

Working for Literacy: Public Attitudes and Political Persuasion, A Guide
Prepared for the Alberta Association for Adult Literacy: Edmonton,
*A
Alberta.

Ellis, Susan J.

From the Top Down: The Executive Role in Volunteer Program Success,
*A
Philadelphia: Energize Associates, 1986.
This is geared to the top level directors/managers of large
volunteer programs rather than the direct supervisors.

Ellis, Susan J.&
Katherine J. Noyes.

No Excuses: The Team Approach to Volunteer Management, Philadelphia:
*A
Energize Associates, 1990.
This book provides a thorough treatment of recruitment and a
detailed task analysis for volunteer managers which can be useful
in developing job descriptions.

Fingeret, Hanna.

Adult Literacy: Politics, Policy and Practice: A Background Paper Prepared
for the Pew Charitable Trusts, Durham, North Carolina: Literacy South,
*A
1992.

Fisher, John.

Planning (#2 Handbooks for Voluntary Organizations), Ottawa:
Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, 1986.

*A

This series is currently being revised and should be online in 1999.
It is very useful, despite being geared for Parks Canada. The
format, font and print quality make it less easy to read but the
content is worth it.

Fisher, John.

Financial Management (#3 Handbooks for Voluntary Organizations),
*A
Ottawa: Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, 1986.
See notes above.
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Volunteer Management (#5 Handbooks for Voluntary Organizations),
*A
Ottawa: Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, 1986.
See notes above.

Fisher, John.

Paid Personnel Management (#6 Handbooks for Voluntary
Organizations), Ottawa: Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada, 1986.*A
See notes above.

Ginsler, Ernie.

Nine Steps to Strategic Planning for Non-Proﬁt Organizations: a
Workbook, Kitchener, Ontario: LAMP Consultants, 1990.

*A

This is a great workbook that can make strategic planning into a
do-it-yourself activity. It includes great charts and forms to work
through (and no expensive consultant is required!)

Graff, Linda L.

By Deﬁnition: Policies for Volunteer Programs (second edition), Dundas,
*A
Ontario: Graff and Associates, 1997.
This is the bible of policy development; the ﬁrst and last word! A
MUST-HAVE (or at least borrow!).

Granger, Alix and
Margaret Vrabel.

Financial Management for Community Groups, Vancouver: Vancouver
Volunteer Centre, 1984.
This reference book has excellent appendices with samples on
preparing and understanding ﬁnancial statements.

Grensing-Pophal, Lin.

Developing a Personnel Manual, Vancouver: Self-Counsel Press, 1993.
This book offers a good overview of general personnel
information although it is mostly related to the for-proﬁt,
corporate sector. Some of the generic forms are universally
applicable!

Hall, Terri Lyn &
Carolyn Davies.

Joining Boards and Committees, A Learner’s Guide, Kingston: Literacy
Link Eastern Ontario, 1996.
This is an excellent primer for learners to use, but also serves a
short, sweet reminder to all board members about the simplicity
and clarity of what being part of a board is all about. We can all use
this one!

Howe, Fisher.

The Board Member’s Guide to Fund Raising, Washington: National Center
*A
for Nonproﬁt Boards, 1991.
Although it is not a “how-to” manual, this book convincingly
outlines board responsibilities for fund raising.
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Effective Organizations: A Consultant’s Resource, Gloucester, Ontario:
*A
Skills Program for Management Volunteers, 1992.
This comprehensive binder will help internal facilitator or external
consultants work with volunteer organizations. It contains great
organizational assessment tools for photocopying as well as
sample forms.This resource lays out board development in a
simple, straightforward way to help groups get “unstuck.”

Kueﬂer, Andrew S.

Get On Board! A Working Guide to Better Board Development: The NonProﬁt Board Development Book, Edmonton, Alberta: Edmonton Social
Planning Council, 1992.
This is an excellent and easy-to-read resource with many common
sense exercises (group and individual) to help boards develop
their management potential.

Lynch, Richard.

Precision Management - How to Build and Manage the Winning
Organization, Seattle, WA: Abbott Press, 1988.
This book contains a highly readable management approach that
emphasizes the control and ownership of tasks by employees/
volunteers. It outlines the need for employees/volunteers to have
their own areas of responsibility. It also includes references on
applying these theories to non-proﬁt organizations.

Mackenzie, Marilyn.

Curing Terminal Niceness… A Practical Guide to Healthy Volunteer Staff
*A
Relationships, Downers Grove, IL: VM Systems, 1990.

Mackenzie, Marilyn
& Gail Moore.

The Volunteer Development Toolbox, Downers Grove, IL: Heritage Arts
Publishing, 1993.
The sub-title for this book, says it all: tools and techniques to
enhance volunteer and staff effectiveness. And it truly delivers.

McCurley, Steve.

Essential Volunteer Management, Downers Grove, IL: Heritage Arts
Publishing, 1989.

*A

This is a solid, realistic, and easy-to-read book.This author is at the
forefront of volunteer management literature.

McCurley, Steve.

Volunteer Management Forms, Downers Grove, IL: Heritage Arts
Publishers, 1988.

*A

This 20 page booklet has some excellent generic forms which can
be reproduced directly or adapted. Especially useful are the time
sheets, volunteer interview record and volunteer-agency
agreement. Many examples provided here, are reproduced and
referred to, in other works.
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Volunteer Management Policies, Downers Grove, IL: Heritage Arts
Publishing, 1990.

*A

This booklet has an invaluable, comprehensive listing of sample
policies which are sufﬁciently generic to adapt.They can also be
found on the Web (see later reference in the Resource Listing of
this Guide.)

McCurley, Steve
& Sue Vinyard.

101 Tips for Volunteer Recruitment, Downers Grove, IL: Heritage Arts
*A
Publishing, 1988.

Minnesota Ofﬁce on
Volunteer Services.

Playing it Safe: How to Control Liability and Risk Management in Volunteer
Programs, St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Department of Administration, 1992.
This book is concerned primarily with aspects of risk management
and insurance. It contains some useful forms and checklists. It
offers a good description of risk management and how to assess
risks.

Muttart Foundation.

Board Development - Developing Job Descriptions for Board Members of
Nonproﬁt Organizations, Edmonton: The Muttart Foundation, 1997.
This is part of an excellent series of self-guided workbooks that
present important board development topics into
straightforward, understandable and affordable publications.

Muttart Foundation.

Board Development - Financial Responsibilities of Not-for-Proﬁt Boards,
Edmonton: The Muttart Foundation, 1997.
See notes above

Nixon, Robert & Patricia Roles and Responsibilities of Boards of Directors of Aboriginal Economic
Lane.
Development Organizations: A Guidebook, La Ronge, Saskatchewan:
Kitsaki Development Corporation, 1991.
This handbook is concise, well-laid out, and provides very practical
information about how boards should function. It provides
detailed descriptions about board roles and responsibilities, lists
of attitudes and behaviours of an effective board member,
planning tips for board training.

Ontario Association of
Volunteer Bureaux/
Centres.

Standards and Criteria for Excellence for the Volunteer Sector for the
Province of Ontario, Toronto: Ontario Association of Volunteer Bureaux/
*A
Centres, 1988.
Although this document seems dated, it has a good summary of
the Volunteer’s Rights and Responsibilities.
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The Board Member’s Book: Making a Difference in Voluntary
Organizations, New York: The Foundation Center, 1985.

*A

This book is very detailed and thorough. It tends to focus on
American examples and larger voluntary organizations but is
extremely helpful in putting the volunteer commitment ﬁrst and
foremost in all organizational discussions. This is recommended
for the board member who is going to make a “career” of board
work! It has a good chapter on evaluation of board performance.

Ontario Ministry of
Literacy and Basic Skills Program (LBS) Guidelines, Toronto: Ontario
Education and Training. Ministry of Education and Training, 1998.
Panel on Accountability
& Governance in the
Voluntary Sector.

Helping Canadians Help Canadians, Improving Governance and
Accountability in the Voluntary Sector, Ottawa: Voluntary Sector
Roundtable, 1998.

Patry, Denise.

Proposed Volunteer Management Standards and Procedures Manual
- A Reference Document for the Use of NCC Personnel, Ottawa: National
Capital Commission Advisory Committee, 1992.

Perry, Herb.

Call to Order: Meeting Rules and Procedures for Non-Proﬁt Organizations,
*A
Owen Sound, Ontario: Big Bay Publishing Inc., 1989.
This short, concise book is a classic! It gets away from
cumbersome Parliamentary Procedure which may not always be
appropriate to non-proﬁt groups. It speciﬁes exactly what each
person at the meeting should and should not be doing.

Perry, Herb.

The Board: A Winning Team, Owen Sound, Ontario: Big Bay Publishing
*A
Inc., 1990.
Another useful book from Herb Perry on the functioning of
boards. It is excellent, concise, easily readable. This is a MUST-HAVE
for every non-proﬁt organization (but only if every new board
member reads it!).

Robinson, Paul A.

A Guide to Financial Policies and Procedures for Non-Proﬁt Organizations,
*A
Kitchener, Ontario: LAMP Consultants to Non-Proﬁts, 1993.
This book offers an excellent and understandable overview of
ﬁnancial management for nonproﬁt agencies.

Silver, Nora.

At the Heart - The New Volunteer Challenge to Community Agencies, San
*A
Francisco: The San Francisco Foundation, 1988.

Smith-Danyliw, Vicki.

Community Literacy Administrator’s Survival Kit, Sudbury, Ontario:
Ministry of Skills Development, 1989.

*A
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✳
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✳
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✳
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SD.3 Where to Turn for Further Support
Here are a few companies and organizations who offer:
�

training

�

print publications

�

useful websites

�

consulting services

�

miscellaneous products.

These resources are speciﬁc to literacy organizations and/or the
voluntary sector. Both Canadian and American references are
included. If you know of other great resources, please join the
“community literacy” discussion on Alpha Plus
(www.alphaplus.ca) or contact Community Literacy of Ontario
and we will distribute the information.

Alpha Plus Centre

21 Park Road
Toronto, Ontario M4W 2N1
Tel: 416-975-1351 or 1-800-788-1120
Fax: 416-975-4608 or 1-800-788-1417.
Internet: www.alphaplus.ca
Alpha Plus is the literacy resource centre for literacy agencies
across Ontario.They respond to information requests by phone
and online.They also manage the online discussion groups and
distribute resources.Through Alpha Plus you can purchase A
Guide to Literacy Services in Ontario (1998) for $35.

The Association
Consultants

821-28th Street
Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 6P3
Tel: 519-376-9578
Fax: 613-592-1407
email: info@morfa.com
This organization publishes a newsletter of interest to Executive
Directors of nonproﬁt, voluntary organizations (four issues per
year for $30.00).
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821-28th Street East
Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 6P3
Tel: 519-376-9578
Fax: 613-592-1407
This ﬁrm publishes Herb Perry’s popular books on board
development. To purchase A Call to Order or The Board: A Winning
Team (see notes in the bibliography), you can order direct from
the publisher.

Canadian
Administrators of
Volunteer Resources
(CAVR)

see Volunteer Canada

Canadian Centre for
Philanthropy

425 University Avenue, 7th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1T6
Tel: 416-597-2293
Fax: 416-597-2294
Internet: www.ccp.ca
This organization has a website which features many useful
articles, periodicals and an annotated bibliography. Be sure to
check out the Information Centre for information on Boards.Then
look under General as well as Governance to read bulletins on
how to be a Board member, how to develop your Board, support
for Board effectiveness, diversity issues, and where to go to order
further resources.The site has a link to the American online
resource catalogue of the National Center for Nonproﬁt Boards,
and more.

Community Literacy of
Ontario (CLO)

80 Bradford Street, Suite 508
Barrie, Ontario L4N 6S7
Tel: 705-733-2312
Fax: 705-733-6197
email: kaattari@bconnex.net
Internet: www.nald.ca/volman.htm
CLO offers volunteer management information on their website
including excerpts from this Guide.They also sell the Volunteer
Management Resource Guide for Literacy Programs (1997) for
$20, which contains a thorough compilation of resource lists.
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9594 First Avenue NE, Box 413
Seattle WA
90115-2012 USA
Tel: 206-525-2104
Fax: 206-525-3320
Internet: www.cybervpm.com/
This is a volunteer management website managed by a private
individual (Nan Hawthorne), who surfs the net so you won’t have
to. She has a very useful Sample Volunteer Program Procedural
Manual that could tie in with your own policy development.You
can also access it with a link on the Community Literacy of
Ontario website at www.nald.ca/volman.htm.

Energize Inc.

5450 Wissahickon Avenue
Philadelphia PA
19144 USA
Tel: 1-800-395-9800
Fax: 215-438-0434
Internet: www.energizeinc.com
This company specializes in resource materials for volunteer
managers.They will send a catalogue upon request or you can
visit their website.

Evergreen State Society

1122 East Pike Street, #444
Seattle WA
98122-3934 USA
Tel: 206-329-5640
Fax: 206-322-8348
Internet: www.nonproﬁt-info.org/npofaq/outline.html
This Internet Non-Proﬁt Center website has an extensive collection
of frequently asked questions (FAQ) about board management.
The also present board descriptions, duties and functions for all
board positions.
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301 MacDonald Avenue
Belleville, Ontario K8N 3Z3
Tel: 613-966-9427 (ext.26)
Fax: 613-966-8819
Through the “Governance and Management Project,” this
organization developed a valuable resource for the child care
sector which is also applicable to any organization in the
nonproﬁt ﬁeld. Strengthening Leadership (1998) is a worthwhile
and practical series of four binders and four discs with templates
to help you systematically develop your own orientation manuals
and policy guides. It is available for $100 by calling Sherry
McTaggart.

Graff and Associates

Not-For-Proﬁt Management Consultants
167 Little John Road
Dundas, Ontario L9H 4H2
Tel: 905-627-8511
Fax: 905-627-8511
email: ll.graff@sympatico.ca
Linda Graff has authored many books and cassettes on policy
development and volunteer management, which are distributed
internationally. Her Ontario-based ﬁrm is also well-known for
training workshops and management consulting for nonproﬁt
organizations.

Heritage Arts
Publishing

1807 Prairie Avenue
Downers Grove, IL
60515 USA
Tel: 1-800-272-8306 (distribution and order centre)
Fax: 630-964-7338
Internet: www.pointsoﬂight.org
This small publishing ﬁrm calls itself the volunteer management
marketplace. Request a catalogue and discover a wealth of
current resources, including work by two pre-eminent authors in
the ﬁeld, Steve McCurley and Marilyn Mackenzie.This company
also produce a newsletter called “Grapevine” for volunteer
managers (call 630-964-1194.)
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1310 Upper Dwyer Hill Road
RR#2, Carp, Ontario KOA 1LO
Tel: 613-256-5516
Fax: 613-256-0902
email: JTCINC@magi.com
Internet: www.jtcinc.ca
This organization has a team of facilitators and consultants who
can provide training or advice on a wide range of topics related
to the voluntary sector.They also produce a good resource
catalogue of valuable books, tapes and videos.

Laubach Literacy
Ontario (LLO)

591 Lancaster Street West, Unit 4
Kitchener, Ontario N2K 1M5
Tel: 519-743-3309
Fax: 519-743-7520
email: llo@golden.net
Internet: www.trainingpost.org
Laubach Literacy Ontario is a volunteer organization dedicated to
increasing literacy in Ontario, guided by the principles of “Each
One Teach One.” LLO is a provincial network of 48 Laubach
afﬁliated community-based literacy programs in Ontario.Their
website is called “Training Post” and provides training
opportunities and resources to volunteer tutors and literacy
trainers in Ontario.

Movement for
Canadian Literacy
(MCL)

180 Metcalfe Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1P5
Tel: 613-563-2464
Fax: 613-563-2504
Internet: www.literacy.ca
This organization represents literacy coalitions (such as OLC) as
well as organizations and individuals across the country.Their
website has materials for learner advocacy as well as publications
and links.

National Adult Literacy
Database (NALD)

Scovil House, 703 Brunswick Street
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 1H8
Tel: 1-800-720-6253
Fax: 506-457-6910
Internet: www.nald.ca
This is the “mother” website for all literacy organizations across
the country.
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Suite 411, 2000 L Street NW
Washington DC, USA
Tel: 202-452-6262
Fax: 202-452-6299
Internet: www.ncnb.org
Their website has a lot of useful information including a checklist
for developing your own board manual.Their site can also be
accessed through the a link from the Canadian Centre for
Philanthropy which is at www.ccp.ca

National Court
Appointed Special
Advocate Association
(National CASA
Association)

100 W. Harrison, North Tower, Suite 500
Seattle WA
98119 USA
Tel: 1-800-628-3233
Internet: www.casanet.org/nuts/default.htm
CASA is the association for Court Appointed Special Advocates
similar to the Children’s Aid in Ontario) and has a wonderful site
for volunteer management since much of its work is done in
conjunction with volunteers and volunteer families. Well-known
author in this ﬁeld, Steve McCurley shares his 18-page Sample
Volunteer Management Policies and there are many other gems
here.You can also access it with a link on the Community Literacy
of Ontario website at www.nald.ca/volman.htm.

National Education
Campaign on Screening

see Volunteer Canada

Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)

77 Grenville Street, Suite 1100
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1B3
Tel: 1-888-466-2372
Fax: 416-326-3106
Internet: www.gov.on.ca:80/OMAFRA/english/rural/facts/
factshts.htm
This Ministry has produced a number of useful, concise
factsheets about organizational issues, Board development,
communication and leadership and the management of
meetings, projects and activities.They are available free of charge
in print or online.The OMAFRA/CLO online course, Board/Staff
Relations Workshop (Fall 1998), is still available for viewing on the
Alpha Plus discussions at www.alphaplus.ca.
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77 Bloor Street West, 6th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9
Tel: 416-327-2422 or 1-800-267-7329
Fax: 416-314-4965
Internet: www.gov.on.ca/MCZCR/english
Or contact the local Ministry of Citizenship, Culture and
Recreation ofﬁce nearest you, by consulting the blue pages of
your phone directory.
The Ontario government, under the Ministry of Citizenship,
Culture and Recreation, has launched a number of initiatives to
strengthen volunteer action in Ontario.These initiatives include
• Community Linkages Program
• Ontario Volunteer Service Awards
• Outstanding Achievement Awards for Voluntarism in Ontario
• The Ontario Medal for Young Volunteers
• volunteer@action.online.
You can also access this Ministry with a link on the Community
Literacy of Ontario website at www.nald.ca/volman.htm.

Ontario Network of
Employment Skills
Training Projects
(ONESTeP)

517 Wellington Street West, Suite 210
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1G1
Tel: 416-591-7151
Fax: 416-591-9126
Internet: www.onestep.on.ca
This organization is dedicated to community-based training.
Their website includes a variety of interesting resources.

Publications Ontario

Bookstores, mail order service and distribution outlets are
located around the province.
Tel: 416-326-5300 or toll-free 1-800-668-9938
Internet: www.gov.on.ca/MBS/english/publications
Your source to order provincial government publications,
including The Corporations Act, Not- For-Proﬁt Incorporator’s
Handbook and many others.
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Grant MacEwan Community College
5-132, 10700 - 104 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 4S2
Tel: 403-497-5616
Fax: 403-497-5634
email: robertsonl@admin.gmcc.ab.ca
This centre offers one-on-one consultation services to Alberta’s
volunteer community.They also distribute the excellent
publications produced by the Muttart Foundation.The Board
Development series of self-guided workbooks include these
useful titles:
Developing Job Descriptions for Board Members of Nonproﬁt
Organizations (1997)
Financial Responsibilities of Not-for-Proﬁt Boards (1997)
Recruiting and Developing Effective Board Members for
Not-for-Proﬁt Organizations (1997).
They can be purchased for $5 each from RCVO.

Shaw Consulting

420 Warren Road
King City, Ontario L7B 1C4
Tel: 905-833-3047
Fax: 905-833-3047
email: shawja@compuserve.com
This consulting ﬁrm publishes a bi-monthly journal called Leader
Resources ($30 per year). It is a Journal for leaders in sport,
recreation, health and social services and is dedicated to
management and leadership development.This ﬁrm also provide
consulting and training services on organizational development,
group facilitation etc.

The Right Type

15 Freeman Road, PO Box 124
Yarker, Ontario K0K 3N0
Tel: 613-377-6839
Fax: 613-377-6839
email: rightype@kos.net
www.rightype.com
This desktop publishing and graphic design service has had
extensive experience designing print and on-line materials for a
variety of literacy organizations in Ontario.The Right Type can
also co-ordinate printing and other reproduction services for
your program or organization as well as provide training in
common desktop publishing software applications.
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Box 200, Station Q
Toronto, Ontario M4T 2T1
Tel: 1-800-663-1800
TV Ontario is the public broadcasting system for the province.
They have co-produced (with United Way) and aired the Board
Basics series (manual and videos) for volunteers.The participant’s
component of the series can be purchased by calling the Viewer
Services department at TVO.

Trillium Foundation

45 Charles Street East, 5th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1S2
Tel: 1-800-263-2887 or 416-963-4927
Fax: 416-963-8781
email: trillium@trilliumfoundation.org
Internet: www.trilliumfoundation.org
The Trillium Foundation is dedicated to work with others to make
strategic investments to build healthy, sustainable and caring
communities in Ontario.They could be a non-government source
of funding for your agency! You can also link to their site through
the CLO website at www.nald.ca/volman.htm.

United Way of Canada

404-56 Sparks Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5A9
Tel: 1-800-267-8221 or 613-236-7041
Fax: 613-236-3087
Internet: www.uwc-cc.ca
The website for United Way of Canada can link you with local and
regional ofﬁces, training opportunities and resources.The Board
Basics Kit for Volunteer Organizations is the organization’s
component in the series (co-produced with TVO), and can be
ordered directly through the United Way of Canada.
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1 Nicholas Street, Suite 302
Ottawa, Ontario K1N 7B2
Tel: 1-800-670-0401
Fax: 613-236-6797
Internet: www.volunteer.ca
Volunteer Canada oversees a number of important initiatives in
the volunteer sector. Currently you can get two memberships for
the price of one as CAVR and Volunteer Canada offer a joint
membership for $60. Join this professional association and check
out the certiﬁcation process to become a designated
Administrator of Volunteer Resources (AVR). Volunteer Canada
also coordinates the National Education Campaign on Screening.

Volunteer Vancouver

#301 - 3102 Main Street
Vancouver, B.C.V5T 3G7
Tel: 604-875-9144
Fax: 604-875-0710
Internet: www.vancouver.volunteer.ca
Volunteer Vancouver has a useful website with up-to-date
research, articles and volunteer management resources.
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SD.4 Operational Policies and Procedures Manual
for Community Literacy of Ontario
________________________________________

CLO’s Policies and Procedures Manual was not
developed as part of this project.
This manual was developed by the board members and
staff of Community Literacy of Ontario using core
funding from the Ministry of Education and Training
and volunteer time and talents.
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Policies on Board Structure and Mandate
____________________________________________________________________________

Board Member Job Description

1. Function of the Board of Directors
It is the Board that is ultimately responsible for making sure that Community
Literacy of Ontario fulfils its mission.

Responsibilities of Board members:
To understand CLO’s mission and mandate
To set policy for CLO
To make sure that effective organizational planning takes place
To make sure that funds are properly managed
To know the Board’s legal obligations and make sure they are followed
To approve the hiring and releasing of staff, based on the recommendation of the
Personnel Committee
To represent community-based literacy programs in their region

What is expected of Board members?
To be familiar with CLO’s by-laws, policies, and business plan
To be able to attend a minimum of two face-to-face board meetings each year
(usually held in Toronto)
To be able to participate in four board meetings held by conference call.
To access AlphaPlus and e-mail if possible: CLO does some of its work online
To participate in one or more committees/reference groups and possibly chair one
To prepare for meetings by reading background material

2. CLO Officers

CLO officers have a one-year term. They may only serve two years in any one position. Officers
are elected or appointed from among directors at the first meeting of the Board following the
Annual General Meeting. Officers are:

Co-chairs or Chair and Vice-Chair
Secretary
Treasurer

3. Role And Responsibilities Of The Co-Chairs or Chair
CLO’s Co-Chairs or Chair will:

Provide leadership to the Board and Executive Director of CLO
Make sure that CLO’s mission statement and b-laws are followed
Keep the Board focused on CLO’s mandate
Speak on behalf of, or appoint someone to speak on behalf of, Community Literacy of
Ontario.
Make sure that all resolutions of the Board of Directors are accomplished
Prepare and present a report on CLO’s activities at the AGM
Develop, with input from the Executive Director and board members, the agenda for
each Board and Executive Committee meeting
Chair, on an alternating basis, all meetings of CLO and the Board of Directors.
Give guidance and support to the Executive Director between board meetings
Provide training for the new Co-Chairs or Chair
Serve on CLO’s Executive Committee
Serve as an Ex-Officio member of any appropriate CLO committee

4. Role And Responsibilities OF The Secretary

The Secretary will:

Make sure that accurate records are kept for every meeting of CLO and the Board.
Take attendance at every Board meeting
Sign the official minutes
Make sure that directors and members receive proper notice of meetings
Record all motions
Provide training to the new Secretary
Serve on CLO’s Executive Committee

5. Role And Responsibilities Of The Treasurer

The treasurer will:

Make sure that all finds are properly managed
Make sure that the budget and financial policies are followed
Review the financial statements monthly (CLO’s bookkeeper prepares that financial
statements, payroll, invoices, and cheques)
Present the monthly financial statements to the Board
Present the annual financial statements to the membership
Help the staff with budget preparation
Help with developing and monitoring CLO’s financial policies
Chair meetings of the Finance Committee
Provide training to the new Treasurer
Serve on CLO’s Executive Committee

Role of CLO’s Standing Committees

6. Executive Committee

CLO’s Executive Committee is made up of:

Co-Chairs or Chair and Vice-Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Executive Director (non-voting member)

The Executive Committee will meet as needed between full Board meetings. The Executive
Committee is authorized on behalf of the Board to make decisions that cannot wait until the next
Board meeting. The Co-Chairs will chair the Executive Committee. The Head of the Personnel
Committee will also be invited to attend Executive Meetings on an “as needed” basis.

7. Personnel Committee

The role and mandate of CLO’s Personnel Committee is to:
Evaluate the job performance of the Executive Director each year
Develop and revise CLO’s personnel policies
Develop and revise staff job descriptions
With the Executive Committee, interview candidates for the position of Executive
Director
With the Executive Committee, make recommendations to the Board of Directors on the
selection of the Executive Director
Help with the hiring of other staff
Review and approve contracts between CLO and core and contract staff
Recommending salary guidelines to the Board of Directors
Advise the Executive Director and the board on personnel policies and practices

8. Nominations Committee

The Nominations Committee will plan the elections of the Board of Directors
The Nominations Committee will recruit new members to the Board of Directors
Board members will serve on this committee and the Executive Director may assist in an
ex-officio capacity

9. Finance Committee

The Finance Committee will help the Executive Director to develop the budget
The Finance Committee will help to develop and monitor CLO’s financial policies
The Finance Committee will review the financial statements before each Board meeting
The Finance Committee will be chaired by the Treasurer

10. Other Committees

CLO’s board can set up other committees as needed. The Board will set the mandate and time
frame of each committee as needed.

COMMUNITY LITERACY OF ONTARIO
Financial Policies and Procedures
11. Policy – Financial Accountability – Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring the overall financial stability of Community
Literacy in Ontario.

Procedures
The Board of Directors will establish a budgeting process and financial reporting system
for CLO.
The Board of Directors will ensure that the financial policies and procedures are
established and adhered to.

The Board of Directors will approve all budgets (annual operating and special projects).
The Board of Directors will monitor and approve expenditures.
The Board of Directors will review revenue and expenses on a regular basis and compare
them with the approved budget.
The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that the physical and financial assets
of the organization are properly managed.
The Board of Directors will approve salary guidelines and compensation policy for all
staff. Budgetary constraints will be given due consideration in this decision.
The Board of Directors will not allow any one individual to have complete authority over
a financial transaction.
The Board of Directors will not cause or allow CLO to incur indebtedness outside of the
provisions stated in the by-laws.

12. Policy – Financial Accountability - Treasurer
Community Literacy of Ontario will appoint a Treasurer to assist the Board of Directors in their
function of financial governance. A Finance Committee may assist the Treasurer.

The Treasurer and/or Finance Committee will meet on a regular basis as specified by the Board
of Directors.
The Executive Director or his/her designate shall attend all meetings of the Finance Committee
and/or Treasurer as a resource.
The annual work plan of the Treasurer and/or Finance Committee will include the following:
¾
¾
¾
¾

review of financial policies and procedures
review of annual operating budget
monthly review of the financial statements
review of financial reporting process

13. Policy – Financial Accountability – Executive Director

The Executive Director is responsible for effective financial management to ensure a stable and viable
organization.
With regard to all financial dealings and the assets of CLO, the Executive Director will not
authorize any transactions that will result in any personal liability of the Board of Directors or
that will adversely affect the capital and assets of our corporation.
The Executive Director will ensure that payroll, payroll withholdings; employer contributions
and other debts are settled in a timely manner.
The Executive Director will ensure that assets are insured for not less than replacement value
(subject to available coverage limit).
The Executive Director will ensure that CLO’s general liability coverage does not lapse.
The Executive Director will ensure that contributions or funds are used only for the purpose that
was designated by the contributor or funder.
The Executive Director will ensure that CLO does not accumulate a deficit.
The Executive Director will initiate purchases of goods and services according to budget
allocations. The Executive Director can exceed budget allocations without board permission up
to the amount of $250.

14. Policy – Financial Controls – Internal Control
Community Literacy of Ontario will implement a well – designed system of internal
controls.

Procedures

The Board of Directors will ensure that appropriate safeguards are implemented
to prevent fraud or theft of CLO's funds.
Assets will be physically protected. Cheques will be kept in a secure location and
will be deposited in the bank as soon after receipt as possible.
No system of control can give full protection against loss. Insurance against a
variety of hazards (i.e., fire, robbery, legal liability, and embezzlement) shall be
carried to reimburse if major loss should occur. Insurance coverage shall be
reviewed annually to ensure that it meets CLO's needs.
Accurate and complete documentation of all meetings of the Board and Finance
Committees are to be maintained in the form of minutes.

15. Policy – Financial Controls – Budget Review
Community Literacy of Ontario's budgets (annual operating and special projects) will be
developed by the Executive Director, reviewed with the Treasurer and/or Finance
Committee, and approved by the Board of Directors.

Procedures

The Executive Director will prepare budgets based on the priorities and salaries
established by the Board of Directors,
The Executive Director will prepare budgets in consultation with the Treasurer
and/or Finance Committee.
The Board of Directors will approve all budgets (annual operating and special
projects). Approval will be noted in the meeting minutes of the Board of
Directors.
The Board of Directors will regularly review budget information (at least six
times per year), ensuring that budget allocations and spending limits are adhered
to.
The Board of Directors will monitor all budgets and make adjustments if required.

16. Policy – Financial Controls – Annual Audit Review

An annual audit review will be completed and presented to the members of the corporation for their
approval.
Procedures
At the annual meeting, the Board of Directors will recommend to the membership of the
corporation the name of a chartered accountant to conduct the audit review for the next fiscal
year. The auditor must be appointed by a formal resolution from the membership.
The auditor will conduct an audit review of CLO's financial/accounting systems and ensure that
financial statements and records have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.
The audit report will be presented to the Board for its approval as soon as is feasible after the
end of the fiscal year.

17. Policy – Financial Conmtrols – Review of Financial Statements

The Board of Directors of CLO will review the financial statements (for CLO's operating budget and for
all special projects) on a regular basis (at least six times per year).

Procedures

The Treasurer will receive and review all financial statements on a monthly basis.
The Board of Directors will receive and review financial statements indicating CLO's current
cash position in relation to the approved budgets at least six times per year.
The Board of Directors will ensure that they understand the financial statements.
The Board of Directors will pass formal motions indicating their acceptance of the financial
statements.

18. Policy – Financial Controls – Signing Authority

Community Literacy of Ontario will adhere to the signing authority requirements as specified in the
bylaws of our organization.

The Board of Directors shall formally appoint signing officers on an annual basis.
Signing officers may be Board members, the Executive Director and/or organizational members
of the corporation.
CLO and the bank will maintain a formal list of names, titles and signatures of those individuals
who have signing authority.
There will be two authorized officers' signatures on all CLO financial transactions and legal
agreements. One of the signatories must be a Board member of CLO.

19. Policy – Financial Controls - Cheques

The CLO’s Board will ensure that internal controls on the use of cheques are implemented.

There will be two authorized officers' signatures on all CLO cheques. One of the signatories
must be a Board member of CLO.
All cheques will be numbered and used in numerical order.
All cheques, including blank unused cheques, will be kept in a secure location.
All void cheques will be maintained on file.
Cheques will not be issued to “cash” or “the bearer”
Cheques will be written and attached to the supporting invoices before being given to the
signing officers.
All invoices and payroll entries will be reviewed by the signing officers and signed as "approved
for payment" by one of the signing officers.
Blank cheques should never be signed.
The Executive Director will obtain the bank statements and cancelled cheques and review these
on a monthly basis.

20. Policy – Financial Controls – Deposit of Funds
Funds received by our organization will be subject to internal controls.

Procedures
Upon receipt, all funds received will be recorded in the appropriate journal.
All funds will be kept in a secure location.
A receipts journal will be kept. The journal will identify the date the funds are received, the
source of the funds, the amount of the funds, the cheque number, and the initials of the person
who received the funds.
All funds will be deposited in the bank on a regular basis. Bank deposits will be compared to
receipts issued to ensure that all funds are accounted for.
Receipts will be issued where appropriate.

21. Policy – Financial Controls – Control of Credit Cards
Credit-card use will be strictly controlled according to the procedures established by CLO.

Procedures
CLO’s board will authorize a CLO credit card in the amount of $1,000.
The Board of Directors will authorize only one person at a time to have use of the credit card.
The credit card will be secured by a GIC from CLO's reserve fund in the amount of $1,000.
Directors will not be required to be personably liable for the credit card.
Payment will not be made on the monthly credit card statement without individual bills for each
purchase to verify the charges.
The credit card may only be used strictly for authorized CLO business. Under no circumstances
may personal items be expensed to the CLO credit card.

22. Policy – Financial Controls – Capital Asset Inventory

Community Literacy of Ontario will maintain accurate capital asset inventory records for items over
$300.

Inventory records (of items over $3001 will provide an accurate description of the item, the date
purchased, and the purchase price.
A review of the inventory will be done annually to determine the condition of the capital assets.
When an item is written off (due to its deteriorated condition) or sold, it will be recorded as such
in the inventory records.
Unwanted capital assets with an estimated residual value of less than $250 may be sold at a
reasonable cost, without a formal selling process, with the written approval of the Treasurer and
Executive Director. The sale will be recorded in the inventory record.
Unwanted capital assets with an estimated residual value of more than $250 may be sold at a
reasonable cost with the formal approval of the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors will
determine the appropriate selling process. The sale will be recorded in the inventory record.

23. Policy – Financial Controls – CLO Investments

The Board of Directors will ensure that the investments held by CLO are secure investments and that
they are monitored on a regular basis.
All investments will be under the control of the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors will approve the purchase and sale of securities.
Investment income earned will be subject to the same financial controls as all other CLO finds.
CLO investments should be very secure investments, short-term (less than one year), liquid, and
fully ensured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Two signing officers are required to set-up or redeem CLO investments.
The Executive Director must review the investment monthly and arrange for investments to be
redeemed into general revenues as needed, so that CLO's operating costs may be met.
CLO's reserve fund can be invested for a one-year term, once our annual core grant allocation is
known.

24. Policy – Financial Controls – Purchase of Goods and Services

Purchases of goods and services will be approved by inclusion in the appropriate budget (annual
operating or special project) or by approval of the Board of Directors.

Procedures

All purchases made will be approved either by inclusion in the appropriate budget or by special
motion approved in advance by the Board of Directors, thereby ensuring that all purchases of
goods and services are authorized.
Limits of approval authority for purchase requisitions will be as follows:
For all single budgeted expenditures:
¾ If less than $ 500, buy as required
¾ If $500-$1000, three telephone quotes are required and information must be recorded in
financial files.
¾ If greater than $1000, three written quotes are required and information must be kept on
file.
The Board of Directors must approve non-budget items (over $250).

25. Policy – Financial Controls – Board/Staff Expenses
Approved Board and staff expenses will be reimbursed if accompanied by proper documentation and if
within the limits set by the Board of Directors.

Procedures

All expenses must be within the limits set by the Board of Directors.
Expense limits will be set and reviewed annually. They will be compared with MET limits.
All expenses must be related to approved costs for attending meetings, long distance charges
associated with CLO business, and approved cost of office or meeting supplies.
All expense reports must be submitted within one month after the expense is incurred.
Original receipts must be included with all expense reports.

26. Policy – Financial Processes – Banking Services

Community Literacy of Ontario will enter into an agreement with a recognized chartered bank that will
provide the banking services needed.

Procedures
CLO will ensure that the chartered bank provides the following services:
¾ Chequing services for required accounts.
¾ Provision of cancelled cheques on a monthly basis; with a statement showing all debits
and credits.
¾ Payment of interest at current rate for all surplus funds held in any special account.
¾ Consultation on the banking requirements of the organization.
Bank accounts will be reconciled monthly by the designated staff person.

27. Policy – Financial Processes – Payroll

Payroll records will be kept current and will be updated on a regular basis.

Procedures

Payroll information will include the following:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Employee's name and address
Employee's Social Insurance Number
Employee's desired taxation code
Employee's date of birth

CLO core staff will be paid on a semi-monthly basis, on the 15th and 30th of each month. If
these dates fall on a weekend, employees will be paid on the closest Friday to that date.
Contract employees will be paid as directed in their contract.

28. Policy – Financial Processes – Maintenance of Financial Records
CLO’s financial records will be retained for the time specified by our governing legislation.

Procedures

A hard copy of financial records will be retained at our head office for a period of six years.
CLO will also retain a copy of the financial records on disk.

29. Policy – Financial Processes - Contracts
The Board of Directors must approve all contracts for services that are entered into.

Procedures

The organization may enter into contractual agreements with individuals, literacy organizations,
consulting firms, and/or registered companies for the provision of specific services and/or
programs.
All contracts are to be reviewed by the Executive Director for their content and format.
All contracts must receive the approval of the Board of Directors before they are signed.
For contracts for service in excess of $5,000 a tendering process will be required. The tendering
process will involve contacting at least three contractors. Written bids will remain on file.
Two designated signing officers will sign all contracts.
A copy of a signed contract will be kept in CLO’s files.
Any changes to contracts must receive the approval of the Board of Directors.
Existing contracts may be renewed for additional projects, without a tendering process, at the
discretion of the Board of Directors and the Personnel committee.

30. Policy – Financial Processes – Reserve Fund
The Board of Directors of CLO will set up a reserve fund of non-MET revenue.

Procedures

Any surplus non-MET revenues generated during the year, at year-end, will be moved from
general operations to the reserve fund.
CLO will seek to create a reserve fund equal to at least three months of CLO operating costs.

31. Policy – Financial Processes – Administration of Projects

CLO will charge a 10% administration fee to all projects managed by our organization.

Procedures

The project administration fee of 10% will allocated into CLO's general operations budget once
project funding is received
CLO staff time for projects will be billed over and above the administration fee

